
MIDDLE SCHOOL EDUCATION

“Introduction to Middle School Education”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Classroomlife

Teacher Expectations

Management I: Preventing Problems

Topic : Classroomlife

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand the framework through which good and Brophy conceptualize teaching.

 Illustrate the multidimensional nature of classrooms; teachers have to orchestrate their own

instruction while simultaneously monitoring the rapid, concurrent events happening all

around them.

 Learn about classroom observation systems to inform teaching practices and to help teachers

reflect on the multiple dimensions within their classrooms.

Definition/Overview:

Topic one introduces the framework through which Good and Brophy conceptualize

teaching. The authors present the idea that effective teaching requires teachers to understand

the complexity of classroom environments and to use action-system knowledge to guide their

own teaching. Chapter one illustrates the multidimensional nature of classrooms; teachers

have to orchestrate their own instruction while simultaneously monitoring the rapid,

concurrent events happening all around them. Therefore, possessing action-system

knowledge (e.g., skills for planning lessons, making pacing decisions, explaining material,

and responding to individual differences) helps teachers learn to manage classrooms and to

present information, concepts, and assignments effectively. The authors contend that

applying this knowledge will help teachers develop an integrated approach to their own
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teaching. Using an elementary school classroom narrative for illustration, Good and Brophy

introduce four topics that may be used to analyze most teaching/ learning situations:

motivation, management, instruction, and expectations. They argue that reflective analysis of

motivational, management, instructional, and expectation behaviors may provide teachers

with important suggestions for improving their personal teaching style and decisions. Further,

they point out that, to enhance their teaching, teachers need to recognize and understand their

own formative learning experiences, their specific teaching context and goals, and knowledge

of classroom research and student development. Finally, the authors present information

about using classroom observation systems to inform teaching practices and to help teachers

reflect on the multiple dimensions within their classrooms.

Key Points:

1. Classroom

A classroom is a room in which teaching or learning activities can take place. Classrooms are

found in educational institutions of all kinds, including public and private schools,

corporations, and religious and humanitarian organizations. The classroom attempts to

provide a safe space where learning can take place uninterrupted by other distractions.

2. Equipment

Most classrooms have a large writing surface where the instructor or students can share notes

with other members of the class. Traditionally, this was in the form of a blackboard but these

are becoming less common in well-equipped schools, and are replaced by flipcharts,

whiteboards and interactive whiteboards. Many classrooms also have TVs, maps, charts,

books, monographs and LCD projectors for presenting information and images from a

computer.
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3. Types of classrooms

For lessons that require specific resources or a vocational approach different types of

classrooms both indoors and outdoors are used. This is known as situated learning.

Classrooms can range from small groups of 5 or 6 to big classrooms with hundreds of

students. A large class room is also called a lecture room. A few examples of classrooms are:-

 Computer lab

 Food Technology room

 Science labs, although these aren't really classrooms they are laboratories

 Gymnasium

4. Challenges to the Classroom

While the classroom is clearly the dominant setting for learning, the flexibility of classroom

instruction is often called into question. Instead of isolating learners in a classroom, many

teachers are experimenting with integrating learning into a student's daily life. New learning

technologies and mobile devices make it possible for learning to take place at any time, at

any place, and (perhaps most importantly) at any pace that the learner desires. Web 2.0

technologies (social networking) that are intended specifically for education, such as

Classroomn.com, allow educators to integrate technology with learning.

Topic : Teacher Expectations

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand Teacher expectations

 Understand Self-fulfilling expectation effects

 Understand Effects of Expectation

 Understand Teacher expectations and teacher expectation effects;

 Understand Self-fulfilling prophecy and sustaining expectation effects and explain how each

occurs;
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Definition/Overview:

This topic defines teacher expectations and shows how teachers may communicate

expectations in ways that impede or enhance student performance. The authors distinguish

between self-fulfilling expectation effects and sustaining expectation effects as well as

analyze how these types of expectation effects may play out in the classroom. The topic

extends the topic by presenting how teachers form expectations and communicate them to

students, as well as how students perceive differential treatment by teachers. Other factors,

such as school context and teachers and students personal characteristics also influence how

expectations function in the classroom. In addition to affecting individual students, the topic

explains that expectation effects can impact groups, classes and entire schools, providing

research studies that support those effects. The topic concludes by providing advice as to how

best communicate appropriately high expectations to students.

Key Points:

In education, a teacher is one who helps students or pupils, often in a school, as well as in a

family, religious or community setting. A teacher is an acknowledged guide or helper in

processes of learning. A teacher's role may vary between cultures. Academic subjects are

emphasized in many societies, but a teacher's duties may include instruction in craftsmanship

or vocational training, spirituality, civics, community roles, or life skills. In modern schools

and most contemporary occidental societies, where scientific pedagogy is practiced, the

teacher is defined as a specialized profession on the same level as many other professions.

1. Teacher Expectations
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Observation forms are presented here for measuring teacher behavior related to the basic

teacher attitudes and expectations discussed in the chapter. Each form has a numbered title, a

definition of the classroom situations in which it should be used, and a description of its

purpose. Although all the forms possess these common properties, they differ from one

another in several ways. Some are confined to strictly behavior categories and require simple

counting of observed events; others require the coder to make inferences or judgments and

score the teacher on more global rating scales. Also, some call for only a single coding event;

others involve coding several items of information about series of events that occur in

sequences. Skilled coders can use many of the observation forms during a single observation,

so long as they do not attempt to code two things at the same time. At the beginning,

however, it is best to start with one or two forms while you acquire the basic observation and

coding skills. The observation forms define the applicable classroom situation and then list

several alternative ways in which the teacher could respond to the situation. The different

teacher behaviors listed are most often mutually exclusive, but sometimes more than one

could occur in a given situation. To use the observation forms correctly, you must be able to

(1) recognize when relevant situations are occurring that call for use of the form, (2)

accurately observe the teachers handling of the situation, (3) accurately record this

information on the form. If the teacher shows more than one codable behavior in the

situation, simply number the different behaviors consecutively. This method will preserve not

only the information about different techniques that were used, but also the sequence in

which they were used.

2. Pedagogy and Teaching

In education, teachers facilitate student learning, often in a school or academy or perhaps in

another environment such as outdoors. A teacher who teaches on an individual basis may be

described as a tutor.

The objective is typically accomplished through either an informal or formal approach to

learning, including a course of study and lesson plan that teaches skills, knowledge and/or

thinking skills. Different ways to teach are often referred to as pedagogy. When deciding

what teaching method to use teachers consider students' background knowledge,

environment, and their learning goals as well as standardized curricula as determined by the

relevant authority. The teacher should also be able to deal with students with different
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abilities and should also be able to deal with learning disabilities. Many times, teachers assist

in learning outside of the classroom by accompanying students on field trips. The increasing

use of technology, specifically the rise of the internet over the past decade has begun to shape

the way teachers approach their role in the classroom.

The objective is typically a course of study, lesson plan, or a practical skill, including

learning and thinking skills. The different ways to teach are often referred to as the teacher's

pedagogy. When deciding what teaching method to use, a teacher will need to consider

students' background knowledge, environment, and their learning objectives. A teacher may

follow standardized curricula as determined by the relevant authority. The teacher may

interact with students of different ages, from infants to adults, students with different abilities

and students with learning disabilities.

3. Secondary School Teachers

Perhaps the most significant difference between primary and secondary teaching in the UK is

the relationship between teachers and children. In primary schools each class has a teacher

who stays with them for most of the week and will teach them the whole curriculum. In

secondary schools they will be taught by different subject specialists each session during the

week and may have 10 or more different teachers. The relationship between children and

their teachers tends to be closer in the primary school where they act as form tutor, specialist

teacher and surrogate parent during the course of the day.

This is true throughout most of the United States as well. However, alternative approaches for

primary education do exist. One of these, sometimes referred to as a "platoon" system,

involves placing a group of students together in one class that moves from one specialist to

another for every subject. The advantage here is that students learn from teachers who

specialize in one subject and who tend to be more knowledgeable in that one area than a

teacher who teaches many subjects. Students still derive a strong sense of security by staying

with the same group of peers for all classes.

4. Professional Educators

Teaching may be carried out informally, within the family or the wider community. Formal

teaching may be carried out by paid professionals. Such professionals enjoy a status in some

societies on a par with physicians, lawyers, engineers, and accountants (Chartered or CPA).
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A teacher's professional duties may extend beyond formal teaching. Outside of the classroom

teachers may accompany students on field trips, supervise study halls, help with the

organization of school functions, and serve as supervisors for extracurricular activities. In

some education systems, teachers may have responsibility for student discipline.

Around the world teachers are often required to obtain specialized education and professional

licensure. The teaching profession is regarded for having a body of specialised professional

knowledge, codes of ethics and internal monitoring.

There are a variety of bodies designed to instill, preserve and update the knowledge and

professional standing of teachers. Around the world many governments operate teacher's

colleges, which are generally established to serve and protect the public interest through

certifying, governing and enforcing the standards of practice for the teaching profession.

The functions of the teacher's colleges may include setting out clear standards of practice,

providing for the ongoing education of teachers, investigating complaints involving members,

conducting hearings into allegations of professional misconduct and taking appropriate

disciplinary action and accrediting teacher education programs. In many situations teachers in

publicly funded schools must be members in good standing with the college, and private

schools may also require their teachers to be college members. In other areas these roles may

belong to the State Board of Education, the Superintendent of Public Instruction, the State

Education Agency or other governmental bodies. In still other areas Teaching Unions may be

responsible for some or all of these duties.

5. Teaching around the World

There are many similarities and differences among teachers around the world. In almost all

countries teachers are educated in a university or college. Governments may require

certification by a recognized body before they can teach in a school.

5.1 England and Wales

Nursery, Primary and Secondary School teachers ranged from 20,133 to 41,004 in

September 2007, although some salaries can go much higher depending on

experience. Preschool teachers may earn 20,980 annually. State school teachers must

have at least a bachelor's degree, complete an approved teacher education program,

and be licensed.
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Many counties offer alternative licensing programs to attract people into teaching,

especially for hard-to-fill positions. Excellent job opportunities are expected as

retirements, especially among secondary school teachers, outweigh slowing

enrollment growth; opportunities will vary by geographic area and subject taught.

5.2 France

In France, teachers, or professors, are mainly civil servants, recruited by competitive

examination.

5.3 Republic of Ireland

Salaries for primary teachers in the Republic of Ireland depend mainly on seniority

(i.e. holding the position of principal, deputy principal or assistant principal),

experience and qualifications. Extra pay is also given for teaching through the Irish

language, in a Gaeltacht area or on an island. The basic pay for a starting teacher is

31,028 p.a., rising incrementally to 57,403 for a teacher with 25 years' service. A

principal of a large school with many years' experience and several qualifications

(M.A., H.Dip., etc.) could earn over 90,000.

5.4 Scotland

In Scotland, anyone wishing to teach must be registered with the General Teaching

Council for Scotland (GTCS). Teaching in Scotland is an all graduate profession and

the normal route for graduates wishing to teach is to complete a programme of Initial

Teacher Education (ITE) at one of the seven Scottish Universities who offer these

courses. Once successfully completed, 'Provisional Registration' is given by the

GTCS which is raised to 'Full Registration' status after a year if there is sufficient

evidence to show that the 'Standard for Full Registration' has been met.

For salary year beginning April 2008, unpromoted teachers in Scotland earned from

20,427 for a Probationer, up to 32,583 after 6 years teaching, but could then go on to

earn up to 39,942 as they complete the modules to earn Chartered Teacher Status

(requiring at least 6 years at up to two modules per year.) Promotion to Principal
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Teacher positions attracts a salary of between 34,566 and 44,616; Depute Head, and

Head teachers earn from 40,290 to 78,642.

5.5 United States

In the United States, each state determines the requirements for getting a license to

teach in public schools. The Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that there are 1.4

million elementary school teachers, 600,000 middle school teachers, and 1 million

secondary school teachers employed in the U.S.

US teachers are generally paid on graduated scales, with income depending on

experience. Salaries vary greatly depending on state, relative cost of living, and grade

taught. The median salary for all primary and secondary teachers was $46,000 in

2004, with the average entry salary for a teacher with a bachelor's degree being an

estimated $32,000. Median salaries for preschool teachers, however, were less than

half the national median for secondary teachers, clock in at an estimated $21,000 in

2004. For high school teachers, median salaries in 2007 ranged from $35,000 in South

Dakota to $71,000 in New York, with a national median of $52,000. Some contracts

may include long-term disability insurance, life insurance, emergency/personal leave

and investment options. The American Federation of Teachers' teacher salary survey

for the 2004-05 school year found that the average teacher salary was $47,602.

6. Misconduct

Misconduct by teachers, especially sexual misconduct, has been getting increased scrutiny

from the media and the courts. A study by the AAUW reported that 9.6% of students in the

United States claim to have received unwanted sexual attention from an adult associated with

education - be they a volunteer, bus driver, teacher, administrator or other adult - sometime

during their educational career. A study in England showed a 0.3% prevalence of sexual

abuse by any professional, a group that included priests, religious leaders, and case workers

as well as teachers. It is important to note, however, that the British study referenced above is

the only one of its kind and consisted of "a random ... probability sample of 2,869 young

people between the ages of 18 and 24 in a computer-assisted study" and that the questions

referred to "sexual abuse with a professional," not necessarily a teacher. It is therefore logical

to conclude that information on the percentage of abuses by teachers in the United Kingdom

is not explicitly available and therefore not necessarily reliable. The AAUW study, however,
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posed questions about fourteen types of sexual harassment and various degrees of frequency

and included only abuses by teachers. "The sample was drawn from a list of 80,000 schools

to create a stratified two-stage sample design of 2,065 8th to 11th grade students". Its

reliability was gauged at 95% with a 4% margin of error.

In the United States especially, several high-profile cases such as Debra LaFave, Pamela

Rogers, and Mary Kay Latourneau have caused increased scrutiny on teacher misconduct.

Example/Case Study:

DIFFERENTIAL EXPECTATION COMMUNICATION?

As a prospective elementary school teacher you have been assigned to complete a three-day

case study at a school to observe expectation communication. You have chosen to watch a

class of sixth graders at Harrison Elementary. After two days of qualitative note taking

related to a variety of student and teacher behaviors in the social studies class of Mrs.

Cardona and the science class of Ms. Ayres, interviews with two high and low achievers (a

boy and girl at each level), and a discussion with the teachers about their assessments of these

students potential and strategies for engaging them in meaningful participation, you develop

an hypothesis that Mrs. Cardona may be communicating low expectations to many of her low

achievers. You decide to code systematically response opportunities, teacher feedback, and

sustaining behaviors in each class to determine whether your hunch is accurate. Coding form

A below presents the results of your coding in Mrs. Cardonas classroom for the four students

(high achievers Allen and Alicia and low achievers Damon and Debbie). Coding form B

shows the results in Ms. Ayress classes. What do your results tell you? Assuming that these

interaction patterns are representative of these teachers typical classes, what conclusions

might you draw? What different types of analyses of these data might you conduct?

IRO = Initial Response Opportunities

SR = Student Response: positive response = +
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mixed response = + -

negative response = -

no response = 0

TF =Teacher Feedback: positive reinforcement = +

neutral feedback = f

no feedback = 0

negative feedback = -

sustaining cues = s

give up behavior = g

Topic : Management I: Preventing Problems

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand Classroom management

 Understand Classroom Management Techniques

 Understand Systematic Approaches

Definition/Overview:

Classroom management is a term used by teachers to describe the process of ensuring that

classroom lessons run smoothly despite disruptive behavior by students. The term also

implies the prevention of disruptive behavior. It is possibly the most difficult aspect of
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teaching for many teachers and indeed experiencing problems in this area causes some to

leave teaching altogether. Classroom management presents the groundwork for the

management of classroom by considering how to establish cooperative and productive

classroom environments. Understanding and being able to apply coherent and effective

approaches to classroom management is crucial for beginning teachers and vital to the well-

being of veteran teachers. Preventing problems is, after all, the optimal way to manage a

classroom.

This topic presents the groundwork for classroom management, by considering how to

establish cooperative and productive classroom environments. Understanding and being able

to apply coherent and effective approaches to classroom management is crucial for beginning

teachers and vital to the well-being of veteran teachers. Preventing problems is, after all, the

optimal way to manage a classroom. Good & Brophy contend that research has yielded

numerous practical findings for classroom teachers. Through their use, teachers can work

toward establishing and maintaining effective learning environments for their students. The

underlying basis for a cooperative working environment for teachers and students is that

classroom management rests upon prevention and motivation, not discipline and punishment.

Toward that end, the authors present research on teacher attributes and modeling as well as

general management principles. By developing a coherent classroom management approach

at the beginning of the year, teachers will have a much greater likelihood of being able to

sustain a harmonious and productive classroom atmosphere throughout the school year.

Key Points:

Classroom management is a term used by many teachers to describe the process of ensuring

that classroom lessons run smoothly despite disruptive behavior by students. The term also

implies the prevention of disruptive behavior. It is possibly the most difficult aspect of

teaching for many teachers and indeed experiencing problems in this area causes some to

leave teaching altogether.
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Classroom management is closely linked to issues of motivation, discipline and respect.

Methodologies remain a matter of passionate debate amongst teachers; approaches vary

depending on the beliefs a teacher holds regarding educational psychology. A large part of

traditional classroom management involves behavior modification, although many teachers

see using behavioral approaches alone as overly simplistic. Many teachers establish rules and

procedures at the beginning of the school year. They also try to be consistent in enforcing

these rules and procedures. Many would also argue for positive consequences when rules are

followed, and negative consequences when rules are broken. There are newer perspectives on

classroom management that attempt to be holistic. One example is affirmation teaching,

which attempts to guide students toward success by helping them see how their effort pays

off in the classroom. It relies upon creating an environment where students are successful as a

result of their own efforts.

1. Classroom Management Techniques

1.1 Corporal punishment

Until recently, Corporal punishment was widely used as a means of controlling

disruptive behavior but it is now no longer fashionable, though it is still advocated in

some contexts by people such as James Dobson.

1.2 Rote Discipline

Also known as `lines`, Rote Discipline is a negative sanction used for behavior

management. It involves assigning a disorderly student sentences or the classroom

rules to write repeatedly. Among the many types of classroom management

approaches, it is very commonly used.

2. Systematic Approaches
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2.1 Discipline with Dignity

According to its founders, Discipline with Dignity is one of the most widely practiced

behavior management philosophies in the world. Founded by Dr. Richard Curwin and

Dr. Allen Mendler, the program is utilized in more than 12 different countries.

Discipline with Dignity, provides an in-depth flexible approach for effective school

and classroom management. With a strong focus on developing responsibility, it is a

comprehensive, practical program that leads to improved student behavior through

responsible thinking, cooperation, mutual respect, and shared decision-making.

Tools for Teaching is a classroom management method created and taught by Fred

Jones on speaking tours and in the eponymous book series.

Positive Classrooms developed by Dr. Robert DiGiulio sees positive classroom

management as the result of four factors: how teachers regard their students (spiritual

dimension), how they set up the classroom environment (physical dimension), how

skillfully they teach content (instructional dimension), and how well they address

student behavior (managerial dimension).

Example/Case Study:

MRS. COPES EIGHTH-GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES CLASS

Mrs. Cope asks students to quiet down and get out their books as she enters the class

with counselor Lopez. Chatting with Mrs. Lopez while making her way through an aisle

strewn with back packs and music instruments. Mrs. Cope looks through papers on her desk,

in a drawer, and on top of a cabinet. Unsuccessful, she turns to Mrs. Lopez and asks, Can I

have a student bring it down? Mrs. Lopez nods and says, Sure, just so I have it for our

conference after school. Mrs. Lopez exits, taking another less crowded aisle. Mrs. Cope looks

at the talking but generally orderly students and repeats her direction, OK, get your social

studies books out, and adds, and turn them to page 344. Several students have their social

studies books out, but many others respond by searching their desks. Mrs. Cope opens her file
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cabinet, takes out a blue book and a folder from near the back of the drawer, and sets the

folder on her desk. Opening the book, she strolls across the room and says, OK, John, lets

begin on page 344, with types of government. In your homework you were supposed to

answer questions about the different types of government. What types did the book discuss?

They talked about dictatorships and democracies, John replies. Yes, but didnt they divide up

the many types into three general types, John? John, looking confused, looks down and

begins to scan his text. Mrs. Cope asks the class, Can anyone help John? Only a few students

raise their hands, and Mrs. Cope calls on Tracy. They said there were three types of

governments. Thats right, Tracy. Now can you remember the three types?

Before Tracy can speak, Mrs. Cope notices William passing a note to Sarah near the back

of the room, and she asks, William, do you have something you want to share with us?

William, embarrassed, retrieves the note, stuffs it in his pocket, and shakes his head. Mrs.

Cope asks William to bring the note to her, and she tells him he can have it after class, after

talking to her about interrupting class. William grumbles, but ambles up to Mrs. Cope who is

now positioned at the front of the room. OK, Felicia, do you know the three types of

government? Felicia says she was absent yesterday, and Mrs. Cope asks Matt if he knows.

Matt looks down at his homework and says, Rule by one person, rule by a few people, and

rule by many people. Yes, thats correct, says Mrs. Cope. How many people had that on their

homework? About a dozen students raise their hand. Mrs. Cope remarks that shes

disappointed that many students appear unprepared and without their homework.

After presenting key information about monarchies and dictatorships, and explaining

how the Communist Party is a good example of a small number ruling a government, Mrs.

Cope asks students what a republic is. Few students raise their hands, but Mrs. Cope calls on

Tracy. A government like the United States, where we elect representatives? Yes, thats right

Tracy, Mrs. Cope replies. Mrs. Cope, now sitting on her stool at the front of the room,

explains how parliamentary democracies differ from presidential democracies, using Great

Britian and the United States as examples. A question by Matt about the Queen of England

leads to Mrs. Copes explanation about how some governments combine unofficial monarchs

and parliaments that make laws.

Cassie blurts out, I read about Prince William in a magazine. Hes supposed to be going

out with Britney, thats why she broke up with Justin. . . . Several students turn toward Cassie

and begin to disagree, but Mrs. Cope halts the argument, saying weve gotten off track. After
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telling Cassie to stick to the main topic, Mrs. Cope explains that no form of government is

necessarily good or bad, that monarchs or dictators can rule wisely or poorly, and that small

or large groups can be fair or take advantage of others. Mrs. Cope then asks, Are there any

questions? Hearing none, she walks to her desk, gets the folder, and quickly passes out two

dittos, a review of the chapter and a ditto that focuses on the next section about government

in the U.S. Mrs. Cope tells students they have 20 minutes to complete the first ditto, that they

should work individually, and that they may begin on ditto two only if they finish the first

and get it approved. She gives directions on ditto one, explaining how to find the answers

from the book and list the answer and giving an example. After again explaining that students

may begin on ditto two after bringing their completed ditto to her, she shows how to fill in

the fact block about the different branches of government, and she notes they are to complete

the chapter review questions at the bottom of the ditto. After telling students to go to work,

Mrs. Cope goes to her desk and looks through a stack of papers.

Several students are slow to engage in their work, but Mrs. Cope stays focused on

finding the material. Finally, she pulls out a folder, reviews its contents, and asks Manny,

seated nearby, to run it to Mrs. Lopez. Looking over the class, Mrs. Cope notices two

students at anothers desk, and she scolds them for not getting to work. She announces they

will have detention after school for not following directions. The class reacts with a loud,

Woooo, to which Mrs. Cope responds, Shhhh, now get back to work. Although several

students rustle about for a minute or two, most get back to work on their assignment.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Management Ii: Coping With Problems Effectively

Motivation

Students Interactions With One Another

Topic : Management Ii: Coping With Problems Effectively

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand Conflict Resolution

 Understand Systematic approaches to classroom management

 Understand Behavior Management and its Uses
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 Understand Assertive discipline and Use of Assertive Discipline

 Understand Behavior Management

 Understand Uses of Behavior Management

Definition/Overview:

This topic focuses on how teachers can deal effectively with continued inattention and

misbehavior problems. The authors provide suggestions on how to interpret problems,

accurately identify their causes, and respond effectively. After reviewing various types of

classroom management problems teachers may face, Good and Brophy detail how teachers

can effectively deal with prolonged or disruptive misbehavior, conflicts, and situations that

require punishment. They also include strategies to help students deal with conflict. The topic

argues that teachers play an important role in socializing students, especially at certain grade

levels, and presents guidelines for analyzing problem behavior and coping with serious

adjustment problems. Finally, three prominent approaches aimed at effective classroom

management (assertive discipline, contingency contracting, and cognitive behavior

modification) are presented and discussed.

Key Points:

A major reason was "negative student attitudes and discipline". Classroom management is

closely linked to issues of motivation, discipline and respect. Methodologies remain a matter

of passionate debate amongst teachers; approaches vary depending on the beliefs a teacher

holds regarding educational psychology. A large part of traditional classroom management

involves behavior modification, although many teachers see using behavioral approaches

alone as overly simplistic. Many teachers establish rules and procedures at the beginning of

the school year. They also try to be consistent in enforcing these rules and procedures. Many

would also argue for positive consequences when rules are followed, and negative
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consequences when rules are broken. There are newer perspectives on classroom

management that attempt to be holistic. One example is affirmation teaching, which attempts

to guide students toward success by helping them see how their effort pays off in the

classroom. It relies upon creating an environment where students are successful as a result of

their own efforts.

1. Assertive discipline

Assertive discipline is a structured, systematic approach designed to assist educators in

running an organized, teacher-in-charge classroom environment. Lee and Marlene Canter,

when consulting for school systems, found that many teachers were unable to control

undesirable behavior that occurred in their classrooms. The Cantors, rightfully so, attributed

this to a lack of training in the area of behavior management. Based on their research and the

foundations of assertiveness training and applied behavior analysis, they developed a

common sense, easy-to-learn approach to help teachers become the captains of their

classrooms and positively influence their students' behavior. Today, it is the most widely

used "canned" behavior management program. Assertive discipline has evolved since the

mid 70's from an authoritarian approach to one that is more democratic and cooperative.

2. How to Use Assertive Discipline

 Dismiss the thought that there is any acceptable reason for misbehavior (Biologically based

misbehavior may be an exception).

 Decide which rules you wish to implement in your classroom. Devise four or five rules that

are specific and easily understood by your students. (For more on making rules, see the home

page link on "How to create your own behavior management system")

 Determine negative consequences for noncompliance (You will be providing a consequence

EVERY TIME a student misbehaves). Choose three to six negative consequences (a

"discipline hierarchy"), each of which is more punitive or restrictive than the previous one.

These will be administered if the student continues to misbehave. The Canters recommend

that you NOT continue punishing if talking with the youngster will help to defuse the
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situation. (For more on making and implementing consequences, see the home page link on

"How to create your own behavior management system")

 Determine positive consequences for appropriate behavior. For example, along with verbal

praise, you might also include raffle tickets that are given to students for proper behavior.

Students write their names on the cut up pieces of paper and drop them into a container for a

daily prize drawing. Even if a student is having a bad day, there is a reason to improve...s/he

might get a ticket and have a chance at winning the raffle prize. Others might receive notes

of praise to be shown to their parents.

Group rewards are also used. A marble might be dropped into a jar for each predetermined

interval that the class as a whole has been attentive and respectful. When the jar is full, a

special event is held. Some assertive teachers also write a letter of the alphabet on the board

for each period of good group behavior. When the letters spell "Popcorn Party" (or some

other activity), that event is held.

 Conduct a meeting to inform the students of the program. Explain why rules are needed.

List the rules on the board along with the positive and negative consequences. Check for

understanding. Review periodically.

 Have the students write the rules and take them home to be signed by the parents and

returned (optional depending on age, language of parents, chances of forms being returned,

etc.). Attach a message explaining the program and requesting their help.

 Implement the program immediately.

 Become skilled in the use of other assertive discipline techniques:

a. Communicate your displeasure with a student's misbehavior, but then be sure to tell

the student what to do. For example: "Bill, stop writing and pass your paper

forward." Notice that the teacher told the student what not to do, but also told the

student what to do. Many students continue to display inappropriate behavior when

they have been told to discontinue because they do not know what they should be

doing. Now that you have given a direction, you can reinforce the student for

compliance or punish him or her for noncompliance. Be sure to add emphasis to your

directions by using eye contact, hand gestures, and the student's name.

b. Recognize and quickly respond to appropriate behavior. This quick action will

encourage the students to display the desired behavior more often. Be aware that

some students may need to be reinforced quietly or non-verbally to prevent

embarrassment in front of peers.
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c. Learn to use the "broken record" technique. Continue to repeat your command (a

maximum of three times) until the student follows your directions. Do not be

sidetracked by the student's excuses. For example:

Teacher: "Vince, you have work to do. Get away from that window and sit in your

seat."

Student: "But I want to see the cop give that guy a ticket."

Teacher: "I understand, but I want you to sit down now."

Student: "'Just one minute, OK?"

Teacher: "'No, Vince, I want you to sit down now."

Student: "Aw, OK."

Nice kid. If the command is not followed, you might issue a choice to the student.

This can be done after the first, second, or third request. Give the student a choice

between following the command or facing a consequence for disobedience. For

example: "Vince, you have a choice. You can sit down now or you'll sit with me after

school (or during recess)." If you find it necessary to implement the consequence,

make it clear to the student that he or she made the decision as to which option will

occur. The consequence should be administered quickly and in a calm, matter-of-fact

manner. In the above situation, you would move through your list of negative

consequences until the student complies.

d. Learn to use the "positive repetitions" technique. This is a disguised way of

repeating your rules so that all students know what to do (Taken from Kounin's

"ripple effect"). Repeat the directions as positive statements to students who are

complying with your commands (e.g. "Jason raised his hand to be recognized. So did

Harold and Cynthia.").

e. Use "proximity praise" (also borrowed from Kounin). Instead of just focusing on

the misbehaving students, praise youngsters near them who are doing the correct

thing. It is hoped that the misbehaving students will then model that appropriate

behavior (Kounin's "ripple effect"). The comments can be specific and obvious for

younger students. More subtle recognition is required for adolescents.

f. Use proximity control...moving toward misbehaving students (younger kids). Invite

adolescents into the hallway to talk to avoid embarrassment in front of peers (and the

negative behavior that will result if you engage in public chastisement).

g. If kids don't presently possess a desired classroom behavior, teach it to them. This
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involves more than giving commands. Teach and roleplay to promote responsible

behavior

3. Behavior Management

Behavior management skills are particularly of importance to teachers in the educational

system. Behavior management is all of the actions and conscious inactions to enhance the

probability people, individually and in groups, choose behaviors which are personally

fulfilling, productive, and socially acceptable.

4. Uses of Behavior Management

Many of the principles and techniques used are the same as behavior modification yet

delivered in a less intensive and consistent fashion. Usually, behavior management is applied

at the group level by a classroom teacher as a form of behavioral engineering to produce high

rates of student work completion and minimize classroom disruption. In addition, greater

focus has been placed on building self control. In general behavior management strategies

have been very effective in reducing classroom disruption.

While such programs can come from a variety of Behavioural change theories, the most

common practices rely on the use of applied behavior analysis principles such as positive

reinforcement and mild punishments (such as response cost and Child time-out). In general

the reward component is considered effective.

Conflict Resolution

Conflict resolution is a range of processes aimed at alleviating or eliminating sources of

conflict. The term "conflict resolution" is sometimes used interchangeably with the term

dispute resolution or alternative dispute resolution. Processes of conflict resolution generally

include negotiation, mediation and diplomacy. The processes of arbitration, litigation, and

formal complaint processes such as ombudsman processes, are usually described with the
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term dispute resolution, although some refer to them as "conflict resolution." Processes of

mediation and arbitration are often referred to as alternative dispute resolution.

5 .Systematic approaches

5.1 Discipline with Dignity

According to its founders, Discipline with Dignity is one of the most widely practiced

behavior management philosophies in the world. Founded by Dr. Richard Curwin and

Dr. Allen Mendler, the program is utilized in more than 12 different countries.

Discipline with Dignity, provides an in-depth flexible approach for effective school

and classroom management. With a strong focus on developing responsibility, it is a

comprehensive, practical program that leads to improved student behavior through

responsible thinking, cooperation, mutual respect, and shared decision-making.

Positive Classrooms sees positive classroom management as the result of four factors:

how teachers regard their students (spiritual dimension), how they set up the

classroom environment (physical dimension), how skillfully they teach content

(instructional dimension), and how well they address student behavior (managerial

dimension).

5.2 Behavior Management

Behavior management is similar to behavior modification. It is a less intensive

version of behavior modification. In behavior modification the focus is on changing

behavior, while in behavior management the focus is on maintaining order.

Example/Case Study:
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MS. SAPPS LIFE SCIENCE CLASS

Ms. Sapp, a science teacher at a junior high in a suburb area in California, closes the door as

the bell rings. Noting four boys around the terrarium at the back of the room, she snaps,

Come on guys, you know the rules. I told you were going to have visitors. The boys glance at

each other, grin, and saunter to their seats. Ms. Sapp, picking up her grade book, asks whos

absent. Several of the 32 students respond, Josie and Fredrick. Noting this, Ms. Sapp asks

students to turn to page 293. Most students quickly do so, but several appear not to have their

books, and a few search their book bags. Ms. Sapp comments, It seems everyone should have

learned to bring their book to class by now. Ive told you Im going to dock points if you dont

bring your books. John, Tim, Rodney, where are your books? Before they can answer, Mrs.

Johnson, the principal, enters the room, nods at Ms. Sapp, walks to the back of the room, and

takes a seat.

Ms. Sapp asks students to look at the board and write a summary of the chapter and key

vocabulary in their notebooks. As students start, Debbie begins to ask her neighbor, Mica, for

a pen, while glancing at Ms. Sapp. Ms. Sapp, apparently thinking Debbie is going to interact

with Mica, shakes her head and frowns. As Ms. Sapp turns to the side board to write a

homework assignment, two other students pass pencils to friends near the back of the room

and Jared opens the door and begins to enter the room. Ms. Sapp turns and asks Jared for a

tardy pass. Jared, surprised, says, I left my notebook in P.E., and you said to bring it today.

Thats right, Jared, but why didnt you get it between classes? Ms. Sapp responds. Noting Mrs.

Johnson in the back, Jared spins around and heads out the door while answering with disgust,

Because Mr. Kaifes kept me after class! Most of the class is now watching, and Debbie

confirms Jareds story by remarking, Thats right Ms. Sapp, Mr. K made Jared stay to help

move old monitors.

Ms. Sapp, raising and lowering her arms slowly two or three times, says, OK, OK, Jareds

taking care of businesslets get your outline and vocabulary finished. As the class calms and

Ms. Sapp completes the homework assignment, she notices Debbie not engaged in writing.

She inquires sharply, Debbie Heer, why arent you completing your outline? Many students

raise up from their work to hear Debbie reply, I forgot my pen and you wouldnt let me

borrow one. Students begin to snicker, but Ms. Sapp, turning as she walks to her desk, quiets

them with a stern look. Ms. Sapp opens her desk drawer, gets out a pencil, and gives it to
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Debbie, just as Jared reenters the room, slings his pass on the front desk, and takes his seat.

As the last students complete the copying, Ms. Sapp pushes a cart with a plastic cover over it

from the back of the room to the front. She asks students to put down their pencils and Give

me your eyes.

Removing the cover, Ms. Sapp unveils a large model heart. As you know, were going to be

studying about the circulatory system, the respiratory system, and the excretory system for

the next few days, and you were asked to read chapter 15 last night. Who remembers why

these systems are so vital to our health? Several students raise their hand, and Ms. Sapp calls

on Samantha. The circulatory system keeps our body alive with new oxygen and food, and it

transports antibodies and wastes. Yes, that takes care of the circulatory system, Ms. Sapp

responds, just as Rodney is leaning forward to pass a note to Debbie. What else, Rodney, can

you tell me about the three systems? Rodney, sitting back, hesitates and then answers, The

excretion system takes wastes out of the body. All right, but what good does that do for us?

Rodney squints his eyes and shrugs his shoulders, and several students raise their hands. For

10 minutes, Ms. Sapp conducts an active question and answer session covering major

functions of the three systems and points about the heart. Although Tim and Rodney are quite

restless and Ms. Sapp moves to their side of the room and near their desks on two occasions,

most students are attentive and the discussion moves along well.

Ms. Sapp passes out a worksheet that includes a crossword puzzle using concepts from

chapter 15, and she tells students to get into their groups and complete the puzzle

collaboratively. Six groups form quickly, but a seventh is slow, and Ms. Sapp moves toward

this group, places her hands on the shoulders of Tim and Rodney, and says, Lets get to it,

group three. Ms. Sapp moves from group to group monitoring progress and fielding

comments or questions, though she responds to most questions with questions herself. When

the class gets noisy later, especially group three, Ms. Sapp says, OK groups, youre getting

loudlets focus on the puzzle and speak softly. Later, as Tim and Rodney begin to talk loudly

and raise their hands, Ms. Sapp calls across the room, Hey, Tim, what are you doing? Tim

drops his hands immediately, but Rodney replies, He was going to deck me cause I agreed

with Joan that he has a big larynx. The class erupts, and even Mrs. Johnson smiles. Later, Ms.

Sapp walks toward group six in the back corner and hears Samantha arguing with Jason about

veins and arteries. She stops with her back to the rest of the class, pausing to hear the

conversation. Meanwhile, Tim and Rodney begin tossing spit wads at each other near the
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front of the room. Ms. Sapp, though, doesnt appear to see them throwing the spit wads. The

principal does and stares at them sternly, and when they see her, they giggle sheepishly and

stop. The class continues in their small groups until the bell rings. Ms. Sapp calls out

instructions to them, but most have grabbed their backpacks and are out of the door before

shes finished.

Topic : Motivation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand Need for achievement, Theory and Measurement

 Understand Motivation and Motivational Theories

 Understand Expectancy Theory

 Understand Expectancy-value theory

 Understand Project-based learning

 Understand Self-determination theory

 Understand Zone of proximal development

Definition/Overview:

This topic focuses on strategies teachers can use to increase the likelihood their students will

become motivated and engaged in learning. Using recent theory and research on motivation

and several illustrative vignettes, the authors define motivation, introduce basic motivation

ideas and concepts, and present four preconditions necessary for supporting motivational

strategies. They then review four major approaches for motivating students: maintaining

success expectations, using extrinsic motivation strategies, taking advantage of students

existing intrinsic motivation, and stimulating students motivation to learn. Good and Brophy

argue that students develop motives, goals, and strategies to accomplish their goals by

responding to (1) the nature of the activities themselves and (2) the approach used by the

teacher in presenting these activities. To assure that activities lead to substantive learning
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(rather than merely extrinsic or intrinsic rewards), they argue that teachers must strive toward

constructing academic activities that develop students motivation to learn. They end the topic

by providing suggestions on ways that schools and teachers can build motivational strategies

into their school-wide and classroom instructional plans.

Key Points:

1. Need for Achievement

Need for Achievement (N-Ach) refers to an individual's desire for significant

accomplishment, mastering of skills, control, or high standards. The term was introduced by

the psychologist, David McClelland.

Need for Achievement is related to the difficulty of tasks people choose to undertake. Those

with low N-Ach may choose very easy tasks, in order to minimise risk of failure, or highly

difficult tasks, such that a failure would not be embarrassing. Those with high N-Ach tend to

choose moderately difficult tasks, feeling that they are challenging, but within reach.

People high in N-Ach are characterised by a tendency to seek challenges and a high degree of

independence. Their most satisfying reward is the recognition of their achievements. Sources

of high N-Ach include:

 Parents who encouraged independence in childhood

 Praise and rewards for success

 Association of achievement with positive feelings

 Association of achievement with one's own competence and effort, not luck

 A desire to be effective or challenged

 Intrapersonal Strength

2. Need for Achievement Theory
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David C. McClelland's and his associates' investigations of achievement motivation have

particular relevance to the emergence of leadership. McClelland was interested in the

possibility of deliberately arousing a motive to achieve in an attempt to explain how

individuals express their preferences for particular outcomes a general problem of motivation.

In this connection, the need for achievement refers to an individual's preference for success

under conditions of competition. The vehicle McClelland employed to establish the presence

of an achievement motive was the type of fantasy a person expressed on the Thematic

Apperception Test (TAT), a series of pictures that subjects were asked to interpret by writing

stories about them.

The procedure in McClelland's initial investigation was to arouse in the test audience a

concern with their achievement. A control group was used in which arousal was omitted. In

the course of this experiment, McClelland discovered through analyzing the stories on the

TAT that initial arousal was not necessary. Instead, members of the control group individuals

who had had no prior arousal demonstrated significant differences in their stories, some

writing stories with a high achievement content and some submitting stories with a low

achievement content. Using results based on the Thematic Apperception Test, McClelland

demonstrated that individuals in a society can be grouped into high achievers and low

achievers based on their scores on what he called "N-Ach".

McClelland and his associates have since extended their work in fantasy analysis to include

different age groups, occupational groups, and nationalities in their investigations of the

strength of need for achievement. These investigations have indicated that the N-Ach score

increases with a rise in occupational level. Invariably, businessmen, managers, and

entrepreneurs are high scorers. Other investigations into the characteristics of the high

achievers have revealed that accomplishment on the job represents an end in itself; monetary

rewards serve as an index of this accomplishment. In addition, these other studies found that

the high achievers, though identified as managers, businessmen, and entrepreneurs, are not

gamblers. They will accept risk only to the degree they believe their personal contributions

will make a difference in the final outcome.

These explorations into the achievement motive seem to turn naturally into the investigation

of national differences based on Max Weber's thesis that the industrialization and economic

development of the Western nations were related to the Protestant ethic and its corresponding

values supporting work and achievement. McClelland and his associates have satisfied
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themselves that such a relationship, viewed historically through an index of national power

consumption, indeed exists. Differences related to individual, as well as to national,

accomplishments depend on the presence or absence of an achievement motive in addition to

economic resources or the infusion of financial assistance. High achievers can be viewed as

satisfying a need for self-actualization through accomplishments in their job assignments as a

result of their particular knowledge, their particular experiences, and the particular

environments in which they have lived.

3. Measurement

The techniques McClelland and his collaborators developed to measure N-Ach, N-Affil and

N-Pow can be viewed as a radical break with the dominant psychometric tradition. However,

it should be recognised that McClellend's thinking was strongly influenced by the pioneering

work of Henry Murray, both in terms of Murray's model of human needs and motivational

processes (1938) and his work with the OSS during World War Two. It was during this

period that Murray introduced the idea of "situation tests" and multi-rater / multi-method

assessments. It was Murray who first identified the significance of Need for Achievement,

Power and Affiliation and placed these in the context of an integrated motivational model.

Whilst trait-based personality theory assume that high-level competencies like initiative,

creativity, and leadership can be assessed using internally consistent measures, the

McClelland measures recognize that such competencies are difficult and demanding activities

which will neither be developed nor displayed unless people are undertaking activities they

care about (ie are strongly motivated to undertake). Furthermore, it is the cumulative number

of independent, but cumulative and substitutable, components of competence they bring to

bear while seeking to carry out these activities that will determine their success. Accordingly,

the N-Ach, N-Aff and N-Pow scoring systems simply count how many components of

competence people bring to bear whilst carrying out activities they have a strong personal

inclination (or motivation) to undertake.

An important corollary is that there is no point in trying to assess peoples abilities without

first finding out what they care about. So one cannot (as some psychometricians try to do)

assess such things as creativity in any general sense. One has always to ask creativity in
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relation to what? So McClellands measures, originally presented as means of assessing

personality, are best understood as means of measuring competence in ways which break

radically with traditional psychometric approaches.

4. Motivation

According to various theories, motivation may be rooted in the basic need to minimize

physical pain and maximize pleasure, or it may include specific needs such as eating and

resting, or a desired object, hobby, goal, state of being, ideal, or it may be attributed to less-

apparent reasons such as altruism, morality, or avoiding mortality.

5. Motivational concepts

5.1 The Incentive Theory of Motivation

A reward, tangible or intangible, is presented after the occurrence of an action (i.e.

behavior) with the intent to cause the behavior to occur again. This is done by

associating positive meaning to the behavior. Studies show that if the person receives

the reward immediately, the effect would be greater, and decreases as duration

lengthens. Repetitive action-reward combination can cause the action to become

habit. Motivation comes from two things: you, and other people. There is extrinsic

motivation, which comes from others, and intrinsic motivation, which comes from

within you.

Rewards can also be organized as extrinsic or intrinsic. Extrinsic rewards are external

to the person; for example, praise or money. Intrinsic rewards are internal to the

person; for example, satisfaction or a feeling of accomplishment.

Some authors distinguish between two forms of intrinsic motivation: one based on

enjoyment, the other on obligation. In this context, obligation refers to motivation

based on what an individual thinks ought to be done. For instance, a feeling of
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responsibility for a mission may lead to helping others beyond what is easily

observable, rewarded, or fun.

A reinforcer is different from reward, in that reinforcement is intended to create a

measured increase in the rate of a desirable behavior following the addition of

something to the environment.

5.2 Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation

Intrinsic motivation occurs when people engage in an activity, such as a hobby,

without obvious external incentives. This form of motivation has been studied by

social and educational psychologists since the early 1970s. Research has found that it

is usually associated with high educational achievement and enjoyment by students.

Intrinsic motivation has been explained by Fritz Heider's attribution theory, Bandura's

work on self-efficacy, and Ryan and Deci's cognitive evaluation theory. Students are

likely to be intrinsically motivated if they:

 attribute their educational results to internal factors that they can control (e.g. the amount of

effort they put in),

 believe they can be effective agents in reaching desired goals (i.e. the results are not

determined by luck),

 are interested in mastering a topic, rather than just rote-learning to achieve good grades.

In knowledge-sharing communities and organizations, people often cite altruistic

reasons for their participation, including contributing to a common good, a moral

obligation to the group, mentorship or 'giving back'. In work environments, money

may provide a more powerful extrinsic factor than the intrinsic motivation provided

by an enjoyable workplace.

In terms of sports, intrinsic motivation is the motivation that comes from inside the

performer. That is, the athlete competes for the love of the sport.
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Extrinsic motivation comes from outside of the performer. Money is the most obvious

example, but coercion and threat of punishment are also common extrinsic

motivations.

In sports, the crowd may cheer the performer on, and this motivates him or her to do

well. Trophies are also extrinsic incentives. Competition is often extrinsic because it

encourages the performer to win and beat others, not to enjoy the intrinsic rewards of

the activity.

Social psychological research has indicated that extrinsic rewards can lead to

overjustification and a subsequent reduction in intrinsic motivation.

5.3 Self-control

The self-control of motivation is increasingly understood as a subset of emotional

intelligence; a person may be highly intelligent according to a more conservative

definition (as measured by many intelligence tests), yet unmotivated to dedicate this

intelligence to certain tasks. Yale School of Management professor Victor Vroom's

"expectancy theory" provides an account of when people will decide whether to exert

self control to pursue a particular goal.

Drives and desires can be described as a deficiency or need that activates behaviour

that is aimed at a goal or an incentive. These are thought to originate within the

individual and may not require external stimuli to encourage the behaviour. Basic

drives could be sparked by deficiencies such as hunger, which motivates a person to

seek food; whereas more subtle drives might be the desire for praise and approval,

which motivates a person to behave in a manner pleasing to others.

By contrast, the role of extrinsic rewards and stimuli can be seen in the example of

training animals by giving them treats when they perform a trick correctly. The treat

motivates the animals to perform the trick consistently, even later when the treat is

removed from the process.
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6. Motivational Theories

6.1 Drive Reduction Theories

There are a number of drive theories. The Drive Reduction Theory grows out of the

concept that we have certain biological needs, such as hunger. As time passes the

strength of the drive increases as it is not satisfied. Then as we satisfy that drive by

fulfilling its desire, such as eating, the drive's strength is reduced. It is based on the

theories of Freud and the idea of feedback control systems, such as a thermostat.

There are several problems, however, that leave the validity of the Drive Reduction

Theory open for debate. The first problem is that it does not explain how Secondary

Reinforcers reduce drive. For example, money does not satisfy any biological or

psychological need but reduces drive on a regular basis through a pay check second-

order conditioning. Secondly, if the drive reduction theory held true we would not be

able to explain how a hungry human being can prepare a meal without eating the food

before they finished cooking it.

However, when comparing this to a real life situation such as preparing food, one

does get hungrier as the food is being made (drive increases), and after the food has

been consumed the drive decreases. The only reason the food does not get eaten

before is the human element of restraint and has nothing to do with drive theory. Also,

the food will either be nicer after it is cooked, or it won't be edible at all before it is

cooked.

6.2 Cognitive dissonance theory

Suggested by Leon Festinger, this occurs when an individual experiences some degree

of discomfort resulting from an incompatibility between two cognitions. For example,

a consumer may seek to reassure himself regarding a purchase, feeling, in retrospect,

that another decision may have been preferable.
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Another example of cognitive dissonance is when a belief and a behavior are in

conflict. A person may wish to be healthy, believes smoking is bad for one's health,

and yet continues to smoke.

6.3 Affective-Arousal Theories

6.3.1 Need Achievement Theory

David McClellands achievement motivation theory envisions that a person has a need

for three things, but differs in degrees to which the various needs influence their

behavior: Need for achievement, Need for power, and Need for affiliation.

6.3.2 Interests Theory

Holland Codes are used in the assessment of interests as in Vocational Preference

Inventory. One way to look at interests is that if a person has a strong interest in one

of the six Holland areas, then obtaining outcomes in that area will be strongly

reinforcing relative to obtaining outcomes in areas of weak interest.

7. Need Theories

7.1 Need Hierarchy Theory

Abraham Maslow's hierarchy of human needs theory is the one of the most widely

discussed theories of motivation.

The theory can be summarized as follows:

o Human beings have wants and desires which influence their behavior. Only unsatisfied needs

influence behavior, satisfied needs do not.
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o Since needs are many, they are arranged in order of importance, from the basic to the

complex.

o The person advances to the next level of needs only after the lower level need is at least

minimally satisfied.

o The further the progress up the hierarchy, the more individuality, humanness and

psychological health a person will show.

The needs, listed from basic (lowest, earliest) to most complex (highest, latest) are as

follows:

o Physiological

o Safety

o Belongingness

o Esteem

o Self actualization

7.2 Herzbergs two-factor theory

Frederick Herzberg's two-factor theory, aka intrinsic/extrinsic motivation, concludes

that certain factors in the workplace result in job satisfaction, but if absent, lead to

dissatisfaction.

He distinguished between:

o Motivators; (e.g. challenging work, recognition, responsibility) which give positive

satisfaction, and

o Hygiene factors; (e.g. status, job security, salary and fringe benefits) that do not motivate if

present, but, if absent, result in demotivation.

The name Hygiene factors is used because, like hygiene, the presence will not make

you healthier, but absence can cause health deterioration.

The theory is sometimes called the "Motivator-Hygiene Theory."
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7.3 Alderfers ERG theory

Clayton Alderfer, expanding on Maslow's hierarchy of needs, created the ERG theory

(existence, relatedness and growth). Physiological and safety, the lower order needs,

are placed in the existence category, while love and self esteem needs are placed in

the relatedness category. The growth category contains our self-actualization and self-

esteem needs.

7.4 Self-determination theory

Self-determination theory, developed by Edward Deci and Richard Ryan, focuses on

the importance of intrinsic motivation in driving human behavior. Like Maslow's

hierarchical theory and others that built on it, SDT posits a natural tendency toward

growth and development. Unlike these other theories, however, SDT does not include

any sort of "autopilot" for achievement, but instead requires active encouragement

from the environment. The primary factors that encourage motivation and

development are autonomy, competence feedback, and relatedness.

8. Broad Theories

The latest approach in Achievement Motivation is an integrative perspective as lined out in

the "Onion-Ring-Model of Achievement Motivation" by Heinz Schuler, George C. Thornton

III, Andreas Frintrup and Rose Mueller-Hanson. It is based on the premise that performance

motivation results from way broad components of personality are directed towards

performance. As a result, it includes a range of dimensions that are relevant to success at

work but which are not conventionally regarded as being part of performance motivation.

Especially it integrates formerly separated approaches as Need for Achievement with e.g.

social motives like Dominance. The Achievement Motivation Inventory AMI is based on this

theory and assesses three factors (17 separated scales) relevant to vocational and professional

success.
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9. Cognitive theories

9.1 Goal-setting theory

Goal-setting theory is based on the notion that individuals sometimes have a drive to

reach a clearly defined end state. Often, this end state is a reward in itself. A goal's

efficiency is affected by three features: proximity, difficulty and specificity. An ideal

goal should present a situation where the time between the initiation of behavior and

the end state is close. This explains why some children are more motivated to learn

how to ride a bike than mastering algebra. A goal should be moderate, not too hard or

too easy to complete. In both cases, most people are not optimally motivated, as many

want a challenge (which assumes some kind of insecurity of success). At the same

time people want to feel that there is a substantial probability that they will succeed.

Specificity concerns the description of the goal in their class. The goal should be

objectively defined and intelligible for the individual. A classic example of a poorly

specified goal is to get the highest possible grade. Most children have no idea how

much effort they need to reach that goal.

Douglas Vermeeren, has done extensive research into why many people fail to get to

their goals. The failure is directly attributed to motivating factors. Vermeeren states

that unless an individual can clearly identify their motivating factor or their significant

and meaningful reasons why they wish to attain the goal, they will never have the

power to attain it.

9.2 Unconscious motivation
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Some psychologists believe that a significant portion of human behavior is energized

and directed by unconscious motives. According to Maslow, "Psychoanalysis has

often demonstrated that the relationship between a conscious desire and the ultimate

unconscious aim that underlies it need not be at all direct." In other words, stated

motives do not always match those inferred by skilled observers. For example, it is

possible that a person can be accident-prone because he has an unconscious desire to

hurt himself and not because he is careless or ignorant of the safety rules. Similarly,

some overweight people are not hungry at all for food but for attention and love.

Eating is merely a defensive reaction to lack of attention. Some workers damage more

equipment than others do because they harbor unconscious feelings of aggression

toward authority figures.

Psychotherapists point out that some behavior is so automatic that the reasons for it

are not available in the individual's conscious mind. Compulsive cigarette smoking is

an example. Sometimes maintaining self-esteem is so important and the motive for an

activity is so threatening that it is simply not recognized and, in fact, may be disguised

or repressed. Rationalization, or "explaining away", is one such disguise, or defense

mechanism, as it is called. Another is projecting or attributing one's own faults to

others. "I feel I am to blame", becomes "It is her fault; she is selfish". Repression of

powerful but socially unacceptable motives may result in outward behavior that is the

opposite of the repressed tendencies. An example of this would be the employee who

hates his boss but overworks himself on the job to show that he holds him in high

regard.

Unconscious motives add to the hazards of interpreting human behavior and, to the

extent that they are present, complicate the life of the administrator. On the other

hand, knowledge that unconscious motives exist can lead to a more careful

assessment of behavioral problems. Although few contemporary psychologists deny

the existence of unconscious factors, many do believe that these are activated only in

times of anxiety and stress, and that in the ordinary course of events, human behavior

from the subject's point of view is rationally purposeful.

10. Controlling motivation
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The control of motivation is only understood to a limited extent. There are many different

approaches of motivation training, but many of these are considered pseudoscientific by

critics. To understand how to control motivation it is first necessary to understand why many

people lack motivation.

10.1 Early programming

Modern imaging has provided solid empirical support for the psychological theory

that emotional programming is largely defined in childhood. Harold Chugani, Medical

Director of the PET Clinic at the Children's Hospital of Michigan and professor of

pediatrics, neurology and radiology at Wayne State University School of Medicine,

has found that children's brains are much more capable of consuming new

information (linked to emotions) than those of adults. Brain activity in cortical regions

is about twice as high in children as in adults from the third to the ninth year of life.

After that period, it declines constantly to the low levels of adulthood. Brain volume,

on the other hand, is already at about 95% of adult levels in the ninth year of life.

10.2 Organization

Besides the very direct approaches to motivation, beginning in early life, there are

solutions which are more abstract but perhaps nevertheless more practical for self-

motivation. Virtually every motivation guidebook includes at least one chapter about

the proper organization of one's tasks and goals. It is usually suggested that it is

critical to maintain a list of tasks, with a distinction between those which are

completed and those which are not, thereby moving some of the required motivation

for their completion from the tasks themselves into a "meta-task", namely the

processing of the tasks in the task list, which can become a routine. The viewing of

the list of completed tasks may also be considered motivating, as it can create a

satisfying sense of accomplishment.
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Most electronic to-do lists have this basic functionality, although the distinction

between completed and non-completed tasks is not always clear (completed tasks are

sometimes simply deleted, instead of kept in a separate list).

Other forms of information organization may also be motivational, such as the use of

mind maps to organize one's ideas, and thereby "train" the neural network that is the

human brain to focus on the given task. Simpler forms of idea notation such as simple

bullet-point style lists may also be sufficient, or even more useful to less visually

oriented persons.

11. Applications in Education

Motivation is of particular interest to Educational psychologists because of the crucial role it

plays in student learning. However, the specific kind of motivation that is studied in the

specialized setting of education differs qualitatively from the more general forms of

motivation studied by psychologists in other fields.

Motivation in education can have several effects on how students learn and how they behave

towards subject matter. It can:

o Direct behavior toward particular goals

o Lead to increased effort and energy

o Increase initiation of, and persistence in, activities

o Enhance cognitive processing

o Determine what consequences are reinforcing

o Lead to improved performance.

Because students are not always internally motivated, they sometimes need situated

motivation, which is found in environmental conditions that the teacher creates.

There are two kinds of motivation:
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o Intrinsic motivation occurs when people are internally motivated to do something because it

either brings them pleasure, they think it is important, or they feel that what they are learning

is significant.

o Extrinsic motivation comes into play when a student is compelled to do something or act a

certain way because of factors external to him or her (like money or good grades).

Note also that there is already questioning and expansion about this dichotomy on motivation,

e.g., Self-Determination Theory.

Motivation has been found to be a pivotal area in treating Autism Spectrum Disorders, as in

Pivotal Response Therapy.

Motivation is also an important element in the concept of Andragogy (what motivates the

adult learner).

Example/Case Study:

MR. SEAVERS 8TH-GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES CLASS

Directions: Analyze the lesson, adding motivation strategies you feel would enhance it. As

the bell rings, Mr. Seaver closes the door and asks students to turn to page 114 of their

social studies book. Today were beginning Unit 3 on the Executive Branch and Chapter 6 on

the President. As you may remember from your reading this weekend, the Executive Branch

consists of nearly 3 million people, although most citizens think of it as primarily the

President and his cabinet. As our book points out, the Executive Branch includes hundreds of

departments and bureaus, and they spend nearly 900 billion dollars a year. Like the unit on

the Legislative Branch, the unit on the Executive Branch is an important part of our

curriculum this year, especially this chapter on the President, because of his key role in

leading our country. Lets begin today by reviewing the key words to know on page 115.

Mr. Seaver then calls on 6 students to pronounce the 6 vocabulary words and read

the definition that accompanies each word (electors, electoral college, popular vote,
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Presidentelect, inauguration, presidential succession). As each student reads the word from

the text, Mr. Seaver writes it on the blackboard. Mr. Seaver then announces that the class will

spend the next 15 minutes in a small-group activity. I want you to get into your groups of 4

and complete the handout that I have developed to review the key points. Youll find 16

questions on the handout, focused on the qualifications of the president, how the president is

elected, how long the president can serve, and his salary and benefits. Youll also find 3 or 4

questions about what happens if the president dies or resigns. Your group should complete

the handout and be ready for the class discussion. Any questions? A tall, husky student seated

near the back raises his hand and Mr. Seaver says, Yes, Mr. Murdock. Can we use our review

questions if theyre the same as the worksheet? Mr. Seaver remarks, Same approach as last

week, use your notes or your review answers if theyre more efficient than returning to the

text. Mr. Seaver settles into his desk, reaching for a stack of papers, and students slowly

move their desks into 7 circles of 4 students. They soon go to work answering the questions

listed on the worksheet, and several groups complete their task within the first 10 minutes.

Mr. Seaver, grading assignments at his desk, glances toward one group that has finished

early when it gets a little rowdy, settling them down by putting a finger to his lips and softly

saying, Shhhh. After about 12 minutes, Mr. Seaver asks, How many groups are done? and he

finds that all but one group has finished. Telling them they have two more minutes, he stacks

his papers, places a rubber band around the stack, and returns to his lectern near the window.

After about a minute, he says, OK, class, lets review the key points from the worksheet. Mr.

Seaver then calls on each group, in turn, to review their answers to the worksheet questions.

For example, group 1 is asked to respond to question 1, What are the three conditions that

must be met for running for President? And group 2 is asked to respond to the question, Are

there any informal conditions that usually apply to running for President? This procedure

continues until the sixteenth question, What is the primary role or job of the Vice President?

is answered by group 2. Mr. Seaver then leads students in a discussion about the sections last

paragraph about impeachment. He asks students, What is impeachment? Hearing no

immediate response, Mr. Seaver reminds students that they read about this process in Chapter

4 on the Congress. A blackhaired girl raises her hand. Juanita? Isnt impeachment when

Congress fires the President because he did something wrong? Well, thats pretty close, Mr.

Seaver responds. Can anyone clarify or elaborate on Juanitas answer? A red-haired boy

sitting near the lectern raises his hand. Jon, can you help us? Yeah, I remember that Congress

can be like the court and accuse and try the President or other officials for violating laws, but
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the House and Senate have different roles, if I remember right? Yes, very good Jon. Youre

correct, the House draws up the list of charges, votes, and sends the charge to the Senate if

they vote by a two-thirds majority to impeach. Then the Senate runs an actual trial, calling

witnesses and all the evidence. Now, who can remember the two Presidents that have come

closest to impeachment? Jon, can you remember? Ah, wasnt it Andrew Jackson and Richard

Nixon? Well, it wasnt Andrew Jackson, it was Andrew Johnson in 1868, but the Senate failed

by one vote to impeach him. And, what happened to Nixon? A thin, blonde-haired girl raises

her hand. Stephanie? Mr. Seaver says. Didnt Nixon resign before they could charge him,

because he knew he would be impeached? Stephanie remarks. Well, thats close. The House

Judiciary Committee actually voted to impeach, but Nixon resigned before the House could

vote on it, Mr. Seaver notes. Mr. Seaver glances at his notes and raises his hand, saying, Ah,

but one last point that you should get in your notes. Impeachment can only occur for three

reasons: treason, which is giving aid to our enemies in other countries, bribery, which is

illegal payment for doing or not doing a certain thing, and high crimes and misdemeanors,

which isnt spelled out very well in the Constitution. OK, its time to work on our homework

for this evening-on the sideboard-complete the review questions on page 133 from the next

section of the chapter, Powers and Duties of the President, and add the words to know

from page 123 to your vocabulary notebook. You have the remaining 15 minutes to get

started.

Topic : Students Interactions With One Another

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand Interaction

 Understand Classroom Concepts

 Understand Historical Conception

 Understand Curriculum

 Understand Proposed Reforms to the Tracking System

 Understand Advantages of Tracking

 Understand Track Assignment

 Understand Tracking (education)

 Understand Peer tutoring
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 Understand Online tutoring

 Understand Peer tutoring

 Understand Academic coaching

 Understand Private tutors

 Understand Tutoring

 Understand Grouping

 Understand Heterogeneous vs. Homogeneous Grouping

 Understand Benefits of Cooperative Grouping

 Understand Building Better Groups

 Understand Cooperative vs. Competitive Learning

 Understand Cooperative learning

Definition/Overview:

This topic switches the focus from the teacher to the students in the classroom, examining

how student to student interaction can facilitate learning and what teachers can do to

maximize the usefulness of such interactions. Good and Brophy articulate how changes in

educational philosophy and policy have elevated the importance of diversity and

heterogeneous grouping for teaching. Following social constructivist theories of teaching and

learning, the authors note that learning, self-esteem, and motivation may be enhanced through

peer interactions. Highlighting excellence and equity issues and various grouping strategies

and task and incentive structures, the topic presents numerous guidelines and ideas for

establishing effective student-student interactions. Findings from research on small-group and

cooperative learning are discussed. Informal cooperation learning structures and

implementation guidelines are included. The topic concludes with an examination of the

types of tutoring commonly used in classrooms with specific discussion of the utility of peer

and cross-age tutoring.
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Key Points:

1. Interaction

Interaction is a kind of action that occurs as two or more objects have an effect upon one

another. The idea of a two-way effect is essential in the concept of interaction, as opposed to

a one-way causal effect. A closely related term is interconnectivity, which deals with the

interactions of interactions within systems: combinations of many simple interactions can

lead to surprising emergent phenomena. Interaction has different tailored meanings in various

sciences. All systems are related and interdependent. Every action has a consequence.

Casual examples of interaction outside of science include:

 communication of any sort, for example two or more people talking to each other, or

communication among groups, organisations, nations or states: trade, migration, foreign

relations, transportation,

 the feedback during the operation of machines such as a computer or tool, for example the

interaction between a driver and the position of his or her car on the road: by steering the

driver influences this position, by observation this information returns to the driver.

2. Classroom Concepts

Hands-On: Refers to the many activities and realia that LEP/ESL students can engage with

bodily.

Controlled Vocabulary: A list of the key concepts in an article or selection of literature that

the students are assigned for reading. The goal is to alert students with terms that may not

already be familiar in order for them to understand the concepts involved in the reading.

Scaffolding: Scaffolding is a metaphor which demonstrates the process of gathering

knowledge of concepts. Layers of information are gathered and stored to ensure a sound basis

for continued learning.
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Authentic Assessment: Authentic Assessment is the practice of evaluating a student on their

final product and the skills developed through its completion instead of evaluation of

individual skills.

Heterogeneous Grouping: Refers to the grouping of students in classes by ability range

instead of by grade/age-level.

3. Tutoring

In British, Australian, New Zealand, Italian, and some Canadian universities, a tutor is often

but not always a postgraduate student or a lecturer assigned to conduct a seminar for

undergraduate students, often known as a tutorial. The equivalent of this kind of "tutor" in the

United States of America (U.S.) and the rest of Canada is known as a teaching assistant.

In the United States, the term tutor is generally associated with one who gives professional

instruction in a given topic or field.

3.1 Private tutors

A private tutor is a private instructor who teaches a specific educational subject or

skill to an individual student or small group of students. Such attention allows the

student to improve knowledge or skills far more rapidly than in a classroom setting.

Tutors are often privately hired and paid by the student, the student's family or an

agency. Many are used for remedial students or others needing special attention;

many provide more advanced material for exceptionally capable and highly motivated

students, or in the context of homeschooling. Tutelage is the process of being under

the guidance of a tutor. Tutoring also occurs when one adult helps another adult

student to study a specific course or subject that he/she is taking to get a better result.

The adult can also let the student work on his own, and can be there if the student has

any questions.

3.2 Academic coaching

Academic coaching is an evolution of mentoring applied to academics. Mentoring

implies the student is an empty vessel into which knowledge is poured. Coaching

involves a more collaborative approach, assuming the student is already in the "game"
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of learning. Coaches help students learn how they best learn and how to operate in an

academic environment. Coaches help students learn the material in individual courses

while coaches help students learn how to be successful in school. In college, that

includes such topics as: study skills, time management, stress management, effective

reading, note-taking, test-taking, and understanding how to use a syllabus. Academic

coaches meet with the student regularly throughout the semester, usually once a week.

Coaches work with students in all kinds of situations, not just those who are

struggling academically. Some highly motivated, high-achieving students will have a

coach to improve their learning efficiency. Academic coaching also occurs to help

students prepare for entrance exams to gain entry to schools or universities. Academic

coaching is a huge industry in Asia. For example, in India, a majority of students be it

of any class or stream, visit a coaching centre or a 'study circle'.

3.3 Peer tutoring

Students tutoring other students at the same or within close proximity of age or grade

level is known as peer tutoring.

3.4 Online tutoring

A new up and coming way for a student to receive help either scheduled or on-

demand. Sessions are done through a proprietary application where a student and tutor

can communicate. Common tools include chat, whiteboard, and other specialized

applets which make it easier to convey information back and forth. For example, there

may be a specialized applet designed specifically for mathematics which allow the use

of symbols.

On-line tutoring has been gaining popularity over the past couple of years due ease of

being able to connect to a tutor at moment's notice when help is required. This is

especially effective when a student is studying for a test that is scheduled for the next

day at school and is stumped on a particular problem. Not all online tutoring

companies offer an on-demand tutoring service.

3.5 Peer tutoring

A peer tutor is anyone who is of a similar status as the person being tutored. In an

undergraduate institution this would usually be other undergraduates, as distinct from

the graduate students who may be teaching the writing classes; in an K-12 school this

is usually a student from the same grade or higher. There are some basic rules to

establishing your peer tutoring program, the key to success is a clear objective.
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Thorough planning and evidence gathering activities will contribute to substantiation

of the decisions you will make.

Peer tutoring is usually considered less threatening and intimidating. There are many

benefits for both the peer tutor and tutee in this relationship, one aspect of this is that

the tutor can establish a rapport with the tutee in a way that a teacher cannot. A peer

tutor may have taken the same class recently, or have taken similar classes.

Because the peer tutor is seen by the tutee as being more at their own level, advice

given by the tutor may be accepted more readily than advice from a teacher. Another

key reason for this is that a peer tutor does not give any grade on the paper, whereas a

teacher serving in a tutor role may still be perceived as someone who grades papers.

Peer tutors can be trained through on-the-job training, as well as through formal

workshops. New tutors can be paired with more experienced tutors for their first few

tutorials, and after the tutors are satisfied that the new tutors can operate alone they

can give one-on-one tutoring. A key aspect of tutor training is the reflection on

tutorials with other tutors. This reflection looks at what could have gone better as well

as the tutor's progress in giving tutorials.

ESL training can be separated from regular tutor training as a subject that contains special

difficulties that must be dealt with on their own. Tutoring in an Online Writing Lab can also

be separated from normal training.

4. Tracking (education)

Tracking is the practice, in education, of placing students into different groups within a

school, based on academic abilities. For years, schools in the United States and Great Britain

have used tracking (called streaming in Great Britain) as a way of dividing students into

different tracks to facilitate learning. Though the terms tracking and ability grouping are often

used interchangeably, Gamoran (1992) differentiates between the two. He uses the term

tracking to describe the manner by which students are separated into groups for all academic

subjects, but ability grouping, on the other hand, is the within-class separation of students

into groups, based on academic ability. High ability groups are often assigned special work

that is more advanced than that of the other students in the class.

4.1 Track Assignment

The ways by which students are assigned to tracks and the amount of fluidity within

the tracking system varies by school. While some schools assign students to a
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particular track and do not allow for mobility between tracks, other schools allow

students to be placed into an advanced class for one subject and a lower-ranking class

for another. The types of tracks have also changed over the years. Traditionally, there

were academic, general, and vocational tracks, but many schools now base track

levels on course difficulty, with tracks such as basic, honors, or college-prep.

Although, in theory, track assignment is based on academic ability, other factors often

influence placement. Non-academic factors such as schedule conflicts often affect

students track assignments. Secondary schools, in general, tend to assign students to

high tracks based on objective criteria, while low-track students are often placed using

more-arbitrary measures. In some cases, placement is based entirely on student

decision.

4.2 Advantages of Tracking

Proponents of tracking say that it has several important strengths. A major advantage

of tracking is that it allows teachers to better direct lessons toward the specific ability

level of the students in each class.

Another positive aspect of tracking is that since it separates students by ability,

students work is only compared to that of similar-ability peers, preventing a possible

lowering of their self-esteem that could result from comparisons with the work of

higher ability students, or inflating the egos of the high-ability students when

compared to low-ability, same-age students. Since high self-esteem is correlated with

high academic achievement, tracking should, theoretically, promote academic success

for low-ability students.

Supporters of tracking also note that it allows for higher achievement of high-ability

students. Kulik and Kulik (1992) found that high-ability students in tracked classes

achieved more highly than similar-ability students in non-tracked classes. In another

study, Argys, Rees, and Brewer (1996) found that high-track students achievement

dropped when lower-ability students were integrated into the same class. Both of

these studies suggest that tracking is beneficial to high-track students. Tracking can

also encourage low-ability students to participate in class since tracking separates

them from intimidation of the high-ability students. Some supporters of tracking also

view tracking as an effective means of allocation since it helps direct students into

specific areas of the labor market.

4.3 Criticism
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Despite the positive aspects of tracking, many scholars have noted limitations of the

system. Tracking often does not work as effectively as it should because of the

composition of the tracks. In practice, tracks are generally not as homogeneous as

they could be (although they are more homogenous than a non-tracking system, which

randomly assigns students to classrooms), so some of the potential benefits can not be

fully exploited. Even when tracks initially are nearly homogeneous in students

academic abilities, heterogeneity can develop over time, since students learn at

different rates. Some systems reevaluate all students periodically to keep students of

comparable ability together as they progress.

Low-track classes tend to be primarily composed of low-income students, usually

minorities, while upper-track classes are usually dominated by students from

socioeconomically successful groups. Jeannie Oakes theorizes that the

disproportionate placement of poor and minority students into low tracks does not

reflect their actual learning abilities. In addition to the unequal placement of students

into tracks, there is evidence to support the assertion that the appointment of teachers

to classes is disproportionate. The most-experienced, highest-status teachers are often

assigned to teach high-track classes, whereas less-experienced teachers are usually

assigned to low-track classes. Teachers of the high-track courses were found to be

more enthusiastic in teaching, better at providing explanations, and more organized

than teachers of low-track courses.

Scholars have also found that curricula often vary widely among tracks, as might be

expected. Lessons taught in low-track classes often lack the engagement and

comprehensiveness of the high-track lessons, reflecting their more remedial nature.

This can put low-track students at a disadvantage for college acceptance because they

often do not gain the knowledge and skills of the upper-track students, presuming they

could and would if not taught under a tracked system. Oakes (1985) found that in

high-track classes, teachers often used course materials and taught concepts which

required extensive critical-thinking skills, whereas teachers in low-track classes

tended to draw heavily from workbooks and rarely assign work that required critical

thinking. In general, curricula of high-track courses are much more intensive and in-

depth than those of low-track courses, as would be expected. Teachers reported

spending less time addressing disciplinary issues in high-track classrooms than in

low-track classes. The connection between low-track students and perceived

behavioral concerns has been reported frequently. Teachers in these instances often
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suggest that more time is required to promote proper student behavior over the

development of critical thinking and independent learning. This labeling effect tends

to create an environment where the individual learning characteristics of the student

are ignored.

Some studies suggest that tracking can influence students peer groups and attitudes

regarding other students. Gamorans study (1992) shows that students are more likely

to form friendships with other students in the same tracks than students outside of

their tracks. Since low-class and minority students are overrepresented in low tracks

with Whites and Asians generally dominating high tracks, interaction among these

groups can be discouraged by tracking.

Tracking can also result in a stigmatization of low-track students. In some cases, this

stigmatization is thought to have a negative impact on students academic performance

and to influence students attitudes. In one study, it was found that, among low-

achieving students, students in tracked classes were more likely than students in non-

tracked classes to believe that their fate was out of their hands.

4.4 Proposed Reforms to the Tracking System

Maureen Hallinan offers many suggestions for reforming the tracking system and

counterbalancing its perceived negative consequences. Although tracking can

segregate students by race and socioeconomic status, she says that, by ensuring that

students are engaged in integrated settings during the school day, some of the negative

effects of the segregation could be avoided. Some studies suggest that low-track

students often have slower academic growth than high-track students, but Hallinan

says that providing more-engaging lessons in class, altering assumptions about

students, and raising requirements for students performance could help. In order to

prevent stigmatization of low-track students, Hallinan suggests that schools challenge

low-track students to achieve highly and should offer public rewards for gains in

academic achievement.

5. Curriculum

In formal education, a curriculum (plural curricula) is the set of courses, and their content,

offered at a school or university. As an idea, curriculum stems from the Latin word for race
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course, referring to the course of deeds and experiences through which children grow and

mature in becoming adults.

5.1 Historical Conception

Curriculum, the first textbook published on the subject, in 1918, John Franklin

Bobbitt said that curriculum, as an idea, has its roots in the Latin word for race-

course, explaining the curriculum as the course of deeds and experiences through

which children become the adults they should be, for success in adult society.

Furthermore, the curriculum encompasses the entire scope of formative deed and

experience occurring in and out of school, and not only experiences occurring in

school; experiences that are unplanned and undirected, and experiences intentionally

directed for the purposeful formation of adult members of society. (cf. image at right.)

To Bobbitt, the curriculum is a social engineering arena. Per his cultural presumptions

and social definitions, his curricular formulation has two notable features: (i) that

scientific experts would best be qualified to and justified in designing curricula based

upon their expert knowledge of what qualities are desirable in adult members of

society, and which experiences would generate said qualities; and (ii) curriculum

defined as the deeds-experiences the student ought to have to become the adult he or

she ought to become.

Hence, he defined the curriculum as an ideal, rather than as the concrete reality of the

deeds and experiences that form people to who and what they are.

Contemporary views of curriculum reject these features of Bobbitt's postulates, but

retain the basis of curriculum as the course of experience(s) that forms human beings

in to persons. Personal formation via curricula is studied at the personal level and at

the group level, i.e. cultures and societies (e.g. professional formation, academic

discipline via historical experience). The formation of a group is reciprocal, with the

formation of its individual participants.

Although it formally appeared in Bobbitt's definition, curriculum as a course of

formative experience also pervades John Dewey's work (who disagreed with Bobbitt

on important matters). Although Bobbitt's and Dewey's idealistic understanding of

"curriculum" is different from current, restricted uses of the word, curriculum writers
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and researchers generally share it as common, substantive understanding of

curriculum.

5.2 Curriculum In Formal Schooling

In formal education or schooling (cf. education), a curriculum is the set of courses,

course work, and content offered at a school or university. A curriculum may be

partly or entirely determined by an external, authoritative body (i.e. the National

Curriculum for England in English schools). In the U.S., each state, with the

individual school districts, establishes the curricula taught. Each state, however,

builds its curriculum with great participation of national academic subject groups

selected by the United States Department of Education, e.g. National Council of

Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) for mathematical instruction. In Australia each

state's Education Department establishes curricula. UNESCO's International Bureau

of Education has the primary mission of studying curricula and their implementation

worldwide.

Curriculum means two things: (i) the range of courses from which students choose

what ubject matters to study, and (ii) a specific learning program. In the latter case,

the curriculum collectively describes the teaching, learning, and assessment materials

available for a given course of study.

Currently, a spiral curriculum (or tycoil curriculum) is promoted as allowing students

to revisit a subject matter's content at the different levels of development of the

subject matter being studied. The constructivist approach, of the tycoil curriculum,

proposes that children learn best via active engagement with the educational

environment, i.e. discovery learning.

A crucial aspect for learning, understanding by stimulating the imagination, is absent

in the so-called "neo-conservative curriculum" that stresses the ineffective aspects of

knowledge amounts and of logico-mathematical thinking, i.e. rote learning.

Crucial to the curriculum is the definition of the course objectives that usually are

expressed as learning outcomes' and normally include the program's assessment

strategy. These outcomes and assessments are grouped as units (or modules), and,

therefore, the curriculum comprises a collection of such units, each, in turn,

comprising a specialised, specific part of the curriculum. So, a typical curriculum
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includes communications, numeracy, information technology, and social skills units,

with specific, specialized teaching of each.

5.6 Core Curriculum

Core curriculum has typically been highly emphasized in Soviet and Russian universities and

technical institutes. In this photo, a student has come to the university's main class schedule

board on the first day of classes to find what classes he - and all students in his specialization

(sub-major) - will attend this semester.

In education, a core curriculum is a curriculum, or course of study, which is deemed central

and usually made mandatory for all students of a school or school system. However, this is

not always the case. For example, a school might mandate a music appreciation class, but

students may opt out if they take a performing musical class, such as orchestra, band, chorus,

etc. In addition, many students today now take several elective music courses. To make the

curriculum seem more fair, schools might add 1 or 2 elective classes normally in the areas of

technology and computers. This gives the impression that students each have approximately

the same number of courses. Students with several musics normally do not have to take these

classes. Core curricula are often instituted, at the primary and secondary levels, by school

boards, Departments of Education, or other administrative agencies charged with overseeing

education. At the undergraduate level, individual college and university administrations and

faculties sometimes mandate core curricula, especially in the liberal arts. But because of

increasing specialization and depth in the student's major field of study, a typical core

curriculum in higher education mandates a far smaller proportion of a student's course work

than a high school or elementary school core curriculum prescribes.

5.7 Choice Versus Curriculum

Many educational institutions are currently trying to balance two opposing forces: On

the one hand, some believe students should have a common knowledge foundation,

often in the form of a core curriculum; on the other hand, others want students to be

able to pursue their own educational interests, often through early specialty in a
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major, however, other times through the free choice of courses. This tension has

received a large amount of coverage due to Harvard University's reorganization of its

core requirements.

For example, in 1999, the University of Chicago announced plans to reduce and

modify the content of its core curriculum, including lowering the number of required

courses from 21 to 15 and offering a wider range of content. When The New York

Times, The Economist, and other major news outlets picked up this story, the

University became the focal point of a national debate on education. Simultaneously,

however, a set of university administrators, notably then-President Hugo

Sonnenschein, argued that reducing the core curriculum had become both a financial

and educational imperative, as the university was struggling to attract a commensurate

volume of applicants to its undergraduate division compared to peer schools as a

result of what was perceived by the pro-change camp as a reaction by the average

eighteen year old to the expanse of the collegiate core.

6. Grouping

Grouping is form of hypahetical knowledge representation, similar to mind mapping, concept

mapping and argument mapping, all of which need to observe at least some of the principles

of grouping. The principles of grouping include MECE (mutually exclusive and collectively

exhaustive), levels of abstraction and horizontal and vertical congruence.

6.1 Heterogeneous vs. Homogeneous Grouping

 Heterogeneous Groups

 High Achievers never lose

 Usually better

 Male/Female pairs most off task

 Homogeneous Groups

 Low Achievers fastest to quit

 More interaction in all female groups than all male

6.2 Benefits of Cooperative Grouping

 Increased Self Efficacy
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 Increased Retention

 Higher Motivation

 Preference for Future Coop-Learning Episodes

6.3 Building Better Groups

 Outcome Interdependence

 Goal attainment depends on group

 Means Interdependence

 Members carry out vital, distinct yet overlapping roles

 Individual Accountability

 Feedback from members

 When needed assistance

 Reassign tasks to promote balance

 Task Complexity

o Task is too complex for any single member to complete it.

6.4 Cooperative vs. Competitive Learning

 In Cooperative Learning, learners must work together in order to succeed and personal

success only springs from group success.

 In Competitive Learning, in order to succeed, other learners must fail.

7. Cooperative learning

Cooperative learning was proposed in response to traditional curriculum-driven education. In

cooperative learning environments, students interact in purposely structured heterogeneous

groups to support the learning of oneself and others in the same group.

In online education, cooperative learning focuses on opportunities to encourage both

individual flexibility and affinity to a learning community. Cooperative learning seeks to
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foster some benefits from the freedom of individual learning and other benefits from

collaborative learning. Cooperative learning thrives in virtual learning environments that

emphasize individual freedom within online learning communities.

Example/Case Study:

MR. BONANNOS SCIENCE CLASS

Mr. Ray Bonannowas planning lessons for his afternoon seventh-grade science class. Even

after six years of teaching, Ray still had the occasional puzzling class and this was one of

them. The Seaver Middle school did not track the students into ability groups, and Ray liked

working with a class that had students with a wide range of abilities. However, this class

seemed to have a number of students who were reading two levels below grade level, as well

as some students who seemed to be easily distracted. Of the seventeen students in the class,

four of the students had IEPs, but the rest just seemed as though they hadnt quite discovered

the joy of learning. The class was extremely gregarious; Ray chuckled as he thought of some

of the antics the students carried out from time to time. Ian, Carlos and Jesse were the class

cut-ups and it was hard, at times, not to laugh at what they did. Most of the students seemed

to get along fairly well. Even though they were middle-schoolers, they didnt seem to exhibit

some of the cutting behavior that students that age could display. Yet one student in the class

puzzled Ray the most. Nathan, a slight boy, seemed extremely shy, and Ray, normally an

outgoing, easy-going teacher who enjoyed joking with his students, found it much harder to

relate to Nathan. To Ray, Nathan seemed quite immature for a seventh-grader and to lack

certain social skills.

Ray continued to think about his plans, thinking about the past few weeks and what

the students did or didnt seem to master. The class seemed to have difficulty with the

scientific method, experimenting and controlling variables. Even though Ray had planned an

experiment with them and guided them through it, step by step, he was unsatisfied with their

performance on a recent test. Flipping through several of his textbooks, Ray alighted on the

pendulum problem, and thought that would be a good experiment for his students to perform.
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He thought that would give them additional practice with the concepts he wanted them to

learn.

Several days later, when the seventh-graders entered the room, Ray had a simple

pendulum set up on his work table. Hey, Mr. Bonanno . . . Whats going on? Martin walked

by and swatted the pendulum. Hey there, Martin. Hows it going? Watch your hands, though.

Youre about to ruin my set-up here. This is the kind of stuff NASA would be interested in . . .

Yeah, right! laughed Martin as he walked by to take his seat, joshing and tussling with Ian

and Peter. The rest of the students entered in much the same way, calling out to each other or

to Mr. Bonanno. Everyone, except Nathan, who walked in quietly and seemed to take the

least noticeable route to his seat. I dont get that kid, Ray wondered to himself. These kids are

a little chatty, but basically ok. I dont know why he cant make more of an effort.

When the bell rang, Ray got right to work, presenting the students with his simple

pendulum. As he pulled back the paper clip at the end of the string, Ray asked them to watch

what occurred. He did that several times, pulling the string back and releasing it. After the

fourth time, Ray explained that frequency could be defined as the number of swings in a

certain time period. What are some common objects that use a pendulum? he asked the class.

Maria raised her hand, Those big grandfather clocks? Good answer, Maria, Ray

replied. Anything else? Raina called out, my piano teacher uses this thing to help me keep

time. A metro something . . . Ray hesitated, waiting to see if Raina would complete the

answer. A metroNOME! Jesse called out. Dont you know that, Raina? Jesse called over to

Raina, on the other side of the room, and burst out laughing. Raina didnt mind the teasing and

laughed, Yeah, so you get one answer right, Jesse. Ooooh! Big deal. Jesses friends laughed

along with Raina. Ray glanced at the class and smiled, but noticed Nathan doodling in his

notebook, his head down. So, ok, all you future scientists . . .think about this. What do you

think affects the frequency of the pendulum? With some coaxing, students offered various

possibilities until Ray helped them narrow the options down to three: length, weight, and

angle of release. So . . . Ray paused dramatically, your mission is to figure out what affects

the frequency. Youll need to design your own experiment in the groups Ive assigned to you.

Take one sheet and pass them back, Ray instructed as he walked by the front row of desks.

After he handed out the papers, he pulled up the screen in front of the chalkboard. It was

covering the group assignments he made. If your name has a star next to it, then youre the
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leader of the group. Everyone go to that persons work table. Each leader can come up and

collect the materials.

For the next minute or so, the students rearranged themselves into their groups.

Nathan shuffled over to his group members Raina, Ian, and Luis. Raina read the instructions

again, interrupted several times by Ian, but the group appeared to be getting to work. I think

Raina will be a good leader for that group, Ray thought. Shes friendly, shell probably help

Nathan along. Ray circulated around the room, pausing to check that the groups were getting

to work and understood their assignment. After his first cycle through the classroom, Ray

hovered near Rainas group. Whats frequency again, Mr. B? Luis asked. Before I answer,

think about it Luis. What did I do up there with the pendulum? Luis said, you swung the

string. Right . . . so remember what we talked about? What would frequency measure? Luis

hesitated and stared at Mr. Bonanno, then at his group members. Nathan took a visible step

backwards, as if trying to make himself invisible. The number of times it swings . . . Ian

finally answered. Yes but you need more. What else? Ray looked at Nathan. Nathan, what do

you think? Nathan looked up, from under his baseball cap. Uh . . . I dont know, he muttered.

Ian glanced over at Nathan and then at Mr. Bonanno. Are we getting group points for this?

Time! called out Raina.

Ray ignored Ians question and agreed with Raina. Then he started to ask them

questions about how they could design an experiment. Raina and Ian immediately began

talking at once, saying they should pull the string back further and then swing it faster. What

do you mean? Ray asked. Ian answered confidently. I think we should push it harder than you

pushed it . . . Luis chimed in, hey, thats a good idea. We can do that. Raina started writing

some things down on the group assignment sheet. Ok, who wants to do it first? She looked at

Nathan. He shook his head silently. Ray scanned the group. Before you begin to do that, I just

want to ask you one question . . .

Ian, Raina and Luis looked up. How hard did I push it? Ray asked. Not very hard,

Ian answered. Ok . . . Ray paused a moment. So when you set up this experiment, how

would you measure that? Ohhhh, Raina uttered. Ian and Luis still were watching Ray. What?

Ian demanded. We cant measure that, Raina answered. Oh . . . Ian replied. So what should

we measure? Luis called out, we could measure the length of string. And the number of

paper clips Raina added. Ok . . . Ian answered.
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See how it goes, Ray commented. Ill be back in a little while to see what youve come

up with. The group started their experiment, first by counting the number of swings from the

initial pendulum for 15 seconds. Ill watch the clock, Raina offered. Luis, you count the

times. Im not being the notetaker . . . Ian commented. Why not? Luis asked him. Cause Im

not gonna, thats why Ian replied. Raina looked back and forth at them and sighed, Nathan?

He just looked up and muttered something and shook his head, I dont have a pencil . . . Raina

was silent for a moment, Ok, Ian you watch the clock, Ill write down the stuff. Come on, we

gotta get going here. The group got to task, timing the first pendulum swing, noting results

and then discussing what they should do next. Raina said, Ok, we have 21 for the first try.

What should we do next? Luis said, were supposed to figure out what makes the frequency

change? Yeah . . . Ian replied. He started laughing. We should put some silly putty on the

end, and then if it didnt work, it would just fly off and hit Carlos . . . He looked over to where

Carlos was working with three other students.

Raina and Luis laughed, and Nathan smiled shyly. Yeah, and then Carlos would come

over here and pound you, chuckled Luis. Lets use a different length string, Raina said. I think

if its shorter, it will go faster . . . Why? Ian asked her. I dont know, Raina said, giggling.

Its just what I think! Ok, ok. So we should put another paper clip on a shorter string and see

what happens, Luis offered. He picked up a shorter length of string and attached two paper

clips on the end. Ok, try this, he said to Raina. They swung it several times and Raina

recorded their results. Mr. Bonanno was at a nearby table and watched while they did their

tests. He strolled over. What did you observe? It went faster this time, Ian blurted out. Mr.

Bonanno looked at the shorter string and the two paper clips. So, how did you change your

test? He looked at Nathan, Nathan? Nathan looked up at Mr. Bonanno. Uhm, we changed the

string? he said hesitantly. Ok, good. So what would you call the string in this experiment?

Nathan looked up, and said nothing. Ray thought that it would be easier for him to ask one of

the others to speak up, but he wanted Nathan to become more actively involved in the group.

Remember that we talked about the factors that you need to consider in an experiment? What

are the ways in which we can test a hypothesis? Nathan still looked stumped. Uhh . . . By this

time, the pauses between Rays questions and Nathans silences were getting longer and

longer. Ian looked dismissively at Nathan, rolling his eyes at the quiet boy, and he began to

blurt something. Mr. Bonanno gave Ian a stern look, Give him a chance, Ian. Ian sighed,

Everyone else is already finishing . . . as he looked across to the other tables. Even though

Ray didnt want to, he decided to ask one of the others. What would you label the string? he
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asked again, and Raina answered, A variable. Its a variable. Ok, so you told me you changed

two variables, then, didnt you? Ray paused, looking at the students, and then he moved to

Nathan again, What was the first variable you changed in the experiment Nathan? Nathan

mumbled something. What did you say, Nathan? Ray asked. Nathan said only slightly more

audibly, I dont know. Ian called out, Oh man!!!

Ray could hear some of the students rustling behind him, and he knew from circulating

around the room, that most of the other groups were ready to reconvene. At the same time, he

didnt want Nathan to remain so passive. If he just let it pass, then Nathan would continue to

think that he could remain passive and someone else would step in for him. So, he continued

with Nathan, asking him a few more questions, slowly getting him to identify the string as a

variable. But that chewed up valuable class time, and the rest of the class were starting to get

too loud. He ended up doing what he didnt want to do, and that was giving the group a few

more shortcuts to finish their experiment. He ended with, Im going to give your group a little

more time, but Im going to get the rest of the class working on something else. Keep

working, and Ill check back in. As he walked away, he heard Ian mutter, We coulda gotten all

this done if the three of us just worked on it. When Ray turned around, he saw Nathan sitting,

while the other three were hurriedly racing through the experiment.

Later that afternoon, Ray thought about that lesson. The approach worked well for most of

the students. He was pleased that most of the groups discovered the necessity of isolating one

variable. With some questioning and guided discussion, Ray also helped them articulate

sound conclusions. But, he felt disquieted. Despite the apparent success of the other groups,

he felt as though that one groupRaina, Ian, Luis and Nathan, especially Nathandidnt learn

much from the lesson. And Ray knew that despite his good intentions, the cooperative

learning approach did little to make Nathan feel more part of the class.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Addressing Heterogenity In Learning Ability And Achievement Progress

Affirming The Cultures And Supporting Achievements Of Diverse Students

Teaching Worthwhile Content For Understanding Appreciation And Application

Topic : Addressing Heterogenity In Learning Ability And Achievement Progress

Topic Objective:
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At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand Competitive Heterogeneity

 Understand Curriculum-Based Measurement

 Understand Differentiated instruction

 Understand Grade retention

 Understand Inclusion

 Understand Individualized instruction

 Understand Learning center approach in schools

 Understand Least Restrictive Environment

 Understand Mainstreaming

 Understand Mastery learning

 Understand Programmed instruction

Definition/Overview:

In this topic it is being argued that heterogeneous classes, though challenging, can help

realize many important educational goals, and that most instruction should occur in these

settings. The authors explain that U.S. schools serve diverse student needs and that new

strategies are needed to provide for these differences, especially since present programs, such

as pull-out instruction, tracking, and grade retention, have been largely unsuccessful. They

provide several ways that teachers can respond to students individual differences, including

mastery learning approaches, individualized instruction, and supplemental instruction.

General principles for differentiating instruction are presented as well as practical ideas for

implementation.

Key Points:

1. Competitive Heterogeneity

Competitive Heterogeneity is a concept from strategic management that examines why

industries do not converge on one best way of doing things. Microeconomics predicts that
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competition will result in industries composed of identical firms offering identical products at

identical prices. This topic was taken up in industrial organization economics by scholars

such as Harold Demsetz and Michael Porter. Demsetz argued that better managed firms

would grow larger than their competitors. Thus, some firms would offer better products or

lower prices. These firms would then be larger than the more poorly managed competitors.

Porter argued that firms in an industry would cluster into strategic groups. Each group would

be similar and movement between groups would be difficult and costly. Richard Rumelt and

Stephen Lippman demonstrated how firms could differ in an industry in partial equilibrium-

like circumstances. Richard Nelson and Sidney G. Winter discussed how firms develop

differing capabilities. During this time, many economists believed that the differences

between firms in an industry were trivial. This was a point of contention within strategy and

between strategy and economics from about 1980 to the mid-1990s.

Early in the 1990s a number of papers were published under the rubrics of the Resource-

based View and Capabilities. Both approaches continue to develop. However, the RBV won

the public relations war. The RBV argues that firms vary in their resources and resource

variances lead to varying competitive positions. Capability theories, building on earlier work

by Nelson and Winter and Teece make a similar claim.

Developing ideas pioneered by Rumelt (1984) and discussed by Levinthal (1985) and Noda

and Collis (2001)Hoopes, Madsen, and Walker (2003) use the term competitive heterogeneity

to describe the performance differences between close competitors. Hoopes et. al argue that

the RBV is but one of many possible explanations for competitive heterogeneity. Thus, the

title of their paper and special issue, "Why is there a RBV?" In addition to economics based

explanations noted above, Hoopes et al point out that differing beliefs, preferences, and

objectives lead firms pursuing similar customers to find and develop unique competitive

positions.

Additionally, Hoopes et al suggest that competitive advantage should be thought of in terms

of each firm's "economic contribution.. Termed the V-C model, it is basically a bargaining

model. A buyer and supplier bargain over the price (P) for a good that contributes a value (V)

to the buyer and costs the supplier some amount (C) to produce. "Value is the price a buyer is

willing to pay for a good absent competing products or services yet within budget constraints

and considering other purchasing opportunities. Most work considers costs in terms of

marginal cost. The goods market price lies between value and cost. So, the buyer receives a

surplus of value minus the price (V-P), and the supplier receives a profit of price minus cost

(P-C). The suppliers resources and capabilities, in turn, influence the value of the good to the
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buyer and/or the cost of producing it. Competitive advantage is determined by largest

difference between value and cost.

In summary, a theory of competitive heterogeneity seeks to explain why firms do not

converge on a best way of doing things as predicted by simple microeconomics. The RBV

contains one approach. In recent years capability theories have expanded RBV logic.

Recently, more work that focuses on heterogeneity has been published in strategy journals.

2. Curriculum-Based Measurement

Curriculum-based measurement, or CBM, is also referred to as a general outcomes measures

(GOMs) of a students performance in either basic skills or content knowledge. CBM began in

the mid 1970s with research headed by Stan Deno at the University of Minnesota. Over the

course of 10 years, this work led to the establishment of measurement systems in reading,

writing, and spelling that were (a) easy to construct, (b) brief in administration and scoring,

(c) had technical adequacy [reliability and various types of validity evidence for use in

making educational decisions), and (d) provided alternate forms to allow time series data to

be collected on student progress. This focus in the three language arts areas eventually was

expanded to include mathematics, though the technical research in this area continues to lag

that published in the language arts areas. An even later development was the application of

CBM to middle-secondary areas: Espin and colleagues at the University of Minnesota

developed a line of research addressing vocabulary and comprehension (with the maze) and

by Tindal and colleagues at the University of Oregon developed a line of research on

concept-based teaching and learning.

Early research on the CBM quickly moved from monitoring student progress to its use in

screening, normative decision-making, and finally benchmarking. Indeed, with the

implementation of No Child Left Behind Act in 2001, and its focus on large-scale testing and

accountability, CBM has become increasingly important as a form of standardized

measurement that is highly related to and relevant for understanding students progress toward

and achievement of state standards.

Probably the key feature of CBM is its accessibility for classroom application and

implementation. It was designed to provide an experimental analysis of the effects from

interventions, which includes both instruction and curriculum. This is one of the most

important conundrums to surface on CBM: To evaluate the effects of a curriculum, a
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measurement system needs to provide an independent audit and not be biased to only that

which is taught. The early struggles in this arena referred to this difference as mastery

monitoring (curriculum-based which was embedded in the curriculum and therefore forced

the metric to be the number (and rate) of units traversed in learning) versus experimental

analysis which relied on metrics like oral reading fluency (words read correctly per minute)

and correct word or letter sequences per minute (in writing or spelling), both of which can

serve as GOMs. In mathematics, the metric is often digits correct per minute. N.B. The metric

of CBM is typically rate based to focus on 'automaticity' in learning basic skills.

The most recent advancements of CBM have occurred in three areas. First, they have been

applied to students with low incidence disabilities. This work is best represented by Zigmond

in the Pennsylvania Alternate Assessment and Tindal in the Oregon and Alaska Alternate

Assessments. The second advancement is the use of generalizability theory with CBM, best

represented by the work of John Hintze, in which the focus is parceling the error term into

components of time, grade, setting, task, etc. Finally, Yovanoff, Tindal, and colleagues at the

University of Oregon have applied Item Response Theory (IRT) to the development of

statistically calibrated equivalent forms in their progress monitoring system.

3. Differentiated instruction

Differentiated instruction is a way of thinking about teaching and learning. Differentiating

instruction involves providing students with different avenues to acquiring content; to

processing, constructing, or making sense of ideas; and to developing teaching products so

that all students within a classroom can learn effectively, regardless of differences in

ability.In differentiated instruction students are placed at the center of teaching and learning.

Because each learner comes to school with a different set of learning needs, examples of

which include differing educational, personal, and communal contexts and varying degrees of

academic skill development, differentiated instruction advocates that the educator proactively

plans a variety of instruction methods so as to best facilitate effective learning experiences

which are suited to the various learning needs within the classroom. In its pursuit of this

foundational goal, differentiated instructional methods attempt to qualitatively, as opposed to

quantitatively, match learners' abilities with appropriate material; include a blend of whole-

class, group, and individual instruction; use numerous approaches to facilitating input,

processing, and output; and constantly adapt to learners' needs based upon the teacher's

constant assessment of all students.
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Often referred to as an educational philosophy, differentiated instruction is viewed as a

proactive approach to instruction and an idea that has as many faces as practitioners. The

model of differentiated instruction requires teachers to tailor their instruction and adjust the

curriculum to students needs rather than expecting students to modify themselves to fit the

curriculum. Teachers who are committed to this approach believe that who they teach shapes

how they teach because who the students are shapes how they learn.

3.1 Pre-assessment

The first and most important step in differentiated instruction is determining what

students already know so as not to cover material students have mastered, or use

methods that would be ineffective for students. A preassessment can be a quiz, game,

discussion, or other activity that asks students to answer some of the questions that

would be used to evaluate their performance at the end of an upcoming unit or lesson.

It may also be in the form of a learning inventory, such as a Multiple Intelligences

inventory (still regarded with skepticism by many researchers), so the teacher will be

able to determine how students within the class prefer to learn.

The goals of differentiated instruction are to develop challenging and engaging tasks

for each learner (from low-end learner to high-end learner). Instructional activities are

flexible and based and evaluated on content, process and product. This instructional

approach and choice of content are driven by the data from students assessment

results and the outcomes other screening tools. Meaningful pre- and post-assessment

leads to successful differentiation by producing the results that communicate the

students needs.

3.2 Content

The content of lessons may be differentiated based on what students already know.

The most basic content of a lesson should cover the standards of learning set by the

district or state. Some students in a class may be completely unfamiliar with the

concepts in a lesson, some students may have partial mastery of the content - or

display mistaken ideas about the content, and some students may show mastery of the

content before the lesson begins. The teacher may differentiate the content by

designing activities for groups of students that cover different areas of Bloom's

Taxonomy. For example, students who are unfamiliar with the concepts may be

required to complete tasks on the lower levels of Bloom's Taxonomy: knowledge,
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comprehension, and application. Students with partial mastery may be asked to

complete tasks in the application, analysis and evaluation areas, and students who

have high levels of mastery may be asked to complete tasks in evaluation and

synthesis.

3.3 Process

The process of how the material in a lesson is learned may be differentiated for

students based on their learning styles, taking into account what standards of

performance are required for the age level. This stage of differentiation allows

students to learn based either on what method is easiest for them to acquire

knowledge, or what may challenge them most: some students may prefer to read

about a topic (or may require practice in reading), and others may prefer to listen (or

require practice in listening), or acquire knowledge by manipulating objects

associated with the content. Information may be presented in multiple ways by the

teacher, and may be based on any available methods or materials. Many teachers use

areas of Multiple Intelligences to provide learning opportunities.

Commonalities in the assessment results lead to grouping practices that are planned

designed to meet the students needs. The how a teacher plans to deliver the instruction

is based on assessment results that show the needs, learning styles, interests, and

levels of prior knowledge. The grouping practices must be flexible, as groups will

change with regard to the need that will be addressed. Regardless of whether the

differentiation of instruction is based upon student readiness, interests, or needs, the

dynamic flow of grouping and regrouping is one of the foundations of differentiated

instruction.

3.4 Product

The product is essentially what the student produces at the end of the lesson to

demonstrate the mastery of the content: tests, evaluations, projects, reports, or other

activities. Based on students' skill levels and educational standards, teachers may

assign students to complete activities that demonstrate mastery of an educational

concept (writing a report), or in a method the student prefers (composing an original

song about the content, or building a 3-dimensional object that explains mastery of

concepts in the lesson or unit). The product is an integral component of the
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differentiated model, as the preparation of the assessments will primarily determine

both the what and how instruction will be delivered.

Examples of differentiated structures include tiered instruction, tic-tac-toe extension

menus, Curry/Samara models, RAFT writing activities, and similar designs.

In differentiated instruction, teachers respond to students readiness, instructional

needs, interests and learning preferences and provide opportunities for students to

work in varied instructional formats. A classroom that utilizes differentiated

instruction is a learner-responsive, teacher-facilitated classroom where all students

have the opportunity to meet curriculum foundation objectives. Lessons should be on

inquiry based, problem based and project based instruction.

4. Grade retention

Grade retention is the process of having a student repeat a course, usually one previously

failed. Students who repeat a course are referred as "repeaters".

The primary alternative to grade retention (for those who have failed) is a policy of social

promotion, under the ideological principle that staying with their same-age peers is

important. Social promotion is somewhat more accepted in countries which use tracking

to group students according to academic ability. Regardless of retention or promotion,

academic scholars believe that underperformance must be addressed with intensive

remedial help, such as summer school programs.

In some countries, grade retention has been banned or strongly discouraged. In Canada

and the United States, grade retention can be used from Kindergarten through twelfth

grade. However, with older students, retention is usually restricted to the specific classes

that the student failed, so that a student can be promoted in a math class but retained in a

language class.

Where it is permitted, grade retention is most common among students in early

elementary school. In the U.S., six-year-old students are most likely to be retained, with

another spike around the age of 12. In particular, some large schools have a transitional

classroom, sometimes called "Kindergarten 2," for six year olds who are not reading-

ready. Most schools refuse to retain a student more than once in a single grade, or more
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than two or three years across all grades. Students with intellectual disabilities are only

retained when parents and school officials agree to do so.

4.1 History

Different schools have used different approaches throughout history. Grade retention

or repetition was essentially meaningless in the one-room schoolhouses of more than

a century ago, because access to outside standards were very limited, and the small

scale of the school, with perhaps only a few students of each age, was conducive to

individualized instruction. With the proliferation of larger, graded schools in the

middle of the 19th century, retention became a common practice. In fact, a century

ago, approximately half of all American students were retained at least once before

the age of 13.

Social promotion began to spread in the 1930s with concerns about the psychosocial

effects of retention. Social promotion is the promoting of underperforming students

under the ideological principle that staying with their same-age peers is important to

success. This trend reversed in the 1980s, as concern about slipping academic

standards rose.

The practice of grade retention in the U.S. has been climbing steadily since the 1980s.

The practice of making retention decisions on the basis of the results of a single test

called high-stakes testing is widely condemned by professional educators. Test

authors generally advise that their tests are not adequate for high-stakes decisions, and

that decisions should be made based on all the facts and circumstances.

4.2 Research

There is no conclusive evidence that grade retention is either significantly helpful or

harmful, and much of the existing research is methodologically invalid. Three

different kinds of studies exist or have been proposed, and each has its inherent

pitfalls:

o Studies which compare students who were retained to students who were considered for

retention, but were eventually promoted. These studies favor social promotion. However, the

promoted students were not retained because the schools believed them to be stronger or

more personally mature students (as evidenced by the decision to promote them). These
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studies are unfairly biased in favor of social promotion because they compare the

better/promoted students to the weaker/retained students.

o Studies which compare retained students to their own prior performance. These studies favor

grade retention. However, these studies are biased because they do not adequately control for

personal growth or changes in environmental factors (such as poverty).

o Studies which randomly assign a large pool of borderline students to promotion or retention.

This style of research is methodologically sound and, if performed on a sufficiently large

scale and with sufficiently detailed information collected, would provide valuable or even

definitive information. However, schools and parents are unwilling to have a child's future

affected by a random assignment, and so these studies are simply not done.

Grade retention may be much less significant than whether or not a struggling student

receives intensive remedial help. However, based on the existing (if flawed) studies, the

following conclusions are widely believed:

Academic outcomes: Retained students are 2 to 11 times more likely to drop out of school

when compared to underachieving, but promoted, peers. (Study style #1 favors social

promotion.) Students often improve during the year following grade retention, particularly if

additional instruction is provided. (Study style #2 favors grade retention.) However, these

gains are normally lost in two to three years.

Non-academic outcomes: Retention is associated with poor social adjustment, attitudes

toward school, behavioral outcomes, and attendance. Retention is a stronger predictor of

delinquency than socioeconomic status, race, or ethnicity, and is also a strong predictor of

drug and alcohol use and teenage pregnancy. (Study style #1 favors social promotion.)

4.3 Common arguments against and for grade retention

The following are common arguments regarding this practice.

4.3.1 Arguments against grade retention

Opponents of "no social promotion" policies do not defend social promotion so

much as say that retention is even worse. They argue that retention is not a cost-

effective response to poor performance when compared to cheaper or more effective

interventions, such as additional tutoring and summer school. They point to a wide
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range of research findings that show no advantage to, or even harm from, retention,

and the tendency for gains from retention to wash out.

Harm from retention cited by these critics include:

o May lower the self esteem of the student and make them feel as if they were mentally

inferior. It may also cause them to be the subject of ridicule and bullying among their peers

moving ahead to the next grade or among the incoming students to the grade they are

repeating.

o Increased drop-out rates of retained students over time

o No evidence of long-term academic benefit for retained students

o Increased rates of dangerous behaviors such as drinking, drug-use, crime, and teenage

pregnancy among retained students as compared with similarly performing promoted

students.

Critics of retention also note that retention has hard dollar costs for school systems:

requiring a student to repeat a grade is essentially to add one student for a year to the

school system, assuming that the student does in fact stay in the system until

graduating from high school.

The possibility of grade retention has been shown to be a significant source of stress

for students. In one study of childhood fears performed in the 1980s, the top three

fears for US sixth graders were 1) loss of a parent, 2) going blind, 3) being retained.

After two decades of increasing retention practices, a repeat of the study in 2001

found that grade retention was the single greatest fear, higher than loss of a parent or

going blind. This change likely reflects the students' correct perception that they were

statistically far more likely to repeat the sixth grade than to suffer the death of a parent

or the loss of their vision.

4.3.2 Arguments for grade retention

Opponents of social promotion argue that it cheats the child of an education. As a

result, when the child gets older, the student will likely fail classes or be forced to

attend summer school.

Opponents of social promotion argue that it has the following negative impacts:

o Students who are promoted cannot do the work
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o Students will have many failures in the high school years which will most likely lead to

dropping out

o It sends the message to all students that they can get by without working hard

o It forces teachers to deal with under-prepared students while trying to teach the prepared

o It gives parents a false sense of their children's progress

Some hold that most students at the elementary school level don't take their education

seriously and therefore retention is most likely not to be effective. Since most middle

school students value their education more, retention should be used if they are judged

not to have adequate skills before entering high school.

5. Inclusion

Inclusion in the context of education is a term that refers to the practice of educating students

with special needs in regular classes for all or nearly all of the day instead of in special

education classes. Advocates of regular inclusion and full inclusion believe that students with

special needs "belong" to the regular classroom. Consequently, special education services are

delivered within the normal classroom.

Inclusion advocates are opposed to students spending significant time in special education

classes or being totally segregated from nondisabled students in specialized facilities.

5.1 Inclusion compared to "full" inclusion

In his textbook, Making Inclusion Work, Frank Bowe emphasizes the difference

between regular inclusion and full inclusion.

Under regular inclusion, students with disabilities may spend two-thirds or more of

the school week in general classrooms. They need not be physically located there all

of the time. Rather, they may be pulled out for occupational or physical therapy,

speech/language pathology, or other related services. This is very similar to many

mainstreaming practices.

Under full inclusion, by contrast, students classified as disabled remain in general

classrooms virtually all the time. Related services are provided via "push in," meaning

that professionals enter the classroom and deliver assistance there.

Bowe argues that inclusion, but not full inclusion, is a reasonable approach for most

students with special needs. He also cautions that for some students, notably those

with severe autism spectrum disorders or mental retardation, as well as many who are
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deaf or have multiple disabilities, even regular inclusion may not offer an appropriate

education.

Stainback and Stainback (1995), by contrast, propose that placement in general

classrooms is a civil right. These advocates believe that schools should be restructured

so that full inclusion can be provided for all students with special needs.

Criticism of full and partial inclusion include both educators, adminstrators and

parents. Full and partial inclusion approaches neglect to acknowledge the fact students

with special needs require individualized instruction. Thus, general education

classroom teachers often are teaching a curriculum while the special education teacher

is remediating instruction at the same time. The approach is viewed by some as a

practice philosphically attractive yet impractical and studies have not corroborated the

proposed advantages of full or partial inclusion. Moreover, "push in" servicing is both

forced in many school districts and does not allow students with moderate to severe

disabilities individualized instruction in resource rooms of which many show

considerable benefit in both learning and emotional development.

5.2 Relationship to progressive education

Some advocates of inclusion promote the adoption of progressive education practices.

In the progressive education or integrated classroom, everyone is exposed to a "rich

set of activities," and each student does what he or she can do, or what he or she

wishes to do and learns whatever comes from that experience. Maria Montessori's

schools are one example of inclusive schools.

5.3 Arguments for inclusion

The key argument in favor of inclusion (although based on anecdotal observations) is

that even partial exclusion is morally unacceptable. Even if the intention is that this

exclusion is for their own good, the exclusion results in the lessening of their

importance in social terms. This group is much more easily overlooked. In the long

term, society comes to treat this group in a way that is in line with its status.

Advocates assert that even if the mainstream of society benefits from excluding a

group, that this is unacceptable behaviour. However, it should be noted that many of

these advocates are not teachers nor do they have any experience in education.

A second key argument is that everybody benefits from inclusion. Advocates suggest

that there are many children and young people who don't fit in (or feel as though they

don't), and that an inclusive school feels welcoming to all. However, in a public

school this philosophy is viewed as just that--impractical. Studies on the long-term
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impact of inclusion have not conclusively shown any benefit either academically nor

socially to students with disabilities.

Advocates for inclusion note that the long term effects of neurotypical students who

are included with special needs students at a very young age are a heightened

sensitivity to the challenges that others face, increased empathy & compassion, and

improved leadership skills, which benefits all of society.

6. Individualized instruction

Individualized instruction is a method of instruction in which content, instructional materials,

instructional media, and pace of learning are based upon the abilities and interests of each

individual learner.

Individualized instruction is not the same as a one-to-one student/teacher ratio or one-to-one

tutoring, as it may seem, because economically, it is difficult, if not impossible to have a

teacher for each student. Even the most expensive public school system in the United States

(Washington, DC, 2003, approximately $11,000 per student per year) would require at least 5

students per teacher to pay teacher salaries, without anything left for buildings or non-

teaching staff.

In a traditional classroom environment, lectures consume approximately 80% of an average

teacher's in-class time, to say nothing of the time needed to prepare lessons. Yet lecturing is

an inherently inefficient method of conveying information. The average student retains only

approximately 10% of what is presented in a lecture, but without substantial reinforcement

that figure falls to an abysmal 2%, or less, within 24 hours.

Therefore, throughout the history of education the notion of lecturing has been challenged as

a time-effective method of teaching, and alternative pedagogical models have been proposed.

For example Educational Research Associates has concluded that placing greater reliance

upon well-designed instructional materials whether audio, video, multimedia Computer-

assisted instruction (CAI), or simply a good textbook can hardly be less efficient than the

lecture method, but yields a huge net benefit by freeing teachers to focus upon the needs and

problems of individual students.

In this way, individualized instruction is like direct instruction, which also places greater

reliance upon carefully prepared instructional materials and explicitly prepared instructional

sequences. But where direct instruction is very rigidly structured for use with children in
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primary school, individualized instruction is recommended only for students of at least junior

high school age, and presumes that they have greater self-discipline to be able to study more

independently. Thus, individualized instruction has points of contact with the constructivism

movement in education, started by Swiss biologist Jean Piaget, which states that the student

should build his or her learning and knowledge. Individualized Instruction, however,

presumes that most students of secondary school age still lack the basic knowledge and skills

to direct most of their own curriculum, which must be at least partially directed by schools

and teachers.

In a traditional classroom setting, time (in the form of classes, quarters, semesters, school

years, etc.) is a constant, and achievement (in the form of grades and student comprehension)

is a variable.

In a properly Individualized setting, where students study and progress more independently,

achievement becomes more uniform and time to achieve that level of achievement is more

variable.

Where implemented according to Educational Research Associates' recommendations,

Individualized Instruction has been found to improve student accomplishment substantially

even while reducing cost dramatically.

The coming of computer- and Internet-based education holds the promise of an enormous

increase in the use of individualized instruction methodology.

7. Learning center approach in schools

The learning center strategy uses eight basic learning centers to address the countless

objectives of American early childhood classrooms, attempting to develop the students social,

emotional, physical, cognitive, and aesthetic abilities.

There are eight basic learning centers in an early childhood/elementary classroom, according

to the Stephen F. Austin State University Charter School program, each structured to expand

the students experiences in a variety of meaningful and effective ways. Each center is

constructed to encompass numerous objectives, including state and federal standards, school

standards, and community standards. The learning centers approach focuses on student

autonomy and learning style by giving each student an opportunity to explore his learning

environment hands-on in a developmentally appropriate classroom. Teachers act as
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facilitators, providing materials and guidance, as well as planning discussions, activities,

demonstrations, and reviews.

7.1 Basic learning centers

One important learning center that is invaluable to an independent learning

environment that fosters creativity and expression is the "art center". According to

Dodge, Colker, and Heroman, the art center allows children to visually express

themselves. Children also learn how to critically evaluate their artwork, as well as the

artwork as others, helping them to practice and develop their cognitive skills,

language skills, and aesthetics. Art also offers many opportunities for core subject

integration, especially in regard to science, social studies, or language arts. For

instance, when studying the anatomy of a flower, the teacher could ask students to

draw and color their own flowers based on an accurate representation of a flower or

diagram.

Next, the "blocks center" is essential in a pre-kindergarten classroom , and greatly

valued in older grades. The blocks center gives children an opportunity to recreate

experiences, and explore the elements and complexities of structures . Children learn

about their community and its functions while building representations of common

buildings like fire stations, houses, libraries, and zoos. A plethora of other subjects

can be integrated in the blocks center, including literacy, mathematics, science, social

studies, art, and technology. The blocks center is an especially good place for children

to explore the rules of society, relationships, and teamwork.

Another center is "Discovery", a place where children can explore the answers to

questions driven by their natural curiosity Science is a special subject in discovery, as

gives children the chance to explore life, earth, and the laws of nature. The discovery

center sets the stage for students to use the scientific method to predict and find

solutions starting during the second half of first grade. Tyler, Texas' Discovery

Science Place features numerous types of discovery centers.

"Dramatic play" centers promote social interaction, role exploration, and abstract

thinking. Children are given the opportunity to deeply explore roles of people in their

family and community. Pretending is an important part developing abstract thought,

such as connecting symbols with real objects and events. Dramatic play greatly

enhances a childs social and emotional development when children cooperate, feel

empathy, and control their emotions.
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In the United States, literacy is a number one priority for both public and private

education. In fact, the United States literacy rate is one of the highest in the world,

reaching 99% of the population. For this reason, "library centers" are a major

contribution to not only learning center curriculum, but all other classroom strategies.

In the library center, children learn the importance of reading and writing by engaging

in motivational literacy activities through meaningful contexts. The library center also

gives the child opportunities to practice reading, have immediate access to print

materials for independent reading, participate in read-alouds and retellings, and share

experiences they have had with books. The library center can enhance the theme of

any classroom curriculum. For instance, when doing a science unit on mammals,

studying human impact on animal life in social studies, and creating pictures of

animals in art, the teacher could also facilitate books and activities in the library

center about animals, creating connections between subjects. Furthermore, many

children are not exposed to literature in their homes, severely limiting their print

knowledge. The library center provides these children with regular and active

interactions with print.

A pertinent center to the American health and obesity epidemic is the "muscle center".

In the muscle center, students engage in activities that exercise their bodies, and

subsequently wake up their minds. Movement also allows children to outlet their high

energy and creativity. During muscle activities, students learn to control their bodies

and apply gross motor skills to new types of movement.

Next, the "music center" creates opportunities for children to cooperate in activities

that stimulate creativity, listening, and language. By engaging in songs, children learn

the natural intonations and rhythms of language. When singing together, children feel

harmony with their classmates. Music instruction has also been proven to increase

intelligence quotient. Music also offers an easy way for those children on a lower

developmental level to participate successfully in a fun group activity.

Lastly, the "table games center" offers a unique way for children to explore

established rules, create their own rules, and enforce those rules. Table games also

promote healthy competition, giving students a chance to cope with negative feelings

in a safe and supportive environment. Children explore mathematical concepts while

playing games like cards, dice, and Connect Four. Children must plan strategies in

order to problem solve and win the game.

7.2 Disadvantages of the learning center approach
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Despite its success in many schools across the country, the effectiveness of learning

centers is called in to question. Because children are expected to primarily learn

through autonomous exploration and discovery, some people feel that teachers' jobs

are minimized.

Furthermore, the learning center approach is much more informal than the traditional

lecture-and-worksheet format of most American classrooms. Walking into a learning

center classroom, many would interpret the hustle and bustle of independent learning

as chaotic and uncontrollable. Many teachers are overwhelmed by the size of their

classroom and feel that they could not accurately assess or monitor their students

independent work in centers. Also, many people[o not believe that children learn best

when at play, and instead subscribe to the view that children should be disciplined,

quiet, and attentive at all times.

Some teachers simply cannot find the time or materials needed for a learning center

environment. Constructing learning centers is much more time consuming than

traditional approaches because the teacher must create the materials for the many

activities in each center. Centers must also be changed out at least every two weeks.

Finally, centers require a lot of space, which is not always available to public school

teachers.

8. Least Restrictive Environment

As part of the U.S. Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, the least restrictive

environment is identified as one of the six principles that govern the education of students

with disabilities. By law, schools are required to provide a Free Appropriate Public Education

(FAPE) in the least restrictive environment for students who have disabilities.

"Least restrictive environment" means that a student who has a disability should have the

opportunity to be educated with non-disabled peers, to the greatest extent possible. They

should have access to the general education curriculum, extracurricular activities, or any

other program that non-disabled peers would be able to access. The student should be

provided with supplementary aids and services necessary to achieve educational goals if

placed in a setting with non-disabled peers. Should the nature or severity of his or her

disability prevent the student from achieving these goals in a regular education setting, then
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the student would be placed in a more restrictive environment, such as a special classroom or

a hospital program. Generally, the less opportunity a student has to interact and learn with

non-disabled peers, the more that the setting is considered to be restricted.

To determine what an appropriate setting is for a student, a team will review the students

needs and interests. The types of educational settings for students with disabilities will vary.

With the differences in needs and interests among students with disabilities, there is no single

definition of what an LRE will be for all students.

8.1 Least restrictive environment and the courts

Because the law does not clearly state to what degree the least restrictive environment

is, courts have had to interpret the LRE principle. In a landmark case interpreting

IDEA's predecessor statute (EHA), Daniel R. v. State Board of Education (1989), it

was determined that students with disabilities have a right to be included in both

academic and extracurricular programs of general education. But, the Court stated,

IDEA does not contemplate an all-or-nothing educational system in which [disabled]

children attend either regular or special education. Rather, the Act and its regulations

require schools to offer a continuum of services. Thus, the school must take

intermediate steps where appropriate, such as placing the child in regular education

for some academic classes and in special education for others, mainstreaming the

child for nonacademic classes only, or providing interaction with non-disabled

children during lunch and recess. The appropriate mix will vary from child to child

and, it may be hoped, from school year to school year as the child develops. If the

school officials have provided the maximum appropriate exposure to non-disabled

students, they have fulfilled their obligation under IDEA. Daniel R.R. v. State Bd. of

Educ., 874 F.2d 1036, 1050.

In Board of Education, Sacramento City Unified School District v. Holland (1994),

four factors were identified as things needed to be taken into consideration when

determining if the students LRE is appropriate. They are:

o the educational benefits of integrated settings versus segregated settings,

o nonacademic benefits (primarily social interaction with non-disabled peers),

o the effect the student with a disability can have on the teacher and his or her peers, and

o the cost of supplementary services that will be required for that student to stay in the

integrated setting.
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Simply stated, the student should receive an appropriate version of the educational and social

benefits which non-disabled students routinely receive in school. In broad theory, the court

does not allow the education of the students non-disabled peers to be negatively affected,

although applying this test fairly to all the facts and circumstances of a specific situation may

be very difficult. The final factor, cost of supplementary services, provides a safeguard for

schools so that they do not exceed spending on one particular student.

9. Mainstreaming

Mainstreaming in the context of education is a term that refers to the practice of educating

students with special needs in regular classes during specific time periods based on their

skills. This means special education is delivered outside the regular classroom, where the

student with the special need leaves the regular classroom to attend smaller, and more

intensive instructional sessions. Schools that practice mainstreaming believe that special

needs students "belong" to the special education environment.

Proponents of both mainstreaming and inclusion assert that educating children with

disabilities alongside their non-disabled peers fosters understanding and tolerance, better

preparing students of all abilities to function in the world beyond school.

9.1 Advantages

Benefits to students with disabilities: It is believed that educating children with

disabilities alongside their non-disabled peers facilitates access to the general curriculum

for children with disabilities. Studies show that students with disabilities who are

mainstreamed have:

 Higher academic achievement: Mainstreaming has shown to be more academically effective

than exclusion practices. For instance, The National Research Center on Learning Disabilities

found that graduation rates of all students with disabilities in the U.S. increased by 14% from

1984 to 1997, although this report does not differentiate between students enrolled in

mainstreaming, inclusive, or segregated programs.

 Specialized Instruction: Access to a special education classroom--often called a 'Resource

Room' is valuable to the student with a disability. Students have the ability to work one-on-

one with special education teachers, addressing any need for remediation during the school

day. After attending these classes, students go to other academic classes with non-disabled

peers. Many parents have advocated the importance of these classrooms amongst political

environments that expound the disintegration of them.
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 Higher self-esteem: By being included in a regular-paced education setting, students with

disabilities have shown to be more confident and display qualities of raised self-efficacy. All

students in California who went to a different school prior to attending a mainstreaming

program were asked to fill out an assessment of their old school as compared to inclusion

program. The assessments showed that out of all students with disabilities 96% felt they were

more confident, 3% thought they had the same experience as an excluded student, and 1%

felt they had less self-esteem. Overall, students felt that they were equal to their peers and felt

that they should not be treated any differently.

 Better social skills: Any kind of inclusion practice, including mainstreaming, allows students

with disabilities to learn social skills through observation, gain a better understanding of the

world around them, and become a part of the regular community. Mainstreaming is

particularly beneficial for children with autism. By interacting with same-aged normal

children, children with autism were observed to be six times more likely to engage in social

relations outside of the classroom. Because children with autism spectrum disorders have

severely restricted interests and abnormalities in communication and social interaction, the

increased interaction with typical children may be beneficial to them. The same 1999 study

showed that students with Downs syndrome were three times more likely to communicate

with other people.

Mainstreaming also benefits other children. It opens the lines of communication between

those students with disabilities and their peers. If they are included into classroom activities,

all students become more sensitive to the fact that these students may need extra assistance.

Benefits to non-disabled students: Many people believe that educating non-disabled students

and students with disabilities together creates an atmosphere of understanding and tolerance

that better prepares students of all abilities to function in the world beyond school. Students

without disabilities who engaged in an inclusive physical education program reported

increases in self-concept, tolerance, self worth, and a better understanding of other people.

The students also reported that the inclusion program was important because it prepared them

to deal with disability in their own lives. Positive aspects that come from inclusion are often

attributed to contact theory. Contact theory asserts that frequent, meaningful, and pleasant

interactions between people with differences tend to produce changes in attitude.

9.2 Disadvantages

Although mainstreaming in education has been shown to provide benefits, there are

also disadvantages to the system.
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Social issues: Compared to fully included students with disabilities, those who are

mainstreamed for only certain classes or certain times may feel conspicuous or

socially rejected by their classmates. They may become targets for bullying.

Mainstreamed students may feel embarrassed by the additional services they receive

in a regular classroom, such as an aide to help with written work or to help the student

manage behaviors. Some students with disabilities may feel more comfortable in an

environment where most students are working at the same level or with the same

supports.

Costs: Schools are required to provide special education services but may not be

given additional financial resources. The per-student cost of special education is high.

The U.S.'s 2005 Special Education Expenditures Program (SEEP) indicates that the

cost per student in special education ranges from a low of $10,558 for students with

learning disabilities to a high of $20,095 for students with multiple disabilities. The

average cost per pupil for a regular education with no special education services is

$6,556. Therefore, the average expenditure for students with learning disabilities is

1.6 times that of a general education student. However, the cost of mainstreaming a

student is generally much less than the cost of keeping that student in a special

classroom.

Harm to non-disabled students' academic education: One potentially serious

disadvantage to mainstreaming, although one that can be mitigated with proper

resources, is that a mainstreamed student may require much more attention from the

teacher than non-disabled students in a general class. Time and attention may thus be

taken away from the rest of the class to meet the needs of a single student with special

needs. The effect that a mainstreamed student has on the whole class depends strongly

on the particular disabilities in question and the resources available for support. In

many cases, this problem can be mitigated by placing an aide in the classroom to

assist the student with special needs, although this raises the costs associated with

educating this child.

Some parents also fear that general education standards will be lowered to the level of

the least able students.

Harm to advanced students' academic education: It can be difficult or even impossible

to simultaneously accommodate students with significant intellectual disabilities

while also adequately challenging very advanced students. Beyond the lost

opportunities to learn advanced academic skills, gifted students are typically bored by
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or even angry about being subjected to the constant repetition of basic skills which the

least able students require. Many advanced students in mainstreaming classes are

drafted as informal, unpaid tutors for classmates with academic deficits and often

resent this imposition on their time and energy. Advanced students will also lose the

opportunity to develop persistence on difficult tasks, because they are never faced

with tasks which they find difficult. In some cases, this situation will lead to

classroom disruption, behavioral problems, and an inflated sense of self-importance.

Harm to students with disabilities' academic education: Parents fear that general

education teachers do not have the training and skills to accommodate special needs

students in a general education classroom setting. However, professional training and

supportive services can usually address these concerns.

Careful attention must be given as well to combinations of students with disabilities in

a mainstreamed classroom. For example, a student with conduct disorder may not

combine well with a student with autism, while putting many children with dyslexia

in the same class may prove to be particularly efficient.

9.3 Alternatives: What mainstreaming is not

The alternatives to mainstreaming for special needs students are segregation,

inclusion, and excluding the student from school. Normally, the student's individual

needs are the driving force behind selecting mainstreaming or another style of

education.

Mainstreaming does not involve putting a child full-time in a special school or a self-

contained classroom which only serves students with disabilities. A student who does

not spend any part of the day with non-disabled students is not mainstreamed; that

student is segregated.

Mainstreaming does not involve placing a child full-time in a regular classroom. A

student who spends the entire day in a regular classroom with non-disabled peers is

considered fully included.

Mainstreaming does not involve teaching the child outside of school. A student who is

taught in an institution (such as a hospital) or at home (such as while recovering from

a serious illness) is excluded. Such a student may receive one-on-one instruction or
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may attend small group instruction. A student who is excluded from school may or

may not have been expelled from the school.

9.4 History of mainstreaming in US schools

Before the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (EHA) was enacted in 1975,

U.S. public schools educated only 1 out of 5 children with disabilities. Approximately

200,000 children with disabilities such as deafness or mental retardation lived in state

institutions that provided limited or no educational or rehabilitation services, and

more than one million children were excluded from school. Another 3.5 million

children with disabilities attended school but did not receive the educational services

they needed. Many of these children were segregated in special buildings or programs

that neither allowed them to interact with non-disabled students nor provided them

with even basic academic skills.

The EHA, later renamed the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA),

required schools to provide specialized educational services children with disabilities.

The ultimate goal was to help these students live more independent lives in their

communities, primarily by mandating access to the general education standards of the

public school system.

Initially, children with disabilities were often placed in heterogeneous "special

education" classrooms, making it difficult for any of their difficulties to be addressed

appropriately. In the 1980s, the mainstreaming model began to be used more often as

a result of the requirement to place children in the least restrictive environment.

Students with relatively minor disabilities were integrated into regular classrooms,

while students with major disabilities remained in segregated special classrooms, with

the opportunity to be among normal students for up to a few hours each day. Many

parents and educators favored allowing students with disabilities to be in classrooms

along with their nondisabled peers.

In 1997, IDEA was modified to strengthen requirements for properly integrating

students with disabilities. The IEPs must more clearly relate to the general-education

curriculum, children with disabilities must be included in most state and local

assessments, such as high school exit exams, and regular progress reports must be

made to parents. All public schools in the U.S. are responsible for the costs of

providing a Free Appropriate Public Education as required by federal law.

Mainstreaming or inclusion in the regular education classrooms, with supplementary
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aids and services if needed, are now the preferred placement for all children. Children

with disabilities may be placed in a more restricted environment only if the nature or

severity of the disability makes it impossible to provide an appropriate education in

the regular classroom.

10. Mastery learning

Mastery learning is an instructional method that presumes all children can learn if they are

provided with the appropriate learning conditions. Specifically, mastery learning is a method

whereby students are not advanced to a subsequent learning objective until they demonstrate

proficiency with the current one.

Mastery learning curricula generally consist of discrete topics which all students begin

together. Students who do not satisfactorily complete a topic are given additional instruction

until they succeed. Students who master the topic early engage in enrichment activities until

the entire class can progress together. Mastery learning includes many elements of successful

tutoring and the independent functionality seen in high-end students. In a mastery learning

environment, the teacher directs a variety of group-based instructional techniques, with

frequent and specific feedback by using diagnostic, formative tests, as well as regularly

correcting mistakes students make along their learning path.

Teachers evaluate students with criterion-referenced tests rather than norm-referenced tests.

Mastery learning has nothing to do with content, merely on the process of mastering it, and is

based on Benjamin Bloom's Learning for Mastery model, with refinements made by Block.

Mastery learning may be implemented as teacher-paced group instruction, one-to-one

tutoring, or self-paced learning with programmed materials. It may involve direct teacher

instruction, cooperation with classmates, or independent learning. It requires well-defined

learning objectives organized into smaller, sequentially organized units. Individualized

instruction, has some elements in common with mastery learning, although it dispenses with

group activities, in favor of allowing more able or more motivated students to progress ahead

of others and maximizing teacher interaction with those students who need the most

assistance.
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11. Programmed instruction

Programmed instruction is the name of the technology invented by the behaviorist B.F.

Skinner to improve teaching. It was based on his theory of Verbal Behavior as a means to

accelerate and increase conventional educational learning.

It typically consists of self-teaching with the aid of a specialized textbook or teaching

machine that presents material structured in a logical and emperically developed sequence or

sequences. Programmed instruction may be presented by a teacher to as well and it has been

argued that the principles of Programmed Instruction can improve classic lectures and

textbooks. Programmed instruction allows students to progress throught a unit of study at

their own rate, checking their own answers and advancing only after answering correctly. In

one simplified form of PI, after each step, they are presented with a question to test their

comprehension, then are immediately shown the correct answer or given additional

information. However the objective of the instructional programming is to present the

material in very small increments. The more sophisticated forms of programmed instruction

may have the questions or tasks programmed well enough that the presentation and test

model--an extropolation from traditional and classical instruction is not necessarily utilized.

Example/Case Study:

ADAPTING INSTRUCTION IN SEVENTH-GRADE LANGUAGE ARTS

Directions: In the following scenario, identify areas that appear to appropriately differentiate

instruction and areas that may be problematic or in need of adaptive instruction. Mrs. Wytik

and Ms. Rosario teach 7th-grade language arts in Renick Middle School, a diverse

community near the border of southern California. They often combine their classes to team

teach their students, drawing back the movable partition that separates their classrooms or

reserving the large library resource room during their week-long units, Exploring the Library

and Writing Workshop. This week they are in their classrooms, collaborating on a unit on

public speaking. Similar to their other classes, their first-period class is 40% African-

American, 30% Caucasian, 20% Hispanic, and 10% Asian, and they pride themselves on

providing curriculum and instruction that is multicultural. These multicultural interests are

reflected in the physical environment of their room as well as the many special events they

host school-wide. Their back bulletin board, for example, has a colorful display, entitled
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Readings on Past Heroes and Heroines, featuring a dozen book jackets and abstracts about

the contributions of men and women from various cultures around the world. And several

quotes about brotherhood, common values, the importance of diversity, and respecting

divergent cultural views adorn the wall above their front blackboard.

Furthermore, for the past 3 years, Mrs. Wytik and Ms. Rosario have organized a school-wide

Diversity Week. This week has included such activities as a film festival about issues of

equity involving minorities and the contributions of various individuals from different

cultures to the countrys progress; a popular nontraditional smorgasbord for lunch; various art,

writing, and historical contests focused on multicultural themes; and student and guest

debates on the question, Should we strive for a common or pluralistic culture? Thesedebates,

one featuring members of the student council and one featuring the mayor, community

clergy, the school districts coordinator of multicultural education and board of education

president, and a history scholar from a nearby university in San Diego, have been featured for

the past two years on a local cable TV station, and a clip of the student debate was shown on

a major station in San Diego last year. Today, prior to second period, Mrs. Wytik greets

students at her door as they enter the classroom, while Ms. Rosario chats with a small group

of students who are looking at handouts and posterboard materials located near the lectern at

the front of her class. As the bell rings, Mrs. Wytik closes her door and Ms. Rosario asks

Franco, Please get the door. Ms. Rosarios desk has been moved to the side and her students

desks have been moved up toward those in Mrs. Wytiks room. Mrs. Wytik, now standing in

front, asks students to take out their homework and hand it back to the person sitting behind

them. Students are in five rows of eleven desks, and all the seats are filled but three. While

students are completing this task, Mrs. Wytik pulls down the large projector screen, places a

transparency on the projector, and flips on the overhead light. Students quickly grade the

homework, a handout focused on a reading related to effective public speaking taken from a

junior scholastic magazine that Ms. Rosario had found and analyzed for readability during

her course, Reading in the Content Areas at the university. Mrs. Wytik asks students how

many got at least 8 out of 10 correct, and nearly 90% of the students hold up their hands. She

then asks, How many students had papers on which there were more than 4 wrong?

Three students hold up their hands. Mrs. Wytik says, OK, looks like most of you are ready to

begin developing your speeches. Youll recall that we reviewed the major criteria for a good

speech yesterday, and part of your homework was a review of that lecture. The other part of
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your homework, youll recall, was to identify two current legislative proposals related to our

city, our state, or our nation that you feel will make our country a better place in which to

live. How many remembered to watch TV, or read the newspaper, or ask your parents about

possibilities for this topic? About 60 or 70% of the students raise their hand, and a few

students proudly raise their assignment to show Mrs. Wytik and Ms. Rosario, OK, Mrs.

Wytik says, Lets prepare to get into our small groups to work on our group speech. But first,

lets make sure we recall the major procedures for your project. Ms. Rosario, will you review

the main points with students, and those of you who didnt get these into your notebook

yesterday because of time should complete your notes today. Mrs. Wytik walks to the side of

the room, and Ms. Rosario comes to the front and puts up another transparency on the

overhead. During the next 3 minutes, she reviews the major procedures for the project: (1)

discuss the combined list of topics identified by group members; (2) collectively rate each,

using the criteria for an interesting speech discussed yesterday; (3) select two or three of the

best topics for review by another group and one teacher; (4) select a final topic; (5) research

the topic, developing an outline of the pros and cons of the proposal; (6) divide the outline

into four parts, so each member plays a role in the speech; (7) divide the ancillary tasks that

will enhance the speech (e.g., poster, overhead, interview tape of a local leaders viewpoint);

and (8) develop your part in preparation for the speech. As several students take down these

steps in their notebook, Ms. Rosario places a large poster board on the chalk tray and against

the blackboard. This poster outlines individual enrichment activities that students may choose

after completing each stage of their project (e.g., read a selected book or article on public

speaking from Mrs. Wytiks or Ms. Rosarios class library, draw a poster or overhead to

supplement your speech, listen to famous speeches at the listening table, view a videotape of

famous speeches in history, use the computer in Mrs. Wytiks room to research public

speaking on the Internet, use one of Ms. Rosarios computers to write your speech, etc.).

When students have completed their notetaking, Ms. Rosario reminds students that they will

have ample exploratory or enrichment time during the next 2 weeks to complete at least three

of the optional activities, and she notes that they must include at least three writings or

assignment sheets, which accompany these enrichment activities in their public speaking

notebook. She also reminds students that directions for all but the reading assignment have

been posted on the walls or tables near the learning stations and that these directions must be

followed 100% for 100% credit. She also reminds students that they will receive more

detailed information about steps 5, 6, and 7 in tomorrows class.
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Ms. Rosario then asks those students who scored less than a 7 on the homework assignment,

or anyone who feels they need a review of the key points in good speech making, to go to

Mrs. Wytik, who is waiting at her desk for a review of that homework assignment, and she

directs the rest of the students to get into their groups and complete steps 1, 2, 3, and 4. Five

students move back to Ms. Rosarios desk, and Mrs. Wytik greets them and begins asking

them which questions they had problems on. Ms. Rosario immediately begins circulating

around the room to monitor the 14 groups that have scooted their chairs into groups of three

or four. Soon Mrs. Wytik has provided questions and led a discussion on the six questions

that posed problems for her group of students, and Ms. Rosario is rotating from group to

group listening and answering brief questions about the procedures or benefits of specific

topics. Mrs. Wytik releases the five students from her review and they join their respective

groups. She then begins circulating similarly to Ms. Rosario. After about 10 minutes, several

groups begin to solicit feedback from other groups and the teachers. After about a 5-minute

exchange, Mrs. Wytik reminds the remaining groups, Complete your criteria sheets and get

feedback from another group within the next 5 minutes or so. Remember, your final topic

selection is due before you leave today. Soon all but one group has completed its four tasks,

and Ms. Rosario is interacting with these students to assist them in working through their

delay (a deadlock in viewpoints on the final topic has not been resolved by the group). Mrs.

Wytik interrupts students and reminds them that they have vocabulary and application

sentences due tomorrow, and that students who are considering art work for their speeches

should bring posterboard. As the bell rings, Mrs. Wytik extends her hand and announces, OK,

if you have written down your groups topic or proposal decision, you are dismissed when you

place it into my sweaty little palm.

Topic : Affirming The Cultures And Supporting Achievements Of Diverse Students

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand Cultural Assimilation

 Cultural influence

 Assimilation of immigrants

 Theoretical explanations

 Theoretical models to immigrant assimilation
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 Core measurements to immigrant assimilation

 Cultural capital

 Cultural Pluralism

 Culturally relevant teaching

 Gender Role

 Gender roles and socialization

 Multiculturalism

Definition/Overview:

In this topic it is being argued that new teachers will likely face a diverse student population

with cultural backgrounds different from their own. They advocate for culturally responsive

teaching that affirms students backgrounds and uses their experiences as resources for

understanding and applying academic principles. The authors present ideas for helping

English language learners in the classroom, teaching in urban settings, and avoiding gender

discrimination. They examine the evidence against tailoring education to learning style

differences, and conclude the topic with a discussion on meeting the needs of students with a

variety of personal characteristics.

Key Points:

Political creeds which support the idea that diversity is valuable and desirable hold that

recognizing and promoting these diverse cultures may aid communication between people of

different backgrounds and lifestyles, leading to greater knowledge, understanding, and

peaceful coexistence. For example, "Respect for Diversity" is one of the six principles of the

Global Greens Charter, a manifesto subscribed to by Green parties from all over the world. In

contrast to diversity, some political creeds promote cultural assimilation as the process to lead

to these ends.
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This use of diversity in this sense also extends to American academia, wherein an attempt to

create a "diverse student body" typically supports the recruitment of students from

historically excluded populations, such as students of African-American or Latina/o

background as well as women in such historically underrepresented fields as the sciences.

1. Cultural Assimilation

Cultural assimilation is when an individual or individuals adopts some or all aspects of a

dominant culture (such as its religion, language, norms, values etc.). Cultural assimilation is a

process of socialization. It can be a voluntary process, but can also sometimes be the result of

involuntary political decisions.

2. Cultural influence

A group (a state or an ethnicity) can spontaneously adopt a different culture due to its

political relevance, or to its perceived superiority. The first is the case of the Latin culture and

language, that were gradually adopted by most of the subjugated people.

The second is the case of subjugated, but older and richer culture, which see itself imitated by

the new masters, e.g. the victorious Roman Republic adopted more from the Hellenistic

cultures than it imposed in most domains, except such Roman specialities as law and the

military.

3. Assimilation of immigrants

Immigrant assimilation is a complex process in which an immigrant fully integrates

themselves into a new country. Social scientists rely on four primary benchmarks to assess

immigrant assimilation: socioeconomic status, geographic distribution, second language

attainment, and intermarriage. William A.V. Clark defines immigrant assimilation "as a way
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of understanding the social dynamics of American society and that it is the process that

occurs spontaneously and often unintended in the course of interaction between majority and

minority groups". .

It has been found that between 1880 and 1920, the United States took in roughly 24 million

immigrants. This increase in immigration can be attributed to many historical changes. Later,

during the cold war from the 1960s through the 1980s and the disintegration of the Soviet

Union in the late 1980s, over 1.8 million Jews (including some non-Jewish family members)

emigrated from the former Soviet Union. The major destination countries were Israel (about

1.1 million), the United States (over 400,000), Germany (about 130,000), and Canada (about

30,000). The beginning of the twenty-first century has also marked a massive era of

immigration, and sociologist are once trying to make sense of the impact that immigration

has on society and the impact it has on immigrants themselves.

4. Theoretical explanations

Researchers have attempted to explain the assimilation rate for post 1965 immigrants in the

United States with experiences of immigrants who entered the United States between 1880

and 1920. Many of the methods and theories that are used to assess immigrant assimilation

today are derived from earlier immigrant studies. One of the leading theories in

understanding immigrant assimilation came from William I. Thomas and Florian Znaniecki

whom published "The Polish Peasant in Europe and America". William I. Thomas and

Florian Znaniecki's study on Polish immigrants(1880-1910)assessed how these immigrants

built an institutional community in the United States during the Napoleonic War. Another

influence on immigrant assimilation came from Robert Park, Ernest Burgess, and William I.

Thomas, in which they trained graduate students to study the experiences of immigrants in

Chicago. Robert Park, Ernest Burgess, and William I. Thomas provided these graduate

students with theoretical tools such as Park's theory on collective behavior. The third theory

on immigrant assimilation comes from Gordon's book, Assimilation in American life. Gordon

highlighted the generational change in immigrant groups, it states that the first generation or

foreign born were less assimilated and less exposed to American life than their American-

born children (the [second generation]), and their grandchildren (third-generation) were more

like the American mainstream than their parents. .
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5. Theoretical models to immigrant assimilation

The first, classic and new assimilation model sees immigrants and native-born people

following a "straight-line" or a convergence. This theory sees immigrants becoming more

similar over time in norms, values, behaviors, and characteristics. This theory also expects

those immigrants residing the longest in the host population, as well as the members of later

generations, to show greater similarities with the majority group than immigrants who have

spent less time in the host society. The second, racial/ethnic disadvantage model states that

immigrant's chances to assimilate are "blocked". An example of this model would be

discrimination and institutional barriers to employment and other opportunities. . The third,

the segmented assimilation model theorizes that structural barriers, such as poor urban

schools, cut off access to employment and other opportunities obstacles that often are

particularly severe in the case of the most disadvantaged members of immigrant groups, and

such impediments can lead to stagnant or downward mobility, even as the children of other

immigrants follow divergent paths toward classic straight-line assimilation. .

6. Core measurements to immigrant assimilation

Researchers have assessed that assimilation exists among immigrants because we can

measure assimilation on four primary benchmarks. These core measurable aspects of

immigrant assimilation that were formulated to study European immigrants are still the

starting points for understanding current immigrant assimilation. These measurable aspects of

assimilation are socioeconomic status, spatial concentration, language attainment, and

intermarriage.

 Socioeconomic Status is defined by educational attainment, occupation, and income. By

measuring socioeconomic status researchers want to find out if immigrants eventually catch

up to native-born people in terms of human capital characteristics.

 Spatial Concentration is defined by geography or residential patterns. The spatial residential

model (based on theories of Park) proposed by Massey states that increasing socioeconomic
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attainment, longer residence in the U.S, and higher generational status lead to decreasing

residential concentration for a particular ethnic group. .

 Language Attainment is defined as the ability to speak English and the loss of the individual's

mother tongue. The three-generation model of language assimilation states that the first

generation makes some progress in language assimilation but remains dominant in their

native tongue, the second generation is bilingual, and the third-generation only speaks

English.

 Intermarriage is defined by race or ethnicity and occasionally by generation. High rates of

intermarriage are considered to be an indication of social integration because it reveals

intimate and profound relations between people of different groups, intermarriage reduces the

ability of families to pass on to their children a consistent ethnic culture and thus is an agent

of assimilation.

7. Cultural capital

Cultural capital is the knowledge, experience and or connections one has had through the

course of their life that enables them to succeed more so than someone from a less

experienced background.

Cultural capital (le capital culturel) is a sociological concept that has gained widespread

popularity since it was first articulated by Pierre Bourdieu. Bourdieu and Jean-Claude

Passeron first used the term in Cultural Reproduction and Social Reproduction (1973). In this

work he attempted to explain differences in educational outcomes in France during the 1960s.

It has since been elaborated and developed in terms of other types of capital in The Forms of

Capital (1986); and in terms of higher education, for instance, in The State Nobility (1996).

For Bourdieu, capital acts as a social relation within a system of exchange, and the term is

extended to all the goods material and symbolic, without distinction, that present themselves

as rare and worthy of being sought after in a particular social formation and cultural capital

acts as a social relation within a system of exchange that includes the accumulated cultural

knowledge that confers power AND status.
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7.1 Relation to other types of capital

In 'The Forms of Capital' (1986), Bourdieu distinguishes between three types of capital:

 Economic capital: command over economic resources (cash, assets).

 Social capital: resources based on group membership, relationships, networks of influence

and support. Bourdieu defines social capital as "the aggregate of the actual or potential

resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less

institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition."

 Cultural capital: forms of knowledge, skills, education,and advantages that a person has,

which give them a higher status in society. Parents provide their children with cultural capital

by transmitting the attitudes and knowledge needed to succeed in the current educational

system.

Later he adds symbolic capital (resources available to an individual on the basis of honor,

prestige or recognition) to this list.

7.2 Types of Cultural Capital

Cultural Capital has three subtypes: embodied, objectified and institutionalised. Bourdieu

distinguishes between these three types of capital:

 an embodied state. This is where cultural capital is embodied in the individual. It is both the

inherited and acquired properties of ones self. Inherited not in the genetic sense, but more in

the sense of time, culture, and traditions which bestow elements of the embodied state to

another usually by the family through socialization. It is not transmittable instantaneously

like a gift. It is strongly linked to one's habitus - a person's character and way of thinking.

 Linguistic capital, defined as the mastery of and relation to language, in the sense that it

represents ways of speaking and can be understood as a form of embodied cultural capital.

 an objectified state. This refers to things which are owned, such as scientific instruments or

works of art. These cultural goods can be transmitted physically (sold) as an exercise of

economic capital, and symbolically as cultural capital. However, while one can possess

objectified cultural capital by owning a painting, one can only "consume" the painting
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(understand its cultural meaning) if they have the correct type of embodied cultural capital

(which may or may not be transmitted during the selling of the painting).

 an institutionalized state. This is institutional recognition of the cultural capital held by an

individual, most often understood as academic credentials or qualifications. This is mainly

understood in relation to the labor market. It allows easier conversion of cultural capital to

economic capital by guaranteeing a certain monetary value for a certain institutional level of

achievement

7.3 Relation to Bourdieu's other concepts

The concept cultural capital is fundamentally linked to the concepts of fields and

habitus. These three concepts have been continually developed throughout all of

Bourdieus work. A field can be any structure of social relations. It is a site of struggle

for positions within that field and is constituted by the conflict created when

individuals or groups endeavor to establish what comprises valuable and legitimate

capital within that space. Therefore one type of cultural capital can be at the same

time both legitimate and not, depending on the field in which it is located. It can be

seen therefore, that the legitimation of a particular type of cultural capital is

completely arbitrary. The power to arbitrarily determine what constitutes legitimate

cultural capital within a specific field is derived from symbolic capital.

Habitus is also important to the concept of cultural capital, as much of cultural capital

can be derived from an individuals habitus. It is often defined as being dispositions

that are inculcated in the family but manifest themselves in different ways in each

individual. It is formed not only by the habitus of the family but also by the objective

chances of the class to which the individual belongs, in their daily interactions and it

changes as the individuals position within a field changes.

7.4 Use of the concept in theory and research
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The concept of cultural capital has received widespread attention all around the world,

from theorists and researchers alike. It is mostly employed in relation to the education

system, but on the odd occasion has been used or developed in other discourses. Use

of Bourdieus cultural capital can be broken up into a number of basic categories. First,

are those who explore the theory as a possible means of explanation or employ it as

the framework for their research. Second, are those who build on or expand Bourdieus

theory. Finally, there are those who attempt to disprove Bourdieus findings or to

discount them in favour of an alternative theory. The majority of these works deal

with Bourdieus theory in relation to education, only a small number apply his theory

to other instances of inequality in society.

7.5 Traditional use of concept

Those researchers and theorists who explore or employ Bourdieus theory use it in a

similar way as it was articulated by Bourdieu. They usually apply it uncritically, and

depending on the measurable indicators of cultural capital and the fields within which

they measure it, Bourdieus theory either works to support their argument totally, or in

a qualified way. These works help to portray the usefulness of Bourdieus concept in

analysing (mainly educational) inequality but they do not add anything to the theory.

One work which does employ Bourdieus work in an enlightening way is that of

Emirbayer & Williams (2005) who use Bourdieus notion of fields and capital to

examine the power relations in the field of social services, particularly homeless

shelters. The authors talk of the two separate fields that operate in the same

geographic location (the shelter) and the types of capital that are legitimate and valued

in each. Specifically they show how homeless people can possess staff-sanctioned

capital or client-sanctioned capital (2005:92) and show how in the shelter, they are

both at the same time, desirable and undesirable, valued and disparaged, depending on

which of the two fields they are operating in. Although the authors do not clearly

define staff-sanctioned and client-sanctioned capital as cultural capital, and state that

usually the resources that form these two capitals are gathered from a persons life as

opposed to their family, it can be seen how Bourdieus theory of cultural capital can be

a valuable theory in analysing inequality in any social setting.
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7.6 Expansion of concept

A number of works expand Bourdieus theory of cultural capital in a beneficial

manner, without deviating from Bourdieus framework of the different forms of

capital. In fact, these authors can be seen to explore unarticulated areas of Bourdieus

theory as opposed to constructing a new theory. For instance, Stanton-Salazar &

Dornbusch (1995:121) examine how those people with the desired types of cultural

(and linguistic) capital in a school transform this capital into instrumental relations or

social capital with institutional agents who can transmit valuable resources to the

person, furthering their success in the school. They state that this is simply an

elaboration of Bourdieus theory. Similarly, Dumais (2002) introduces the variable of

gender to determine the ability of cultural capital to increase educational achievement.

The author shows how gender and social class interact to produce different benefits

from cultural capital. In fact in Distinction (1984:107), Bourdieu states sexual

propertimes are as inseparable from class properties as the yellowness of lemons is

inseparable from its acidity. He simply did not articulate the differences attributable to

gender in his general theory of reproduction in the education system. That allows a

certain thing to exist, or not exist....that is the question.

On the other hand, two authors have introduced new variables into Bourdieus concept

of cultural capital. Emmison & Frows (1998) work centres on an exploration of the

ability of Information Technology to be considered a form of cultural capital. The

authors state that a familiarity with, and a positive disposition towards the use of

bourgeoisie technologies of the information age can be seen as an additional form of

cultural capital bestowing advantage on those families that possess them. Specifically

computers are machines) that form a type of objectified cultural capital, and the

ability to use them is an embodied type of cultural capital. This work is useful because

it shows the ways in which Bourdieus concept of cultural capital can be expanded and

updated to include cultural goods and practices which are progressively more

important in determining achievement both in the school and without.

Hage uses Bourdieus theory of cultural capital to explore multiculturalism and racism

in Australia. His discussion around race is distinct from Bourdieus treatment of
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migrants and their amount of linguistic capital and habitus. Hage actually conceives

of whiteness as being a form of cultural capital. White is not a stable, biologically

determined trait, but a shifting set of social practices (Dolby, 2000:49). He

conceptualises the nation as a circular field, with the hierarchy moving from the

powerful centre (composed of white Australians) to the less powerful periphery

(composed of the others). The others however are not simply dominated, but are

forced to compete with each other for a place closer to the centre. This use of

Bourdieus notion of capital and fields is extremely illuminating to understand how

people of non-Anglo ethnicities may try and exchange the cultural capital of their

ethnic background with that of whiteness to gain a higher position in the hierarchy. It

is especially useful to see it in these terms as it exposes the arbitrary nature of what is

Australian, and how it is determined by those in the dominant position (mainly white

Australians).

7.7 Criticisms of concept

Criticisms of Bourdieu's concept often rest on a specific understanding on his

concepts. Researchers often tend to define cultural capital very narrowly in terms of

participation in and understanding of highbrow culture (that is, theatre, classical

musical, museums, art, etc) and then proceed to argue that this narrow definition is

not useful in understanding educational inequality. Similarly, a number of theorists

read Bourdieus work as discounting the notion of a working class culture, by saying

that cultural capital is something that only people from elite or dominant social

classes have, and that to succeed in education, lower class people must acquire

cultural capital. Defining cultural capital in either of these ways, does indeed limit the

usefulness of the term in understanding inequality.

However Bourdieu includes any and all cultural resources available to any individual

or group in any field. Capital is valued, or not, depending on the field it is located

within. An example of this would be a person from a lower class who in the field of

the classroom may speak in a blunt and inelegant manner, so not possess the

legitimate and valued linguistic cultural capital of that field, but in the field of the

playground, surrounded by other lower class people, this manner of speaking
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constitutes the most legitimate type of linguistic cultural capital. Therefore cultural

capital is not narrowly defined to include only highbrow culture and it does allow for

the existence and value of working class cultures in particular fields.

In addition, theorists often tend to point to the deterministic nature of Bourdieus work.

For example, in the work of Robinson & Garnier (1986:147) the authors write that an

educational curriculum can be appreciated only by those from well-educated families

and that the level of education obtained is nothing more than certified cultural capital.

These interpretations of Bourdieu purport him to be structuralist allowing no room for

other factors or individual agency.

This is also a misunderstanding and misrepresentation of Bourdieus theory. In fact, in

current social theory Bourdieu is often described as a theorist who tackles the idea of

structure versus agency, and of objectivism versus subjectivism and attempts to move

beyond these dichotomies. As Webb states, Bourdieu insists that practice is always

informed by a sense of agencybut that the possibilities of agency must be understood

and contextualised in terms of its relations to the objective structures of a culture

(2002:36). Certainly Bourdieu talks about objective chances (1990:156) and objective

probabilities (1990:

157) rather than certainties. Harker believes that the misunderstanding mainly stems

from the fact most people only read his English, educational works. He argues

Bourdieus later ethnographic work, further develops the concepts of habitus and

capital, and explores in more detail the role of agency. However Bourdieus attempts

to reformulate his theory of education around the greater role of agency have not been

translated into English.

Misunderstanding is widespread. Indeed, one author goes so far as to remark that the

concept of cultural capital is inherently limited in its usefulness because, after all,

(Bourdieu) is an economic reductionist. However, in Distinction (1984), Bourdieu

incorporates into his social class framework a number of non-economic criteria for

stratification, in such a way that economic capital is not the only or necessarily even

the most relevant way of determining class groupings. This is a distinct move away

from an economic reductionist view of class and society.
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Finally some theorists critique Bourdieu for his omission of gender differences in the

reproduction of classes. Kanter identifies a process called homosocial reproduction

whereby men in managerial positions tend to reproduce themselves by hiring those

people on the basis of social and gender similarity to themselves. That means, that

even women who have the same class background (and therefore same cultural

capital) as men may face exclusion from high-level managerial positions. Robinson &

Garnier (1986) believe that theory of cultural capital is incapable of explaining this

phenomenon, and therefore conclude that cultural capital is not very useful in

understanding class reproduction. It was, however, noted above that Bourdieu

recognised the importance of gender. It is however a weakness of his theory that he

did not explore this area in his work.

7.8 Strengths of the theory

As is apparent many critiques have been given of Bourdieus theory of cultural capital,

depending on the orientation of the author, their interpretation of Bourdieus theory

and the area of the study. The majority of critiques can be overcome by a more open

and thorough reading of Bourdieus work. Especially with regards to the deterministic,

structuralist, or economic reductionist claims, a reading of his complete works, (those

in French as well as English) show that Bourdieu has developed his theory of habitus

to encompass both structural considerations and agency, and his incorporation of

culture and cultural capital into his framework of social class and social reproduction

demonstrates that he clearly does not reduce everything to economics. The other

weaknesses identified above, emerge not so much from erroneous ideas in his theory

but from a lack of exploration and articulation of a range of issues. This is

understandable, as it is almost impossible to construct a theory which addresses every

issue, in every context, and does so accurately.

One of the main strengths of the theory is that it does to some extent focus on how

structures and institutions play a part in producing inequality. With so much focus

now on the individual, it seems that so often inequality and disadvantage are seen as
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the result of an individuals actions. Bourdieu, by exposing the reproductive role that

educational institutions have, provides a way of examining other institutions in

society to uncover any roles they may have in reproducing inequality. In the example

of schools provided by Bourdieu, one can identify many or all of the impediments to

removing inequality by analysing the forces and influences that act on students to

either increase or decrease the chance of success, and allows for the future removal of

these impediments and the progression towards a just and equitable society for all.

8. Cultural Pluralism

Cultural pluralism is a term used when small groups within a larger society maintain their

unique cultural identities. One of the most notable cultural pluralisms is the caste system,

which is related to Hinduism and also the example of Lebanon where 18 different religious

communities co-exist on a land of 10,452 km. In a pluralist culture, unique groups not only

co-exist side by side, but also consider qualities of other groups as traits worth having in the

dominant culture. The current contemporary art world in the 21st century is an example of

cultural pluralism. For another example, a community center in the United States may offer

classes in Indian yoga, Chinese calligraphy, and Latin salsa dancing. That community may

also have one or more synagogues, mosques, mandirs, gurudwaras, and/or Buddhist temples,

as well as several churches of various Christian denominations.

The existence of such institutions and practices are possible if the cultural communities

responsible for them are protected by law and/or accepted by the larger society in a pluralist

culture.

The idea of cultural pluralism in America has its roots in the transcendentalist movement and

was developed by Pragmatist philosopher such as William James and John Dewey, and later

thinkers such as Horace Kallen and Randolph Bourne. One of the most famous articulations

of cultural pluralistic ideas can be found in Bourne's 1916 essay "Trans-National America" .

9. Culturally relevant teaching
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Culturally relevant teaching and learning is a method of teaching and learning that builds on

and values the cultural experiences and knowledge of all participants regardless of whether

they are from the dominant culture.

Culturally relevant teaching is a pedagogy that empowers students intellectually, socially,

emotionally, and politically by using cultural referents to impart knowledge, skills, and

attitudes. According to Ogbu, "A culturally relevant pedagogy must provide a way for

students to maintain their cultural identity while succeeding academically".

10. Gender Role

A Gender Role is defined as a set of perceived behavioral norms associated particularly with

males or females, in a given social group or system. It can be a form of division of labour by

gender. It is a focus of analysis in the social sciences and humanities. Gender is one

component of the gender/sex system, which refers to "The set of arrangements by which a

society transforms biological sexuality into products of human activity, and in which these

transformed needs are satisfied". Almost all societies, to a certain effect, have a gender/sex

system, although the components and workings of this system vary markedly from society to

society.

Gender refers to an individual's "psychological type". It is acquired through experience. An

individual can be viewed as either masculine or feminine. Gender role refers to the attitudes

and behaviors that class a person's stereotypical identity, e.g. women cook and clean, men fix

cars.

To associate oneself as either masculine or feminine is identifying with gender. Researchers

recognize that the concrete behavior of individuals is a consequence of both socially enforced

rules and values, and individual disposition, whether genetic, unconscious, or conscious.

Some researchers emphasize the objective social system and others emphasize subjective

orientations and dispositions.

Creativity may cause the rules and values to change over time. Cultures and societies are

dynamic and ever changing, but there has been extensive debate as to how, and how fast, they

may change. Such debates are especially contentious when they involve the gender/sex

system, as people have widely differing views about how much gender depends on biological

sex.
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11. Gender roles and socialization

The process through which the individual learns and accepts roles is called socialization.

Socialization works by encouraging wanted and discouraging unwanted behavior. These

sanctions by agents of socialization such as the family, schools, and the media make it clear

to the child what is expected of the child by society. Mostly, accepted behavior is not

produced by outright reforming coercion from an accepted social system. In some other

cases, various forms of coercion have been used to acquire a desired response or function.

In the majority of traditional and developmental social systems, an individual has a choice as

to what he or she should or should not conform to as a representative of the socialization

process. Through this process an individual willingly accepts the consequences whether they

be beneficial or negative, minor or severe depending on the way an individual copes, and the

extent to which he or she must modify his or her natural behavior to conform to society's

accepted behavioral standards. Typical encouragements and expectations of gender role

behavior are not as powerful a difference and reforming social trait as they were a century

ago. Such developments and traditional refinements are still a socialization process to and

within family values, peer pressures, at the employment centers and in every social system

communication medium.

Still, once someone has accepted certain gender roles and gender differences as expected

socialized behavioral norm, his or her behavior traits become part of his or her perceived

responsibilities. Influential roles in gender relationships on a personal and social level to the

individual's own socializing role or self-concept. Sanctions on unwanted behavior and role

conflict can be stressful.

Changing norms of socialization: Louis XV in 1712, wearing the customary clothes of

unbreeched boys, would be considered "cross-dressed" in the 21st century.

It is claimed that even in monolingual, industrial societies like urban North America, some

individuals do cling to a "modernized" primordial identity, apart from others and with this a

more diverse gender role is recognized or developed. Some intellectuals, such as Michael

Ignatieff, argue that convergence of a general culture does not directly entail a similar
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convergence in ethnic, social and self identities. This can become evident in social situations,

where people divide into separate groups by gender roles and cultural alignments, despite

being of an identical "super-ethnicity", such as nationality.

Within each smaller ethnicity, individuals may tend to see it perfectly justified to assimilate

with other cultures including sexuality and some others view assimilation as wrong and

incorrect for their culture or institution. This common theme, representing dualist opinions of

ethnoconvergence itself, within a single ethnic or common values groups is often manifested

in issues of sexual partners and matrimony, employment preferences, etc. These varied

opinions of ethnoconvergence represent themselves in a spectrum; assimilation,

homogenization, acculturation, gender identities and cultural compromise are commonly used

terms for ethnoconvergence which flavor the issues to a bias.

Often it is in a secular, multi-ethnic environment that cultural concerns are both minimalized

and exacerbated; Ethnic prides are boasted, hierarchy is created ("center" culture versus

"periphery") but on the other hand, they will still share a common "culture", and common

language and behaviors. Often the elderly, more conservative-in-association of a clan, tend to

reject cross-cultural associations, and participate in ethnically similar community-oriented

activities. Xenophobes tend to think of cross-cultural contact as a component of gender and

assimilation and see this as terrible.

12. Multiculturalism

The term multiculturalism generally refers to an applied ideology of racial, cultural and

ethnic diversity within the demographics of a specified place, usually at the scale of an

organization such as a school, business, neighborhood, city or nation. Some countries have

official, or de jure policies of multiculturalism aimed at recognizing, celebrating and

maintaining the different cultures or cultural identities within that society to promote social

cohesion. In this context, multiculturalism advocates a society that extends equitable status to

distinct cultural and religious groups, with no one culture predominating. There have been

criticisms of multiculturalism.
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Example/Case Study:

MELINDA BENNETT

Melinda Bennett grew up and went to college in Idaho but finds herself teaching in

Southern California, in a school serving students representing a diverse array of racial and

ethnic backgrounds. She was apprehensive at first. The layout of the school building, the

weekly schedule, and most school routines were reassuringly familiar, but she still felt like a

fish out of water. Almost all of her prior social and professional experience had been with

people from European American families much like her own.

Melinda had read and heard various things about some of the types of students in her

classes, but the information did not help. Students from lower class families presumably

prefer material rewards to praise or intrinsic rewards. Even if that were true, surely it couldnt

mean that she should avoid praising these students efforts and accomplishments, could it?

Students from Latin American countries supposedly are oriented toward cooperative learning.

Does that mean that she should try to arrange for them to learn collaboratively most of the

time? Shouldnt they also get opportunities to shine as individuals, such as by reading their

noteworthy stories or compositions aloud in class or taking a leading role in a play? African

American students supposedly are primarily kinesthetic learners and prone to the failure

syndrome problems associated with low success expectations.

Does this mean that she should keep them involved with hands-on learning activities most of

the time and avoid challenging them? After talking with other teachers, and especially after

getting to know her students as individuals, Melinda was relieved to discover that these and

other sweeping statements about group differences often are either incorrect or exaggerated,
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and that even when they are accurate as statistical generalities, they do not apply to many

members of the group. She also found that general sociological categories such as social

class, race, ethnicity, or minority group membership were not nearly as useful as knowledge

about individual students and their families for understanding and suggesting ways to

improve their adjustment to schooling. Over time, she integrated her general knowledge with

what she learned from personal experience and collegial advice. There were things to learn.

Early on, she overreacted to incidents in the hallways or playground in which what she took

to be conflict escalating toward physical aggression between African American boys turned

out to be nothing more than ritualized woofing. She also became disconcerted at first with the

ways that some of her students acted when she found it necessary to scold them for

misbehavior. Some of her African American students consistently looked down or away

instead of maintaining eye contact with her, and some of her Asian students actually

smiled. Melinda took these behaviors as signs of disrespect until she learned that, within their

respective cultures, these were in fact expected and respectful ways of behaving when being

criticized by an adult. Students behavior during lessons was not always what she expected,

either.

Some of her African American students spoke out of turn on occasions, such as by answering

her rhetorical questions or calling out agreement with or comments about something she said.

In contrast, some of her Asian students were frustratingly reticent about speaking their minds

when she asked for opinions. She later learned that these behaviors reflected discourse

participation patterns common in those students respective cultures. Melinda also was

surprised to find that the parents of some of her Asian students did not respond positively to

her initial attempts to involve them in their childrens education. She later learned that in most

Asian cultures, teachers are viewed as professionals with authority over childrens schooling;

parents are not supposed to interfere with school processes; and teachers who solicit parent

involvement may even be viewed as incompetent. She also found out that many of her East

Asian (Chinese, Japanese, Korean) students came from middle class families who highly

valued formal education, but many of her Southeast Asian (Hmong, Laotian,

Montagnard) students came from families who had lived in remote rural areas and lacked

exposure to any writing system prior to immigration. Although her initial misconceptions and

lack of knowledge about her students home cultures sometimes created temporary

interpersonal tension, Melinda learned to operate effectively in her new environment. Two

important traits helped her persist and achieve success.
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First, she was a caring teacher, dedicated to supporting her students progress as learners and

as social beings. Her students, and soon their families, recognized this, so misunderstandings

rooted in her lack of knowledge about their home cultures were just minor blips within a

larger context of good will and collaboration. Her mistakes would not have been forgotten so

easily if she had been perceived as distant or prejudiced. Second, Melinda was a reflective

professional who learned from her mistakes, sought advice from others, and looked for

alternatives when current strategies were not working. This enabled her to make rapid

progress in understanding and learning to meet her students needs, and her openness to input

made her school administrators, teaching colleagues, and students and families more willing

to help her than they would have been otherwise.

Topic : Teaching Worthwhile Content For Understanding Appreciation And

Application

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand Appreciation

 Understand Affordance

 Understand Authentic assessment

 Understand Teaching For Understanding

Definition/Overview:

This topic presents the idea that good teaching features goals of understanding, appreciation,

and application. They explore the challenge of balancing breathed and depth of knowledge,

and advocate for the selection of content that is worth teaching, is connected to other

networks of knowledge, and is structured around powerful ideas. Planning and implementing

a curriculum that is limited in scope allow time for developing the most important content in

depth. The authors end the topic with a discussion of how the implementation of high-stakes
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testing has changed the curricular focus of many classrooms and how that impacts student

learning.

Key Points:

1. Appreciation

Appreciation is a term used in accounting relating to the increase in value of an asset. In this

sense it is the reverse of depreciation, which measures the fall in value of assets over their

normal life-time. Appreciation is a rise of a currency in a floating exchange rate.

In times of high inflation, appreciation will be common to all balance sheet assets. Generally,

the term is reserved for property or, more specifically, land and buildings. In any viable

modern economy, such property tends to increase in value over the years - if only because of

the scarcity of usable land forces its price in a competitive situation. However, this belief has

often caused speculative bubbles to arise.

There are considerable difficulties in assessing the increase in value of any particular asset.

This is principally because of the variety of interpretations that can be attached to the word

value itself and due to the various instruments and methods used in the valuation process.

Appreciation is also a term meaning an expression of gratitude.

2. Affordance

An affordance is a quality of an object, or an environment, that allows an individual to

perform an action. The term is used in a variety of fields: perceptual psychology, cognitive

psychology, environmental psychology, industrial design, humancomputer interaction (HCI),

interaction design and artificial intelligence.
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As explained below, two different definitions have developed. The original definition

describes all action possibilities that are physically possible; a refinement to that definition

describes action possibilities of which the actor is aware.

2.1 Affordances As Action Possibilities

Psychologist James J. Gibson originally introduced the term in his 1977 article "The

Theory of Affordances" and explored it more fully in his book The Ecological

Approach to Visual Perception in 1979. He defined affordances as all "action

possibilities" latent in the environment, objectively measurable and independent of the

individual's ability to recognize them, but always in relation to the actor and therefore

dependent on their capabilities. For instance, a set of steps which rises four feet high

does not afford the act of climbing if the actor is a crawling infant. Gibson's is the

prevalent definition in cognitive psychology. Jakob von Uexkll had already discussed

the concept in the early twentieth century, calling it the "functional colouring"

(funktionale Tnung) of objects.

2.2 Affordances As Perceived Action Possibilities

In 1988, Donald Norman appropriated the term affordances in the context of

humanmachine interaction to refer to just those action possibilities which are readily

perceivable by an actor. Through his book The Design of Everyday Things, this

interpretation was popularized within the fields of HCI and interaction design. It

makes the concept dependent not only on the physical capabilities of the actor, but

also their goals, plans, values, beliefs and past experience. If an actor steps into a

room with an armchair and a softball, Gibson's original definition of affordances

allows that the actor may throw the recliner and sit on the softball, because that is

objectively possible. Norman's definition of (perceived) affordances captures the

likelihood that the actor will sit on the recliner and throw the softball. Effectively,

Norman's affordances "suggest" how an object may be interacted with. For example,

the size and shape of a softball obviously fits nicely in the average human hand, and

its density and texture make it perfect for throwing. The user may also bring past

experience with similar objects (baseballs, perhaps) to bear when evaluating a new

affordance.

Norman's 1988 definition makes the concept of affordance relational, rather than

subjective or intrinsic. This he deemed an "ecological approach," which is related to
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systems-theoretic approaches in the natural and social sciences. The focus on

perceived affordances is much more pertinent to practical design problems from a

human-factors approach, which may explain its widespread adoption.

Norman later explained that this adaptation of the term had been unintended.

However, the definition from his book has become established enough in HCI that

both uses have to be accepted as convention in this field.

2.3 Consequences Of The Duality Of The Term

Norman's adaptation of the concept has brought about the use of affordance as an

uncountable noun, referring to the property of an object or system having easily

discoverable action possibilities, as in "this web page has good affordance," or "this

button needs more affordance."

It has also caused many to use the verb afford, which Gibson's original term was

derived from, in a way that is not consistent with its dictionary definition. Rather than

"to provide" or "to make available", designers and those in the field of HCI often use

afford as meaning "to suggest" or "to invite".

The different meanings now associated with the word, although closely related, can be

a source of confusion in writing and conversation if the intended meaning is not made

explicit and if it is not used consistently. Even authoritative textbooks can be

inconsistent in their use of the term.

3. Authentic assessment

Authentic assessment is an umbrella concept that refers to the measurement of "intellectual

accomplishments that are worthwhile, significant, and meaningful," as compared to multiple

choice standardized tests. Authentic assessment can be devised by the teacher, or in

collaboration with the student by engaging student voice. When applying authentic

assessment to student learning and achievement, a teacher applies criteria related to

construction of knowledge, disciplined inquiry, and the value of achievement beyond the

school. Authentic assessment reflects educational policy research that recommends a "high

priority on strategies that research has already shown to increase student learning."

Authentic assessment tends to focus on complex or contextualised tasks, enabling students to

demonstrate their competency in a more 'authentic' setting. Examples of authentic

assessments include:
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 Performance of the skills, or demonstrating use of a particular knowledge

 Simulations and role plays

 Studio portfolios, strategically selecting items

 Exhibitions and displays

4. Teaching For Understanding

"Teaching for understanding" is another central premise of Understanding by Design. It

should be evident in course design, teacher and student attitudes, and the classroom learning

environment. There should be coherent curriculum design and clear distinctions between big

ideas and essential questions. Teachers should tell students about big ideas and essential

questions, performance requirements, and evaluative criteria at the beginning of the unit or

course. Students should be able to describe the goals (big ideas and essential questions) and

performance requirements of the unit or course. The classroom learning environment should

have high expectations and incentives for all students to come to understand the big ideas and

answer the essential questions.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Active Teaching

Helping Students To Construct Usable Knowledge

Assessing Students Learning

Topic : Active Teaching

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand Instruction by Secondary School Teachers

 Understand Active Teaching

 Understand Key characteristics of active teaching and learning strategies

 Understand Key drawbacks

 Understand Theoretical justifications

 Understand Motivation, curiosity and activity

 Understand Language varieties and encoding
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 Understand Learning from experience

 Understand Contestable knowledge

 Understand Cognition

 Understand Influence and Influences

 Understand Debriefing

 Understand Instructional Scaffolding

Definition/Overview:

This topic discusses the role that instruction plays in effective teaching. Good and Brophy

assert that instructional methods must be used as means to accomplish specific curricular

goals and that teachers must identify the combination of methods most likely to accomplish

these goals. After reviewing school effects research and discussing teaching behaviors that

are related to student achievement, the authors present an example of an effective

instructional model in mathematics, explaining, however, that instructional models must be

adapted to particular subject matters, students, and other contextual factors. They then present

important ideas and research findings on presenting information to students, conducting

recitations and discussions, and structuring activities and assignments, pointing out that the

effectiveness of these teaching components depends on their goal correspondence and quality

of implementation.

Key Points:

In education, teachers facilitate student learning, often in a school or academy or perhaps in

another environment such as outdoors. A teacher who teaches on an individual basis may be

described as a tutor.

The objective is typically accomplished through either an informal or formal approach to

learning, including a course of study and lesson plan that teaches skills, knowledge and/or
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thinking skills. Different ways to teach are often referred to as pedagogy. When deciding

what teaching method to use teachers consider students' background knowledge,

environment, and their learning goals as well as standardized curricula as determined by the

relevant authority. The teacher should also be able to deal with students with different

abilities and should also be able to deal with learning disabilities. Many times, teachers assist

in learning outside of the classroom by accompanying students on field trips. The increasing

use of technology, specifically the rise of the internet over the past decade has begun to shape

the way teachers approach their role in the classroom.

The objective is typically a course of study, lesson plan, or a practical skill, including

learning and thinking skills. The different ways to teach are often referred to as the teacher's

pedagogy. When deciding what teaching method to use, a teacher will need to consider

students' background knowledge, environment, and their learning objectives. A teacher may

follow standardized curricula as determined by the relevant authority. The teacher may

interact with students of different ages, from infants to adults, students with different abilities

and students with learning disabilities.

1. Instruction by Secondary School Teachers

Perhaps the most significant difference between primary and secondary teaching in the UK is

the relationship between teachers and children. In primary schools each class has a teacher

who stays with them for most of the week and will teach them the whole curriculum. In

secondary schools they will be taught by different subject specialists each session during the

week and may have 10 or more different teachers. The relationship between children and

their teachers tends to be closer in the primary school where they act as form tutor, specialist

teacher and surrogate parent during the course of the day.

This is true throughout most of the United States as well. However, alternative approaches for

primary education do exist. One of these, sometimes referred to as a "platoon" system,

involves placing a group of students together in one class that moves from one specialist to

another for every subject. The advantage here is that students learn from teachers who

specialize in one subject and who tend to be more knowledgeable in that one area than a

teacher who teaches many subjects. Students still derive a strong sense of security by staying

with the same group of peers for all classes.
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2. Active Teaching

Active teaching and learning involves the use of strategies which maximise opportunities for

interaction. Indeed, some literature (especially in the field of IT and computer-based learning)

makes reference to interactive rather than active approaches. Our main focus here is on the

kinds of strategies that are frequently put in opposition to so-called transmission methods. By

transmission methods, I mean formal, didactic, expository and teacher-centred approaches,

such as the fifty minute lecture that most of us in higher education are so familiar with. In

contrast, active teaching and learning offers opportunities for interaction between teachers

and students, amongst the students themselves, as well as between students and the materials,

the topic itself or the academic discipline.

3. Key characteristics of active teaching and learning strategies

The main advantages of active teaching and learning approaches are, amongst other things,

that they may allow for, or encourage:

3.1 High levels of participation

Students usually find such activities energising and are likely to engage more with the

subject matter as a result.

3.2 Use of prior experience or knowledge

All students have previous experiences and knowledge of some kind and active

strategies offer them the opportunity to make informal connections with things they

have already learned.

3.3 Adoption of new perspectives and positions

The opportunity to discuss topics with others and to listen to or address other points of

view (as in small group work or role play, for example) may often lead to the revision

of existing perspectives and to enhanced learning opportunities.

3.4 Contestation of values and assumptions from different disciplines
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Many of these strategies are appropriate in inter-disciplinary contexts where students

may need to address a problem from a range of view points. In collaborating with

each other, they are more likely to have the opportunity to learn to debate and

challenge basic assumptions and values.

3.5 Openness with respect to learning outcomes

Active teaching and learning approaches will often yield unanticipated outcomes;

there will be some learning that takes place, in other words, that has not been (and

could not have been) planned for and this can be rewarding for both students and

teachers.

3.6 Peer support and peer learning

Collaborative activities (such as group work or simulations) provide students with

opportunities to learn from and support each other in ways that are not facilitated by

more formal, teacher-centred approaches.

3.7 Critical reflection on action and experience

By sharing knowledge and experiences, by being encouraged to take a different

perspective on a particular topic (e.g. in a debate) students may learn to reflect

critically on the things they do and say.

3.8 Greater ownership of and responsibility for learning

Active teaching and learning approaches may encourage students to become more

self-directed and self-motivated. By taking on a more enquiring and autonomous role,

they are more likely to develop a sense of ownership in relation to their learning and

to be able to build on this independently in later life.

3.9 Development of generic communicative skills (e.g. listening, debating,

collaborating)

Strategies like the ones shown in the diagram above afford many opportunities for

students to develop interpersonal and communicative skills; as well as being
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important in any search for employment, these skills are essential to personal

effectiveness in a range of contexts.

4. Key drawbacks or constraints in using active teaching and learning may include:

Shortage of time

Such strategies may take more time than, for example, a straight lecture from the front of the

room. Teachers often feel the only way they can get through their subject in the available

time is to deliver it, in a formal didactic style, with as little distraction from students as they

can manage! (The problem here is that it does tend to be the teachers who get through it

rather than the students and the saving of time can represent a false economy.)

4.1 Professional bodies constraints

Some professional bodies (e.g. at validation) may place constraints on the curriculum

both in terms of content and delivery; to the extent that these constraints may work

against the adoption of active teaching and learning approaches, they represent

significant drawbacks. Many professional bodies, however, do actively encourage

student-centred strategies and collaborative approaches to learning.

4.2 Teachers view of their role

Some teachers may genuinely feel it is inappropriate (or even irresponsible) for them

to relinquish the centre-stage in the way that would be required of them if, for

example, they set up a simulation or student-led debate. This can be a barrier to the

adoption of active teaching and learning approaches.

4.3 Student groups may be dysfunctional

Not all students are expert collaborators; others may bring personal issues to the

learning context that effectively disrupt the learning experience for others.

4.4 Emotional risk may be too great

Some learners may be unwilling to risk themselves (in an emotional sense) in the way

that a role play, for example, may require them to. (Careful handling can overcome
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many of these sorts of problems and adequate time for a proper de-briefing of

participants is also important.)

4.5 Experience may be emphasised at the expense of abstract thought

Some teachers (and students) in higher education may feel that learning in their

subject is not connected to doing in any obvious way, that it is thinking (not doing)

that leads to learning and that thinking is best carried out independently. They may

see active teaching and learning approaches as promoting a diluted form of learning.

4.6 Student access to teachers expertise may be decreased

Some feel that the adoption of more student-centred approaches in higher education

will effectively limit the access that students have to teachers knowledge and

expertise in the subject. This view may represent a constraint on the adoption of such

approaches.

4.7 Teachers may feel they lack the expertise or confidence

Some colleagues may be genuinely interested in moving towards more student-

centred approaches in their work but may feel unable to do so because of a lack of

confidence or knowledge about what such approaches might entail. Staff developers

have an increasingly important role to play in such situations.

5. Theoretical justifications

This section will attempt to provide a brief theoretical justification for the adoption of active

teaching and learning approaches. Education is, of course, an inter-disciplinary subject and

concepts used here are drawn from a range of areas, including the psychology of learning and

sociolinguistics. I have deliberately selected disparate strands in the literature and taken

concepts from across the field.

6. Motivation, curiosity and activity

In the psychology of learning, interest and learning are intimately related. Whilst individuals

differ in terms of the things that interest or motivate them, there does seem to be a built-in
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tendency to notice and react to novelty. As humans, in other words, we appear to have a

tendency to approach, explore and manipulate new things and to find this pleasurable;

curiosity is a basic human motive.

Two concepts are worth mentioning here. The first is something called competence or

effectance motivation which is the motivation we have towards effective interaction with our

environment. Realising this motivation brings feelings of efficacy that are frequently

observed in young children but also in adults.

The second concept is called cognitive commitment and this refers to our tendency to

complete new cognitive projects. The number of such commitments and the rate at which we

seek new ones vary amongst individuals of course; but the general point is that the tendency

to completion is strong, perhaps because interruption of such projects is generally thought to

be a source of negative emotion and arousal.

The importance to us, as teachers, lies in understanding the role of interest and motivation in

effective learning. There is a strong case for capitalizing on the human tendencies described

above, on the desire we have to interact with our environment, on our curiosity and on the

energising effect of activity itself.

7. Language varieties and encoding

The role of language in learning is complex. Sociolinguistics distinguishes between language

registers and language dialects and this distinction may be helpful here. A register is a variety

of language which is defined according to its use; thus, in a formal interview for a promotion

I might adopt a particular register but in a staffroom conversation about recent political

sleaze, I might adopt a quite different one. Dialects are language varieties defined according

to user and dialects may overlap with registers so that one persons dialect (e.g. standard

English) may be anothers register. Switching between language varieties is something we all

do frequently and it is called code switching.

The importance of these distinctions for us, as teachers, is two-fold. Firstly, we need to

acknowledge that the language variety our student uses may not be the language of the

institution or of the academic subject they are studying. This mismatch should concern us, if

we are concerned to provide a climate where students feel safe to explore their own thoughts

and voice their own opinions. Secondly, the students own language variety and the way they

use language is an important part of their identity, of the way they have come to see

themselves and wish to be seen. If we wish to help build their self-esteem, we need to take

this into account.
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In addition, students need opportunities to use their own language varieties so that they can

achieve what is referred to as deep learning. Another distinction is useful here between what

psychologists call en-coding and de-coding. De-coding is the straightforward recording of

what is transmitted (as when I take down verbatim notes from a lecture, for example) whereas

encoding is the active transformation of what is given into a familiar form. Opportunities to

re-work new knowledge or ideas into meaningful forms through encoding are essential for

effective learning and students need to be able to do this using language varieties that are

familiar and comfortable. Such opportunities can be created through the use of active

teaching and learning strategies, such as those outlined above.

8. Learning from experience

The role of reflection in learning was mentioned earlier and we turn now to a model

elaborated by David Kolb (1984). Kolb was interested in deep learning which is defined as

the learning which is concerned to extract principles and underlying meanings, to make sense

of facts and feelings and to integrate them with previously acquired knowledge. Surface

learning, in contrast, is rote learning, or the kind of learning many students do for their

exams, for example. Kolbs model of experiential learning (or learning by doing) takes the

form of a cycle and suggests that for deep learning to occur a series of activities needs to be

set in place. The model has four stages and is represented below:

According to this model, the learner may start at any point in the cycle (depending on their

preferred learning style) but all four stages are necessary for the completion of meaningful

learning. So, for example, students might undertake a field trip (as a concrete experience) and

be asked to keep a log or diary of the trip (as reflective observation); once back at college,

they might debate with each other what the findings mean and undertake some further

reading before drawing conclusions (abstract conceptualisation). Lastly, they might embark

on another field trip to a different location in order to test a new hypothesis (active

experimentation) and so begin the learning cycle again.

This model effectively emphasises the importance of reflection to the process of learning; it

sees reflection as the basis of learning. The activity (or concrete experience) is of little use by

itself; the field trip must be accompanied by diary-keeping, the simulation must be followed

by the de-briefing. Active teaching and learning strategies will provide opportunities for
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relating learning to previous experience but the teachers role is critical in ensuring that

reflection occurs.

9. Contestable knowledge

Finally, this section takes a more philosophical view of the issues related to student learning

that we have been considering. Many of the decisions that we routinely take in relation to our

practice, as teachers, will be strongly influenced by the way we were ourselves taught. They

will also be strongly influenced by our understanding of what it means to learn. We may

believe that learning is equivalent to remembering - for example, to acquiring knowledge

which is somehow out there, completely knowable and detached; or we may believe that to

learn is somehow to be changed as an individual.

If we feel that, as teachers, our job is to teach not so much bodies of knowledge as critical

thinking, and the adoption of a critical stance towards taken-for-granted knowledge; if we see

knowledge as culturally and historically specific, sustained by social processes and social

interactions (particularly language); then we are likely to want to use active teaching and

learning strategies. We may also want to use them for their higher levels of participation, for

the opportunities they provide for the use of previous knowledge and experience, for the

chance they give students to debate and contest underlying assumptions and values, and for

their greater openness in relation to learning outcome.

10. Cognition

Cognition is a concept used in different ways by different disciplines, but is generally

accepted to mean the process of thought. For example, in psychology and cognitive science it

refers to an information processing view of an individual's psychological functions. Other

interpretations of the meaning of cognition link it to the development of concepts; individual

minds, groups, organizations, and even larger coalitions of entities, can be modelled as

societies which cooperate to form concepts. The autonomous elements of each 'society' would

have the opportunity to demonstrate emergent behavior in the face of some crisis or

opportunity. Cognition can also be interpreted as "understanding and trying to make sense of

the world".
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11. Influence and Influences

Because it is such a broad concept, the field of cognition is applicable within a wide range of

areas. The majority of its influence is present within psychology (as cognitive psychology,

cognitive science and psychophysics); philosophy, particularly philosophy of mind,

epistemology and ontology (with a special significance within moral philosophy, which deals

with the problem of ignorance, often seen as the opposite of cognition); neuroscience as

cognitive neuroscience, neurology and neuropsychology; artificial intelligence (as well as

cybernetics).

Importantly, an area that deeply involves cognitive concepts is the field of economics, used as

part of the theories behind behavioral economics and behavioral finance, and additionally

throughout experimental economics. Also within the industrial sciences, involved areas

include ergonomics and user interface design. Within human development, common

applications of cognitive theory are in linguistics, especially psycholinguistics and cognitive

linguistics; learning and learning styles.

In its most modern aspect, cognition has become thoroughly integrated within computer

science and information theory, where attempts at artificial intelligence, collective

intelligence and robotics focus on mimicking living beings' capacities for cognition; or

applying the experience gathered in one place by one being to actions by another being

elsewhere. More contemporary influence is seen within theoretical mathematics and

probability, as well as physics, where observer effects are studied in depth mathematically.

12. Debriefing

A debriefing or psychological debriefing is a one-time, semi-structured conversation with an

individual who has just experienced a stressful or traumatic event. In most cases, the purpose

of debriefing is to reduce any possibility of psychological harm by informing people about

their experience or allowing them to talk about it.

13. Instructional Scaffolding
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Instructional scaffolding is the provision of sufficient support to promote learning when

concepts and skills are being first introduced to students. These supports may include the

following:

 Resources

 A compelling task

 Templates and guides

 Guidance on the development of cognitive and social skills

These supports are gradually removed as students develop autonomous learning strategies,

thus promoting their own cognitive, affective and psychomotor learning skills and

knowledge. Teachers help the students master a task or a concept by providing support. The

support can take many forms such as outlines, recommended documents, storyboards, or key

questions.

Example/Case Study:

MR. YAKAMOTOS SEVENTH-GRADE MATHEMATICS CLASS

Mr. Yakamoto enters his class and says, Good morning, lets get out your homework and

see what you forgot over the weekend, to his 34 seventh-grade students. Students respond

quickly, placing their homework on their desks after shuffling through their notebooks and

bookbags. We did 132 on Friday, and I think most of you finished it, we checked it anyway,

Mr. Yakamoto asserts. Mr. Yakamoto poses the question, Whats the probability of rolling a

die and getting a number greater than six? Students are silent until Mr. Yakamoto urges,

Come on, whats the probability of rolling a die and getting a number that is greater than six?

A couple of students raise their hands and Mr. Yakamoto calls on Tom Findley. One-sixth, he

offers. In a number being greater than six? Mr. Yakamoto responds. Oh, zero! Tom quickly

returns. OK, Mr. Yakamoto says, Now lets look at the cards on page 329. We also completed

this exercise. In picking a card from the nine, whats the probability of getting one above 1?

Many students shout out, Nine-ninths. Mr. Yakamoto asks, OK, you sure you got that? and he

says, OK, theres another way of looking at this. Whats the probability that a die wont show a
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head? Many of the students laugh, and Steve says, A die doesnt have a head. Mr. Yakamoto

catches himself and says, OK, a coin then, whats the probability a coin wont show a head?

Two students shout out the answer and Mr. Yakamoto asks, Can a probability ever be greater

than one? He calls on Susan, repeats the question, and Susan says, Yes. Mr. Yakamoto says,

How? and he soon asks, Can you help her, Dave Garcia? Dave looks befuddled, so Mr.

Yakamoto says, How about you, Chris? Chris begins to reflect, but Mr. Yakamoto says, How

did we define probability last week? Chris, returning to the previous question, interrupts and

says, You have a set of circumstances in which you cant have more of something on the high

side of one or more than all of it, and you cant have nothing on the minus side of nothing. Mr.

Yakamoto quips, OK, Chris, thats a pretty good run at it, and he says, Tom Findley, whats the

definition of probability? Tom, who, along with several other students, had looked in his

book for the definition, begins reading: The number of favorable outcomes divided by the

number of possible outcomes.

Mr. Yakamoto repeats the definition, emphasizing, Theres only a certain number of possible

outcomes, you cant get any more, and he writes favorable outcomes/possible outcomes on the

blackboard. If you have 10, or it would vary for different things, theres no way you can dig

up any more, you just cant get more favorable than there is possible, Mr. Yakamoto

repeats. Mr. Yakamoto then asks students to turn to page 332 in their book, and he says,

Over here, well, were probably going to need to be able to write these types of fractions with

our probabilities. Youll need to be able to list all the possible outcomes of the flip of three

coins. Mr. Yakamoto holds up three large paper coins and says, Suppose I have a nickel, a

dime, and a quarter. I need an extra hand here, I believe. Claire can you help me? Claire

stands, takes the nickel and quarter, and faces the class. Mr. Yakamoto asks Claire to flip the

coins and she tosses them into the air. The class laughs as they sail toward the floor, and Mr.

Yakamoto says, Not that way, just turn them over. After illustrating three different

combinations with these three coins and listing them on the blackboard, Mr. Yakamoto asks

students for the other possible combinations. Several students volunteer and Mr. Yakamoto

lists the combinations on the board. Several students seated near the back begin to chat

quietly. Mr. Yakamoto asks, Do you see any more? Do we have any listed twice? Mr.

Yakamoto reviews each of the combinations and then asks, Whats the probability of getting

two heads on any one toss? After a brief pause, several students shout out, Four-eighths. Mr.

Yakamoto says, OK, and he writes 4/8 = 1/2 on the board. Picking up a large homemade die
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and the paper dime from his desk, Mr. Yakamoto says, Lets look at another kind of problem.

Lets suppose we had this die, my cubic decimeter, and I had this dime.

Mr. Yakamoto again explains a process for finding the 12 possible combinations using the

die and the coin. He calls on Chris, who is inattentive, OK, Chris, what can I do here? Chris

helps Mr. Yakamoto list the first six combinations on the blackboard, and several students

call out the second six while Mr. Yakamoto writes them on the board. Mr. Yakamoto then

asks, Whats the probability of getting a four on any one toss. Several students call out

the answer, One-twelfth, and Mr. Yakamoto says, OK. Mr. Yakamoto then shifts to

illustrating probability with two jars, each containing a black, brown, and white rectangle. He

again randomly selects rectangles from the jars and lists three possibilities on the blackboard.

He then asks students for other possible combinations and several students shout out the

remaining six combinations. After listing these on the board, Mr. Yakamoto asks a single

question, Whats the probability of getting two different colors on any one turn? He gets an

answer from a student volunteer, and moves on to an example using two coins tossed three

times. During this example, Mr. Yakamoto introduces students to the use of a tree diagram by

illustrating its use on the blackboard. Working students through the example, student

volunteers again provide answers to Mr. Yakamotos problem, finding eight possible

combinations, but using the diagram systematically to organize their problem solving. Mr.

Yakamoto directs students to their books and asks them to note the first question on page

335. It has four true and false questions. Use your tree diagram to figure out the probabilities.

Lets get started, now!

The students begin on the problem, but several students are soon looking around and

raising their hands. Two students get up out of their seats and walk toward Mr. Yakamoto,

who is assisting a student with her assignment due to an absence. Mr. Yakamoto soon begins

to explain the tree diagramming process to these two students, but he notices the several

hands and many students not engaged on the problem. He says, OK, look up here, those of

you who are having problems. Mr. Yakamoto goes through the problem to illustrate use of

the tree diagram, and he asks students, OK, do you see it now? Hearing no questions, he says,

OK, lets do the even problems on 335 336, theyll be due for homework tomorrow.

Topic : Helping Students To Construct Usable Knowledge

Topic Objective:
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At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand Cognitive apprenticeship

 Understand Cognitive model

 Understand Community Of Practice

 Understand Legitimate peripheral participation

 Understand Reciprocal teaching

 Understand Inert knowledge

 Understand Social constructivism

 Understand Zone of proximal development

Definition/Overview:

This topic focuses on strategies teachers can use to develop students understanding,

appreciation, and application of knowledge. Highlighting constructivist views of learning and

teaching, Good and Brophy review recent subject-matter research describing techniques for

achieving higher levels of student understanding. After clarifying the main ideas of various

constructivist perspectives, the authors provide a set of general principles and practices drawn

from various experimental studies. They then provide subject-specific examples that show

how these principles have been embodied in programs developed to foster more meaningful

teaching and learning. Finally, in the conclusion, Good and Brophy explain the importance of

carefully interpreting research on teaching, of recognizing the complexities of teaching, of

adapting teaching to particular situations, and of keeping goals in sight when teaching.

Key Points:

1. Cognitive apprenticeship

Cognitive apprenticeship is a theory of the process where a master of a skill teaches that skill

to an apprentice.
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Constructivist approaches to human learning have led to the development of a theory of

cognitive apprenticeship . This theory holds that masters of a skill often fail to take into

account the implicit processes involved in carrying out complex skills when they are teaching

novices. To combat these tendencies, cognitive apprenticeships are designed, among other

things, to bring these tacit processes into the open, where students can observe, enact, and

practice them with help from the teacher. This model is supported by Albert Bandura's (1997)

theory of modeling, which posits that in order for modeling to be successful, the learner must

be attentive, must have access to and retain the information presented, must be motivated to

learn, and must be able to accurately reproduce the desired skill.

By using processes such as modeling and coaching, cognitive apprenticeships also support

the three stages of skill acquisition described in the expertise literature: the cognitive stage,

the associative stage, and the autonomous stage. In the cognitive stage, learners develop

declarative understanding of the skill. In the associative stage, mistakes and

misinterpretations learned in the cognitive stage are detected and eliminated while

associations between the critical elements involved in the skill are strengthened. Finally, in

the autonomous stage, the learners skill becomes honed and perfected until it is executed at

an expert level.

Like traditional apprenticeships, in which the apprentice learns a trade such as tailoring or

woodworking by working under a master teacher, cognitive apprenticeships allow the master

to model behaviors in a real-world context with cognitive modeling. By listening to the

master explain exactly what she is doing and thinking as she models the skill, the apprentice

can identify relevant behaviors and develop a conceptual model of the processes involved.

The apprentice then attempts to imitate those behaviors with the master observing and

providing coaching. Coaching provides assistance at the most critical level the skill level just

beyond what the learner/apprentice could accomplish by herself. Vygotsky (1978) referred to

this as the Zone of Proximal Development and believed that fostering development within

this zone leads to the most rapid development. The coaching process includes additional

modeling as necessary, corrective feedback, and reminders, all intended to bring the

apprentices performance closer to that of the masters. As the apprentice becomes more skilled

through the repetition of this process, the feedback and instruction provided by the master

fades until the apprentice is, ideally, performing the skill at a close approximation of the

master level. Part of the effectiveness of the cognitive apprenticeship model comes from
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learning in context. Cognitive scientists maintain that the context in which learning takes

place is critical. Based on findings such as these, Collins, Duguid, and Brown (1989) argue

that cognitive apprenticeships are less effective when skills and concepts are taught

independent of their real-world context and situation. As they state, Situations might be said

to co-produce knowledge through activity. Learning and cognition, it is now possible to

argue, are fundamentally situated. In cognitive apprenticeships, the activity being taught is

modeled in real-world situations.

2. Cognitive model

A cognitive model is an approximation to animal cognitive processes (predominantly human)

for the purposes of comprehension and prediction. Cognitive models can be developed within

or without a cognitive architecture, though the two are not always easily distinguishable.

In contrast to cognitive architectures, cognitive models tend to be focused on a single

cognitive phenomenon or process (e.g., list learning), how two or more processes interact

(e.g., visual search and decision making), or to make behavioral predictions for a specific task

or tool (e.g., how instituting a new software package will affect productivity). Cognitive

architectures tend to be focused on the structural properties of the modeled system, and help

constrain the development of cognitive models within the architecture. Likewise, model

development helps to inform limitations and shortcomings of the architecture. Some of the

most popular architectures for cognitive modeling include ACT-R and Soar.

3. Community Of Practice

The concept of a community of practice (often abbreviated as CoP) refers to the process of

social learning that occurs and shared sociocultural practices that emerge and evolve when

people who have common goals interact as they strive towards those goals.

The term was founded on the work of a few cognitive anthropologists, namely Barbara

Rogoff (1985) and Jean Lave, who attempted to explain and describe learning that occurs in

apprenticeship situations. Later, Lave, in collaboration with Etienne Wenger (1991)

originated the construct legitimate peripheral participation in their studies of five
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apprenticeship situations: midwives in the Yucatan, Vai and Gola tailors, naval

quartermasters, meat cutters, and a group of alcoholics anonymous. From their development

of legitimate peripheral participation, they created the term community of practice to refer

to communities of practitioners into which newcomers would enter and attempt to acquire the

sociocultural practices of the community.

Lave and Wenger (1991) used the term relation to situated learning as part of an attempt to

"rethink learning" at the Institute for Research on Learning. In 1998, Wenger developed and

extended the concept in his enthographic study of insurance claims processors. The construct

has since been used in various fields including education, sociolinguistics, material

anthropology, and second language acquisition. More recently, Community of Practice has

become associated with knowledge management as people have begun to see them as ways of

developing social capital, nurturing new knowledge, stimulating innovation, or sharing

existing tacit knowledge within an organization. It is now an accepted part of organizational

development (OD).

3.1 Communities of Practice and Organizational Learning

For Etienne Wenger, learning is central to human identity. A primary focus of

Wengers work is on learning as social participation the individual as an active

participant in the practices of social communities, and in the construction of his/her

identity through these communities. From this understanding develops the concept of

the community of practice: a group of individuals participating in communal activity,

and experiencing/continuously creating their shared identity through engaging in and

contributing to the practices of their communities.

For Wenger, organizational learning of the deep conceptual type is best facilitated if

the realities of communities of practice are recognised when the change process is

designed.

For organizations, learning is an issue of sustaining the interconnected communities

of practice through which an organization knows what it knows and thus becomes

effective and valuable as an organisation

Wenger (1998) describes the negotiation of meaning as how we experience the world

and our engagement in it as meaningful. If all change involves a process of learning,
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then effective change processes consciously facilitate negotiation of meaning. In his

model, that negotiation consists of two interrelated components:

o Reification: He describes this process as central to every practice. It

involves taking that which is abstract and turning it into a congealed form,

represented for example in documents and symbols. Reification is essential for

preventing fluid and informal group activity from getting in the way of co-

ordination and mutual understanding. Reification on its own, and insufficiently

supported, is not able to support the learning process, however.But the power of

reification its succinctness, its portability, its potential physical presence, its

focusing effect is also its danger Procedures can hide broader meanings in blind

sequences of operations. And the knowledge of a formula can lead to the illusion

that one fully understands the processes it describes.

o Participation: Participation, the second element in the negotiation of

meaning, requires active involvement in social processes. It involves participants

not just in translating the reified description/prescription into embodied

experience, but in recontextualising its meaning. Wenger describes participation

as essential for getting around the potential stiffness (or, alternatively, the

ambiguity) of reification. If we believe that people in organisations contribute to

organisational goals by participating inventively in practices that can never be

fully captured by institutionalised processes . we will have to value the work of

community building and make sure that participants have access to the resources

necessary to learn what they need to learn in order to take actions and make

decisions that fully engage their own knowledgeability.

Crucially, Wenger describes the relationship between reification and participation as a

dialectical one: neither element can be considered in isolation if the learning/change

process is to be helpfully understood.

Explicit knowledge is not freed from the tacit. Formal processes are not freed from

the informal. In fact, in terms of meaningfulness, the opposite is more likely In

general, viewed as reification, a more abstract formulation will require more intense

and specific participation to remain meaningful, not less.)

Wenger calls the successful interaction of reification and participation the alignment

of individuals with the communal learning task. Alignment requires the ability to co-
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ordinate perspectives and actions in order to direct energies to a common purpose.

The challenge of alignment, Wenger suggests, is to connect local efforts to broader

styles and discourses in ways that allow learners to invest their energy in them.

Alignment requires specific forms of participation and reification to support the

required co-ordination With insufficient participation, our relations to broader

enterprises tend to remain literal and procedural: our co-ordination tends to be based

on compliance rather than participation in meaning With insufficient reification, co-

ordination across time and space may depend too much on the partiality of specific

participants, or it may simply be too vague, illusory or contentious to create

alignment.

To the extent that a deep conceptual change involves importing practices and

perspectives from one community of practice into another, such change involves what

Wenger calls boundary encounters. Such encounters change the way each community

defines its own identity and practice. Crucial to the success of the boundary encounter

is the role of highly skilled brokers, who straddle different communities of practice

and facilitate the exchange process.

The job of brokering is complex. It involves processes of translation, co-ordination

and alignment between perspectives. It requires enough legitimacy to influence the

development of a practice, mobilise attention and address conflicting interests. It also

requires the ability to link practices by facilitating transactions between them, and to

cause learning by introducing into a practice elements of another. Toward this end,

brokering provides a participative connection not because reification is not involved,

but because what brokers press into service to connect practices is their experience of

multi-membership and the possibilities for negotiation inherent in participation.

3.2 Communities of Practice and Knowledge Management

The benefits that Communities of Practice claimed as part of a Knowledge

Management programme have led them to become the focus of much attention.

Earlier approaches to KM treated knowledge as object (Explicit knowledge); however

Communities of Practice offer a way to theorise tacit knowledge which can not easily

be captured, codified and stored.
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The knowledge that is shared and learned in communities of practice is social capital.

People connect at various levels and across departments, both internally and

externally of the company or organization, without the constraints of a formal

company structure. As people connect with each other they are able to share their

expertise and learn from other members. Benefits include the following:

 Problem solving

 Developing new capabilities

 Leveraging best practices

 Standardizing practices

 Time savings

 Increase in talent

 Avoiding mistakes

People are the best conduits of information. Studies have shown that workers spend a

third of their time looking for information and is five times more likely to turn to a

coworker rather than an explicit source of information (book, manual, or database).

Time is saved by conferring with members of a CoP. People have tacit knowledge

which is not found in a book. for example, one person can share the best way to

handle a situation based on his experiences, which may enable the other person to

avoid mistakes and shorten the learning curve. In a CoP, members can openly discuss

and brainstorm about a project which can lead to new capabilities. The type of

information that is shared and learned in a CoP is boundless.

4. Legitimate peripheral participation

Legitimate peripheral participation (LPP) is a theoretical description of how newcomers

become experienced members and eventually old timers of a community of practice or

collaborative project. According to LPP, newcomers become members of a community

initially by participating in simple and low-risk tasks that are nonetheless productive and

necessary and further the goals of the community. Through peripheral activities, novices

become acquainted with the tasks, vocabulary, and organizing principles of the community.
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Gradually, as newcomers become old timers, their participation takes forms that are more and

more central to the functioning of the community. LPP suggests that membership in a

community of practice is mediated by the possible forms of participation to which

newcomers have access, both physically and socially. If newcomers can directly observe the

practices of experts, they understand the broader context into which their own efforts fit.

Conversely LPP suggests that newcomers who are separated from the experts have limited

access to their tools and community and therefore have limited growth.

5. Reciprocal teaching

Reciprocal Teaching is a remedial reading instructional technique which applies a problem-

solving heuristic to the process of reading comprehension, thereby promoting thinking while

reading. It provides students with four discrete and specific reading strategies that are actively

and consciously used as texts are processed. These reading strategies are Clarifying,

Predicting, Questioning, and Summarizing. All of this takes place within the context of small-

group collaborative investigation, which is maintained, monitored, and scaffolded by the

teacher or reading tutor.

5.1 Conceptual Underpinnings

The concept of reciprocal teaching was originally developed by Palincsar in 1982.

Later, it was refined and operationalized by Palincsar and Brown in 1984. As

previously mentioned, reciprocal teaching was developed as a technique to help

teachers bridge the gap for students who demonstrated a discrepancy between

decoding skills and comprehension skills. That is, the process is aimed at aiding

students who possess grade-level skills in letter-sound correspondence ("sounding

out" words and "chunking"), but are unable to construct meaning from the texts they

decode.

5.2 Reciprocal Teaching Strategies

Approaching the problem from the perspective of Cognitive Strategy Instruction,

reciprocal teaching attempts to train students in specific and discrete strategies to

prevent cognitive failure during reading. Palincsar and Brown (1984) identified four
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basic strategies that help students recognize and react to signs of comprehension

breakdown: Clarifying, Predicting, Questioning, and Summarizing. These strategies

serve dual purposes of being both comprehension-fostering and comprehension-

monitoring; that is, they enhance comprehension while at the same time affording

students the opportunity to check whether it is occurring.

Clarify:

The clarification strategy focuses on training students in specific steps to help with

decoding (letter-sound correspondence, "chunking," spelling, etc.), as well as fix-up

strategies to deal with difficult vocabulary and lapses in concentration.

Predict:

The prediction phase involves readers in actively combining their own background

knowledge with what they have gathered from the text. With a narrative text students

imagine what might happen next. With an informational text, students predict what

they might learn or read about in subsequent passages.

Question:

When using the questioning strategy, readers monitor and assess their own

understanding of the text by asking themselves questions. This self-awareness of one's

own internal thought process is termed "metacognition."

5.3 Summarize:

Summarization requires the reader to perform the task of discriminating between

important and less-important information in the text. It must then be organized into a

coherent whole.

Different reading strategies have been incorporated into the reciprocal teaching format

by other practitioners. Some other reading strategies include visualizing, making

connections, inferencing, and questioning the author.

6. Inert knowledge

Inert knowledge is information which one can express but not use. The process of

understanding by learners does not happen to that extent where the knowledge can be used

for effective problem-solving in realistic situations.

The phenomenon of inert knowledge was first described in 1929 by Alfred North Whitehead:
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"[T]heoretical ideas should always find important applications within the pupils curriculum.

This is not an easy doctrine to apply, but a very hard one. It contains within itself the problem

of keeping knowledge alive, of preventing it from becoming inert, which is the central

problem of all education."

Whitehead 1929

An example for inert knowledge is vocabulary of a foreign knowledge which is available

during an exam but not in a real situation of communication.

An explanation for the problem of inert knowledge is that people often encode knowledge to

a specific situation, so that later remindings occur only for highly similar situations.

In contrast so called conditionalized knowledge is knowledge about something which

includes also knowledge as to the contexts in which that certain knowledge will be useful.

7. Social constructivism

Social constructivism extends constructivism into social settings, wherein groups construct

knowledge for one another, collaboratively creating a small culture of shared artifacts with

shared meanings. When one is immersed within a culture like this, one is learning all the time

about how to be a part of that culture, on many levels.

A very simple example is an object like a cup. The object can be used for many things, but its

shape does suggest some "knowledge" about carrying liquids. A more complex example is an

online course - not only do the "shapes" of the software tools indicate certain things about the

way online courses should work, but the activities and texts produced within the group as a

whole will help shape how each person behaves within that group.

8. Zone of proximal development

The zone of proximal development (зона ближайшего развития), often abbreviated ZPD, is

the difference between what a learner can do without help and what he or she can do with

help. It is a concept developed by the Russian psychologist and social constructivist Lev

Vygotsky (1896 - 1934).
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Vygotsky stated that a child follows an adult's example and gradually develops the ability to

do certain tasks without help or assistance. Vygotsky's often-quoted definition of zone of

proximal development presents it as

the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem

solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under

adult guidance, or in collaboration with more capable peers

Vygotsky among other educational professionals believe the role of education to be to

provide children with experiences which are in their ZPD, thereby encouraging and

advancing their individual learning.

8.1 Development

The concept of ZPD has been expanded, modified, and changed into new concepts

since Vygotsky's original conception.

The concept of scaffolding is closely related to the ZPD, although Vygotsky himself

never mentioned the term; instead, scaffolding was developed by other sociocultural

theorists applying Vygotsky's ZPD to educational contexts. Scaffolding is a process

through which a teacher or more competent peer gives aid to the student in her/his

ZPD as necessary, and tapers off this aid as it becomes unnecessary, much as a

scaffold is removed from a building during construction. According to education

expert Nancy Balaban, "Scaffolding refers to the way the adult guides the child's

learning via focused questions and positive interactions." This concept has been

further developed by Ann Brown, among others. Several instructional programs were

developed on the basis of the notion of ZPD interpreted this way, including reciprocal

teaching and dynamic assessment.

ZPD has been implemented as a measurable concept in the reading software Accelerated

Reader. The developers of Accelerated Reader describe it as "the level of difficulty [of a

book] that is neither too hard nor too easy, and is the level at which optimal learning takes

place". The STAR Reading software suggests a ZPD level, or it can be determined from

other standardized tests. The company claims that students neeTopic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:
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 Understand Cognitive apprenticeship

 Understand Cognitive model

 Understand Community Of Practice

 Understand Legitimate peripheral participation

 Understand Reciprocal teaching

 Understand Inert knowledge

 Understand Social constructivism

 Understand Zone of proximal development

Definition/Overview:

This topic focuses on strategies teachers can use to develop students understanding,

appreciation, and application of knowledge. Highlighting constructivist views of learning and

teaching, Good and Brophy review recent subject-matter research describing techniques for

achieving higher levels of student understanding. After clarifying the main ideas of various

constructivist perspectives, the authors provide a set of general principles and practices drawn

from various experimental studies. They then provide subject-specific examples that show

how these principles have been embodied in programs developed to foster more meaningful

teaching and learning. Finally, in the conclusion, Good and Brophy explain the importance of

carefully interpreting research on teaching, of recognizing the complexities of teaching, of

adapting teaching to particular situations, and of keeping goals in sight when teaching.

Key Points:

1. Cognitive apprenticeship

Cognitive apprenticeship is a theory of the process where a master of a skill teaches that skill

to an apprentice.
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Constructivist approaches to human learning have led to the development of a theory of

cognitive apprenticeship . This theory holds that masters of a skill often fail to take into

account the implicit processes involved in carrying out complex skills when they are teaching

novices. To combat these tendencies, cognitive apprenticeships are designed, among other

things, to bring these tacit processes into the open, where students can observe, enact, and

practice them with help from the teacher. This model is supported by Albert Bandura's (1997)

theory of modeling, which posits that in order for modeling to be successful, the learner must

be attentive, must have access to and retain the information presented, must be motivated to

learn, and must be able to accurately reproduce the desired skill.

By using processes such as modeling and coaching, cognitive apprenticeships also support

the three stages of skill acquisition described in the expertise literature: the cognitive stage,

the associative stage, and the autonomous stage. In the cognitive stage, learners develop

declarative understanding of the skill. In the associative stage, mistakes and

misinterpretations learned in the cognitive stage are detected and eliminated while

associations between the critical elements involved in the skill are strengthened. Finally, in

the autonomous stage, the learners skill becomes honed and perfected until it is executed at

an expert level.

Like traditional apprenticeships, in which the apprentice learns a trade such as tailoring or

woodworking by working under a master teacher, cognitive apprenticeships allow the master

to model behaviors in a real-world context with cognitive modeling. By listening to the

master explain exactly what she is doing and thinking as she models the skill, the apprentice

can identify relevant behaviors and develop a conceptual model of the processes involved.

The apprentice then attempts to imitate those behaviors with the master observing and

providing coaching. Coaching provides assistance at the most critical level the skill level just

beyond what the learner/apprentice could accomplish by herself. Vygotsky (1978) referred to

this as the Zone of Proximal Development and believed that fostering development within

this zone leads to the most rapid development. The coaching process includes additional

modeling as necessary, corrective feedback, and reminders, all intended to bring the

apprentices performance closer to that of the masters. As the apprentice becomes more skilled

through the repetition of this process, the feedback and instruction provided by the master

fades until the apprentice is, ideally, performing the skill at a close approximation of the

master level. Part of the effectiveness of the cognitive apprenticeship model comes from
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learning in context. Cognitive scientists maintain that the context in which learning takes

place is critical. Based on findings such as these, Collins, Duguid, and Brown (1989) argue

that cognitive apprenticeships are less effective when skills and concepts are taught

independent of their real-world context and situation. As they state, Situations might be said

to co-produce knowledge through activity. Learning and cognition, it is now possible to

argue, are fundamentally situated. In cognitive apprenticeships, the activity being taught is

modeled in real-world situations.

2. Cognitive model

A cognitive model is an approximation to animal cognitive processes (predominantly human)

for the purposes of comprehension and prediction. Cognitive models can be developed within

or without a cognitive architecture, though the two are not always easily distinguishable.

In contrast to cognitive architectures, cognitive models tend to be focused on a single

cognitive phenomenon or process (e.g., list learning), how two or more processes interact

(e.g., visual search and decision making), or to make behavioral predictions for a specific task

or tool (e.g., how instituting a new software package will affect productivity). Cognitive

architectures tend to be focused on the structural properties of the modeled system, and help

constrain the development of cognitive models within the architecture. Likewise, model

development helps to inform limitations and shortcomings of the architecture. Some of the

most popular architectures for cognitive modeling include ACT-R and Soar.

3. Community Of Practice

The concept of a community of practice (often abbreviated as CoP) refers to the process of

social learning that occurs and shared sociocultural practices that emerge and evolve when

people who have common goals interact as they strive towards those goals.

The term was founded on the work of a few cognitive anthropologists, namely Barbara

Rogoff (1985) and Jean Lave, who attempted to explain and describe learning that occurs in

apprenticeship situations. Later, Lave, in collaboration with Etienne Wenger (1991)

originated the construct legitimate peripheral participation in their studies of five
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apprenticeship situations: midwives in the Yucatan, Vai and Gola tailors, naval

quartermasters, meat cutters, and a group of alcoholics anonymous. From their development

of legitimate peripheral participation, they created the term community of practice to refer

to communities of practitioners into which newcomers would enter and attempt to acquire the

sociocultural practices of the community.

Lave and Wenger (1991) used the term relation to situated learning as part of an attempt to

"rethink learning" at the Institute for Research on Learning. In 1998, Wenger developed and

extended the concept in his enthographic study of insurance claims processors. The construct

has since been used in various fields including education, sociolinguistics, material

anthropology, and second language acquisition. More recently, Community of Practice has

become associated with knowledge management as people have begun to see them as ways of

developing social capital, nurturing new knowledge, stimulating innovation, or sharing

existing tacit knowledge within an organization. It is now an accepted part of organizational

development (OD).

3.1 Communities of Practice and Organizational Learning

For Etienne Wenger, learning is central to human identity. A primary focus of

Wengers work is on learning as social participation the individual as an active

participant in the practices of social communities, and in the construction of his/her

identity through these communities. From this understanding develops the concept of

the community of practice: a group of individuals participating in communal activity,

and experiencing/continuously creating their shared identity through engaging in and

contributing to the practices of their communities.

For Wenger, organizational learning of the deep conceptual type is best facilitated if

the realities of communities of practice are recognised when the change process is

designed.

For organizations, learning is an issue of sustaining the interconnected communities

of practice through which an organization knows what it knows and thus becomes

effective and valuable as an organisation

Wenger (1998) describes the negotiation of meaning as how we experience the world

and our engagement in it as meaningful. If all change involves a process of learning,
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then effective change processes consciously facilitate negotiation of meaning. In his

model, that negotiation consists of two interrelated components:

o Reification: He describes this process as central to every practice. It

involves taking that which is abstract and turning it into a congealed form,

represented for example in documents and symbols. Reification is essential for

preventing fluid and informal group activity from getting in the way of co-

ordination and mutual understanding. Reification on its own, and insufficiently

supported, is not able to support the learning process, however.But the power of

reification its succinctness, its portability, its potential physical presence, its

focusing effect is also its danger Procedures can hide broader meanings in blind

sequences of operations. And the knowledge of a formula can lead to the illusion

that one fully understands the processes it describes.

o Participation: Participation, the second element in the negotiation of

meaning, requires active involvement in social processes. It involves participants

not just in translating the reified description/prescription into embodied

experience, but in recontextualising its meaning. Wenger describes participation

as essential for getting around the potential stiffness (or, alternatively, the

ambiguity) of reification. If we believe that people in organisations contribute to

organisational goals by participating inventively in practices that can never be

fully captured by institutionalised processes . we will have to value the work of

community building and make sure that participants have access to the resources

necessary to learn what they need to learn in order to take actions and make

decisions that fully engage their own knowledgeability.

Crucially, Wenger describes the relationship between reification and participation as a

dialectical one: neither element can be considered in isolation if the learning/change

process is to be helpfully understood.

Explicit knowledge is not freed from the tacit. Formal processes are not freed from

the informal. In fact, in terms of meaningfulness, the opposite is more likely In

general, viewed as reification, a more abstract formulation will require more intense

and specific participation to remain meaningful, not less.)

Wenger calls the successful interaction of reification and participation the alignment

of individuals with the communal learning task. Alignment requires the ability to co-
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ordinate perspectives and actions in order to direct energies to a common purpose.

The challenge of alignment, Wenger suggests, is to connect local efforts to broader

styles and discourses in ways that allow learners to invest their energy in them.

Alignment requires specific forms of participation and reification to support the

required co-ordination With insufficient participation, our relations to broader

enterprises tend to remain literal and procedural: our co-ordination tends to be based

on compliance rather than participation in meaning With insufficient reification, co-

ordination across time and space may depend too much on the partiality of specific

participants, or it may simply be too vague, illusory or contentious to create

alignment.

To the extent that a deep conceptual change involves importing practices and

perspectives from one community of practice into another, such change involves what

Wenger calls boundary encounters. Such encounters change the way each community

defines its own identity and practice. Crucial to the success of the boundary encounter

is the role of highly skilled brokers, who straddle different communities of practice

and facilitate the exchange process.

The job of brokering is complex. It involves processes of translation, co-ordination

and alignment between perspectives. It requires enough legitimacy to influence the

development of a practice, mobilise attention and address conflicting interests. It also

requires the ability to link practices by facilitating transactions between them, and to

cause learning by introducing into a practice elements of another. Toward this end,

brokering provides a participative connection not because reification is not involved,

but because what brokers press into service to connect practices is their experience of

multi-membership and the possibilities for negotiation inherent in participation.

3.2 Communities of Practice and Knowledge Management

The benefits that Communities of Practice claimed as part of a Knowledge

Management programme have led them to become the focus of much attention.

Earlier approaches to KM treated knowledge as object (Explicit knowledge); however

Communities of Practice offer a way to theorise tacit knowledge which can not easily

be captured, codified and stored.
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The knowledge that is shared and learned in communities of practice is social capital.

People connect at various levels and across departments, both internally and

externally of the company or organization, without the constraints of a formal

company structure. As people connect with each other they are able to share their

expertise and learn from other members. Benefits include the following:

 Problem solving

 Developing new capabilities

 Leveraging best practices

 Standardizing practices

 Time savings

 Increase in talent

 Avoiding mistakes

People are the best conduits of information. Studies have shown that workers spend a

third of their time looking for information and is five times more likely to turn to a

coworker rather than an explicit source of information (book, manual, or database).

Time is saved by conferring with members of a CoP. People have tacit knowledge

which is not found in a book. for example, one person can share the best way to

handle a situation based on his experiences, which may enable the other person to

avoid mistakes and shorten the learning curve. In a CoP, members can openly discuss

and brainstorm about a project which can lead to new capabilities. The type of

information that is shared and learned in a CoP is boundless.

4. Legitimate peripheral participation

Legitimate peripheral participation (LPP) is a theoretical description of how newcomers

become experienced members and eventually old timers of a community of practice or

collaborative project. According to LPP, newcomers become members of a community

initially by participating in simple and low-risk tasks that are nonetheless productive and

necessary and further the goals of the community. Through peripheral activities, novices

become acquainted with the tasks, vocabulary, and organizing principles of the community.
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Gradually, as newcomers become old timers, their participation takes forms that are more and

more central to the functioning of the community. LPP suggests that membership in a

community of practice is mediated by the possible forms of participation to which

newcomers have access, both physically and socially. If newcomers can directly observe the

practices of experts, they understand the broader context into which their own efforts fit.

Conversely LPP suggests that newcomers who are separated from the experts have limited

access to their tools and community and therefore have limited growth.

5. Reciprocal teaching

Reciprocal Teaching is a remedial reading instructional technique which applies a problem-

solving heuristic to the process of reading comprehension, thereby promoting thinking while

reading. It provides students with four discrete and specific reading strategies that are actively

and consciously used as texts are processed. These reading strategies are Clarifying,

Predicting, Questioning, and Summarizing. All of this takes place within the context of small-

group collaborative investigation, which is maintained, monitored, and scaffolded by the

teacher or reading tutor.

5.1 Conceptual Underpinnings

The concept of reciprocal teaching was originally developed by Palincsar in 1982.

Later, it was refined and operationalized by Palincsar and Brown in 1984. As

previously mentioned, reciprocal teaching was developed as a technique to help

teachers bridge the gap for students who demonstrated a discrepancy between

decoding skills and comprehension skills. That is, the process is aimed at aiding

students who possess grade-level skills in letter-sound correspondence ("sounding

out" words and "chunking"), but are unable to construct meaning from the texts they

decode.

5.2 Reciprocal Teaching Strategies

Approaching the problem from the perspective of Cognitive Strategy Instruction,

reciprocal teaching attempts to train students in specific and discrete strategies to

prevent cognitive failure during reading. Palincsar and Brown (1984) identified four
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basic strategies that help students recognize and react to signs of comprehension

breakdown: Clarifying, Predicting, Questioning, and Summarizing. These strategies

serve dual purposes of being both comprehension-fostering and comprehension-

monitoring; that is, they enhance comprehension while at the same time affording

students the opportunity to check whether it is occurring.

Clarify:

The clarification strategy focuses on training students in specific steps to help with

decoding (letter-sound correspondence, "chunking," spelling, etc.), as well as fix-up

strategies to deal with difficult vocabulary and lapses in concentration.

Predict:

The prediction phase involves readers in actively combining their own background

knowledge with what they have gathered from the text. With a narrative text students

imagine what might happen next. With an informational text, students predict what

they might learn or read about in subsequent passages.

Question:

When using the questioning strategy, readers monitor and assess their own

understanding of the text by asking themselves questions. This self-awareness of one's

own internal thought process is termed "metacognition."

5.3 Summarize:

Summarization requires the reader to perform the task of discriminating between

important and less-important information in the text. It must then be organized into a

coherent whole.

Different reading strategies have been incorporated into the reciprocal teaching format

by other practitioners. Some other reading strategies include visualizing, making

connections, inferencing, and questioning the author.

6. Inert knowledge

Inert knowledge is information which one can express but not use. The process of

understanding by learners does not happen to that extent where the knowledge can be used

for effective problem-solving in realistic situations.

The phenomenon of inert knowledge was first described in 1929 by Alfred North Whitehead:
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"[T]heoretical ideas should always find important applications within the pupils curriculum.

This is not an easy doctrine to apply, but a very hard one. It contains within itself the problem

of keeping knowledge alive, of preventing it from becoming inert, which is the central

problem of all education."

Whitehead 1929

An example for inert knowledge is vocabulary of a foreign knowledge which is available

during an exam but not in a real situation of communication.

An explanation for the problem of inert knowledge is that people often encode knowledge to

a specific situation, so that later remindings occur only for highly similar situations.

In contrast so called conditionalized knowledge is knowledge about something which

includes also knowledge as to the contexts in which that certain knowledge will be useful.

7. Social constructivism

Social constructivism extends constructivism into social settings, wherein groups construct

knowledge for one another, collaboratively creating a small culture of shared artifacts with

shared meanings. When one is immersed within a culture like this, one is learning all the time

about how to be a part of that culture, on many levels.

A very simple example is an object like a cup. The object can be used for many things, but its

shape does suggest some "knowledge" about carrying liquids. A more complex example is an

online course - not only do the "shapes" of the software tools indicate certain things about the

way online courses should work, but the activities and texts produced within the group as a

whole will help shape how each person behaves within that group.

8. Zone of proximal development

The zone of proximal development (зона ближайшего развития), often abbreviated ZPD, is

the difference between what a learner can do without help and what he or she can do with

help. It is a concept developed by the Russian psychologist and social constructivist Lev

Vygotsky (1896 - 1934).
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Vygotsky stated that a child follows an adult's example and gradually develops the ability to

do certain tasks without help or assistance. Vygotsky's often-quoted definition of zone of

proximal development presents it as

the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem

solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under

adult guidance, or in collaboration with more capable peers

Vygotsky among other educational professionals believe the role of education to be to

provide children with experiences which are in their ZPD, thereby encouraging and

advancing their individual learning.

8.1 Development

The concept of ZPD has been expanded, modified, and changed into new concepts

since Vygotsky's original conception.

The concept of scaffolding is closely related to the ZPD, although Vygotsky himself

never mentioned the term; instead, scaffolding was developed by other sociocultural

theorists applying Vygotsky's ZPD to educational contexts. Scaffolding is a process

through which a teacher or more competent peer gives aid to the student in her/his

ZPD as necessary, and tapers off this aid as it becomes unnecessary, much as a

scaffold is removed from a building during construction. According to education

expert Nancy Balaban, "Scaffolding refers to the way the adult guides the child's

learning via focused questions and positive interactions." This concept has been

further developed by Ann Brown, among others. Several instructional programs were

developed on the basis of the notion of ZPD interpreted this way, including reciprocal

teaching and dynamic assessment.

ZPD has been implemented as a measurable concept in the reading software

Accelerated Reader. The developers of Accelerated Reader describe it as "the level of

difficulty [of a book] that is neither too hard nor too easy, and is the level at which

optimal learning takes place". The STAR Reading software suggests a ZPD level, or it

can be determined from other standardized tests. The company claims that students

need to read books that are not too easy, so as to avoid boredom, and not too hard, so

as to avoid frustration. This range of book difficulty, so claimed, helps to improve

vocabulary and other reading skills.
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While the ideas of Vygotsky's ZPD originally were used strictly for one's ability to

solve problems, Tharp and Gallimore point out that it can be expanded to examining

other domains of competence and skills. These specialized zones of development

include cultural zones, individual zones, and skill-oriented zones. Of these skill-

oriented zones, it is commonly believed among early childhood development

researchers that young children learn their native language and motor skills in general

by being placed in the zone of proximal development.

d to read books that are not too easy, so as to avoid boredom, and not too hard, so as

to avoid frustration. This range of book difficulty, so claimed, helps to improve

vocabulary and other reading skills.

While the ideas of Vygotsky's ZPD originally were used strictly for one's ability to

solve problems, Tharp and Gallimore point out that it can be expanded to examining

other domains of competence and skills. These specialized zones of development

include cultural zones, individual zones, and skill-oriented zones. Of these skill-

oriented zones, it is commonly believed among early childhood development

researchers that young children learn their native language and motor skills in general

by being placed in the zone of proximal development.

Topic : Assessing Students Learning

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand Assessment For Learning

 Understand Historical Perspective

 Understand Principles of Assessment for Learning

 Understand The Halo Effect

 Understand Multiple-choice items

 Understand Multiple choice

 Understand Norm-referenced test

 Understand Performance Assessment
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Definition/Overview:

This topic discusses how teachers can assess student performance accurately and fairly. They

begin with an overview of assessments, focusing on the cognitive levels of test content and

the alignment of instructional objectives with assessment items. The authors explore the

benefits and drawbacks to a variety of assessment methods, including multiple-choice, essay,

true-false, matching, short-answer, and completion items. They also examine the usefulness

of performance tests and portfolios. The topic concludes with a discussion about the

implications of assessment for teachers. The authors explore the importance of grade

assignments and various grading methods, and use an illustrative example to demonstrate

how each grading method produces different grade outcomes for the same group of students

on the same assessments. Grading recommendations are provided.

Key Points:

1. Assessment For Learning

In classrooms where assessment for learning is practiced, students know at the outset of a unit

of study what they are expected to learn. At the beginning of the unit, the teacher will work

with the student to understand what she or he already knows about the topic as well as to

identify any gaps or misconceptions (initial/diagnostic assessment). As the unit progresses,

the teacher and student work together to assess the students knowledge, what she or he needs

to learn to improve and extend this knowledge, and how the student can best get to that point

(formative assessment). Assessment for learning occurs at all stages of the learning process.
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2. Historical Perspective

The notion of assessment informing instruction is relatively recent in education. In past

decades, teachers would design a unit of study that would typically include objectives,

teaching strategies, and resources. An evaluation componentthe test or examinationmay or

may not have been included as part of this design. The students mark on this test or exam was

taken as the indicator of his or her understanding of the topic.

3. Definitions

There are a number of assessment terms that will appear in any discussion of assessment.

Listed below are common interpretations of some of these terms:

Assessment: Assessment can include many meanings including those defined below. A

working definition of assessment which is widely quoted is

"the term assessment refers to all those activities undertaken by teachers, and by their

students in assessing themselves, which provide information to be used as feedback to modify

the teaching and learning activities in which they are engaged. "

Assessment for learning

 comprises two phasesinitial or diagnostic assessment and formative assessment

 assessment can be based on a variety of information sources (e.g., portfolios, works in

progress, teacher observation, conversation)

 feedback to the student can be verbal or written

 used to inform instruction

 no grade or score given

 occurs throughout the learning process, from the outset of the course of study to the time of

summative assessment

 Assessment as learning

 student self-assesses learning and takes responsibility for moving his or her thinking forward

(metacognition)

 occurs throughout the learning process

 Assessment of learning

 assessment that is accompanied by a number or letter grade (summative)

 compares one students achievement with standards

 results can be communicated to the student and parents
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 occurs at the end of the learning unit

 Evaluation

 judgment made on the basis of a students performance

 Diagnostic assessment

 assessment made to determine what a student does and does not know about a topic

 occurs at the beginning of a unit of study

 used to inform instruction:makes up the initial phase of assessment for learning

 Formative assessment

 assessment made to determine a students knowledge and skills, including learning gaps as

they progress through a unit of study

 used to inform instruction

 occurs during the course of a unit of study

 makes up the subsequent phase of assessment for learning

 Summative assessment

 assessment that is made at the end of a unit of study to determine the level of understanding

the student has achieved

 includes a mark or grade against an expected standard

4. Principles of Assessment for Learning

Among the most comprehensive listing of principles of assessment for learning are those

written by the QCA (Qualifications and Curriculum Authority). The authority, which is

sponsored by Englands Department of Education and Skills, is responsible for national

curriculum, assessment, and examinations. Their principles focus on crucial aspects of

assessment for learning, including how such assessment much be seen as central to classroom

practice and that all teachers should regard assessment for learning as a key professional skill.

5. The Halo Effect

The halo effect refers to a cognitive bias whereby the perception of a particular trait is

influenced by the perception of the former traits in a sequence of interpretations.

Edward L. Thorndike was the first to support the halo effect with empirical research. In a

psychology study published in 1920, Thorndike asked commanding officers to rate their

soldiers; Thorndike found high cross-correlation between all positive and all negative traits.
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People seem not to think of other individuals in mixed terms; instead we seem to see each

person as roughly good or roughly bad across all categories of measurement.

A study by Solomon Asch suggests that attractiveness is a central trait, so we presume all the

other traits of an attractive person are just as attractive and sought after.

The halo effect is involved in Harold Kelley's implicit personality theory, where the first

traits we recognize in other people then influence the interpretation and perception of latter

ones (because of our expectations). Attractive people are often judged as having a more

desirable personality and more skills than someone of average appearance. Thus, we see that

celebrities are used to endorse products that they have no actual expertise in evaluating, and

with which they may not even have any prior affiliation.

The term is commonly used in human resources recruitment. It refers to the risk of an

interviewer noticing a positive trait in an interviewee and as a result, paying less attention to

their negative traits (or vice versa).

5. Multiple-choice items

A common type of test item is a multiple-choice question, the author of the test provides

several possible answers (usually four or five) from which the test subjects must choose.

There is one right answer, usually represented by only one answer option, though sometimes

divided into two or more, all of which subjects must identify correctly. Such a question may

look like this:

The number of right angles in a square is: a) 2 b) 3 c) 4 d) 5

Test authors generally create incorrect response options, often referred to as distracters,

which correspond with likely errors. For example, distracters may represent common

misconceptions that occur during the developmental process. The construction of effective

distracters is a key challenge that must be faced in order to construct multiple-choice items

that possess strong psychometric properties. Well-designed distracters, considered in

combination, can attract considerably more than 25% of the weakest students, so reducing the

effects of guessing on total scores. The construction of such items may in some cases require

some skill and experience on the part of the item developer.

A graph depicting the functioning of a multiple-choice question is shown in Figure 1. The x-

axis represents an ability continuum and the y-axis the probability of any given choice being

selected by an examinee with a given level of ability. The y-axis is obviously on a scale of 0
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to 1, while the x-axis represents standardized scores with a mean of 0 and standard deviation

of 1, which can be based on either the items or the examinees.

The grey line maps ability to the probability of a correct response according to the Rasch

model, which is a psychometric model used to analyse test data. The correct response in the

example shown in Figure 1 is E. The proportion of students along the ability continuum who

chose the correct response is highlighted in pink. The graph shows the proportion of students

opting for other choices along the range of the ability continuum, as shown in the legend. The

proportion of students at about −1.5 on the scale (i.e., of very low ability) who responded

correctly to this item is approximately 0.1, which is below the proportion expected if students

were purely guessing.

An attractive feature of multiple-choice questions is that they are particularly easy to score.

Machines such as the Scantron and software grading of computer-based tests can be

performed automatically and instantly, which is particularly valuable for situations where

there are not enough graders available to grade a large class or large-scale standardized test.

Multiple-choice tests are also valuable when the test sponsor desires to have immediate score

reporting available to the examinee; it is impossible to provide a score at the end of the test if

the items are not actually scored until several weeks later.

This format is not, however, appropriate for assessing all types of skills and abilities. Poorly

written multiple-choice questions often create an overemphasis on simple memorization and

deemphasize processes and comprehension. They also leave no room for disagreement or

alternate interpretation, making them particularly unsuitable for humanities such as literature

and philosophy.

6. Multiple choice

Multiple choice is a form of assessment in which respondents are asked to select one or more

choices from a list. The multiple choice format is most frequently used in educational testing,

in market research, and in elections-- when a person chooses between multiple candidates,

parties, or policies. Multiple choice testing is particularly popular in the United States.

Although E. L. Thorndike developed an early multiple choice test, Frederick J. Kelly was the

first to use such items as part of a large scale assessment. While Director of the Training

School at Kansas State Normal School (now Emporia State College) in 1915, he developed

and administered the Kansas Silent Reading Test. Soon after, Kelly became the third Dean of
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the College of Education at the University of Kansas. The first all multiple choice, large scale

assessment was the Army Alpha, used to assess the intelligence of World War I military

recruits.

The items of a multiple choice test are often colloquially referred to as "questions," but this is

a misnomer because many items are not phrased as a question. For example, they can be

presented as incomplete statements or mathematical equations. Thus, the more general term

"item," is the most appropriate label. Items are stored in an item bank.

7. Structure

Multiple choice items consist of a stem and a set of options. The stem is the beginning part of

the item that presents the item as a problem to be solved, a question asked of the respondent,

or an incomplete statement to be completed, as well as any other relevant information. The

options are the possible answers that the examinee can choose from, with the correct answer

called the key and the incorrect answers called distractors.

For advanced items, such as an applied knowledge item, the stem can consist of multiple

parts. The stem can include extended or ancillary material such as a vignette, a case study, a

graph, a table, or a detailed description which has multiple elements to it. Anything may be

included as long it is necessary to ensure the utmost validity and authenticity to the item. The

stem ends with a lead-in question explaining how the respondent must answer. In a medical

multiple choice items, a lead-in question may ask "What is the most likely diagnosis?" or

"What pathogen is the most likely cause?" in reference to a case study that was previously

presented.

8. Norm-referenced test

A norm-referenced test / NRT is a type of test, assessment, or evaluation which yields an

estimate of the position of the tested individual in a predefined population, with respect to the

trait being measured. This estimate is derived from the analysis of test scores and possibly

other relevant data from a sample drawn from the population. The term "normative

assessment" refers to the process of comparing one test-taker to his or her peers. Norm-
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referenced assessment can be contrasted with criterion-referenced assessment and ipsative

assessment.

9. Advantages and limitations

An obvious disadvantage of norm-referenced tests is that it cannot measure progress of the

population of a whole, only where individuals fall within the whole. Thus, only measuring

against a fixed goal can be used to measure the success of an educational reform program

which seeks to raise the achievement of all students against new standards which seek to

assess skills beyond choosing among multiple choices. However, while this is attractive in

theory, in practice the bar has often been moved in the face of excessive failure rates, and

improvement sometimes occurs simply because of familiarity with and teaching to the same

test.

With a norm-referenced test, grade level was traditionally set at the level set by the middle 50

percent of scores. By contrast, the National Children's Reading Foundation believes that it is

essential to assure that virtually all of our children read at or above grade level by third grade,

a goal which cannot be achieved with a norm referenced definition of grade level.

Critics of criterion-referenced tests point out that judges set bookmarks around items of

varying difficulty without considering whether the items actually are compliant with grade

level content standards or are developmentally appropriate. Thus, the original 1997 sample

problems published for the WASL 4th grade mathematics contained items that were difficult

for college educated adults, or easily solved with 10th grade level methods such as similar

triangles.

The difficulty level of items themselves, as are the cut-scores to determine passing levels are

also changed from year to year. Pass rates also vary greatly from the 4th to the 7th and 10th

grade graduation tests in some states.

One of the faults of No Child Left Behind is that each state can choose or construct its own

test which cannot be compared to any other state. A Rand study of Kentucky results found

indications of artificial inflation of pass rates which were not reflected in increasing scores in

other tests such as the NAEP or SAT given to the same student populations over the same

time.

Graduation test standards are typically set at a level consistent for native born 4 year

university applicants. An unusual side effect is that while colleges often admit immigrants

with very strong math skills who may be deficient in English, there is no such leeway in high

school graduation tests, which usually require passing all sections, including language. Thus,
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it is not unusual for institutions like the University of Washington to admit strong Asian

American or Latino students who did not pass the writing portion of the state WASL test, but

such students would not even receive a diploma once the testing requirement is in place.

Although the tests such as the WASL are intended as a minimal bar for high school, 27

percent of 10th graders applying for Running Start in Washington State failed the math

portion of the WASL. These students applied to take college level courses in high school, and

achieve at a much higher level than average students. The same studyconcluded the level of

difficulty was comparable to, or greater than that of tests intended to place students already

admitted to the college.

A norm referenced test has none of these problems because it does not seek to enforce any

expectation of what all students should know or be able to do other than what actual students

demonstrate. Present levels of performance and inequity are taken as fact, not as defects to be

removed by a redesigned system. Goals of student performance are not raised every year until

all are proficient. Scores are not required to show continuous improvement through Total

Quality Management systems.

A rank-based system only produces data which tell which average students perform at an

average level, which students do better, and which students do worse. This contradicts the

fundamental beliefs, whether optimistic or simply unfounded, that all will perform at one

uniformly high level in a standards based system if enough incentives and punishments are

put into place. This difference in beliefs underlies the most significant differences between a

traditional and a standards based education system.

10. Performance Assessment

A performance test is an assessment that requires an examinee to actually perform a task or

activity, rather than simply answering questions referring to specific parts. The purpose is to

ensure greater fidelity to what is being tested.

An example is a behind-the-wheel driving test to obtain a driver's license. Rather than only

answering simple multiple-choice items regarding the driving of an automobile, a student is

required to actually drive one while being evaluated.

Performance tests are commonly used in workplace and professional applications, such as

professional certification and licensure. When used for personnel selection, the tests might be
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referred to as a work sample. A licensure example would be cosmetologists being required to

demonstrate a haircut or manicure on a live person.

Some performance tests are simulations. For instance, the assessment to become certified as

an ophthalmic technician includes two components, a multiple-choice examination and a

computerized skill simulation. The examinee must demonstrate the ability to complete seven

tasks commonly performed on the job, such as retinoscopy, that are simulated on a computer.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Technology And Classroom Teaching

Growing As A Teacher

Topic : Technology And Classroom Teaching

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand Constructivism in Technology Integration

 Understand A clicker

 Understand Computer literacy

 Understand Digital camera

 Understand Mobile Device

 Understand Generation Y

 Understand Liquid crystal display

Definition/Overview:

This topic discusses the possible uses of technology in the classroom. While historically,

technology use has been touted as a way to revolutionize education, there is much evidence

that technology has been poorly implemented in classrooms. The authors stress that

technology use in the classroom is neither good nor bad. They explore why technology can be

useful and how to identify clear goals for using technology so that it does not become an end
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in and of itself. They discuss the most common uses of computers in classrooms and discuss

a variety of other technological tools that are entering the school setting. The authors

conclude the topic with a discussion of the incorporation of technology into social studies and

science classes and developing project-based work.

Key Points:

Technology Integration is a term used by educators to describe effective uses of technology

by teachers and students in K-12 and university classrooms. Teachers use technology to

support instruction in language arts, social studies, science, math, or other content areas.

When teachers integrate technology into their classroom practice, learners are empowered to

be actively engaged in their learning.

When technology is integrated into the classroom, educators are taking the constructivist

approach to learning. The amount of available information is doubling every three years

according to statistics. By the time kids graduate from high school, today's students will have

been exposed to more information than their grandparents were in a lifetime. It has been

claimed that ninety percent of the technology we will use in the next decade has not been

invented or currently there is no access to at the moment.

Most research in technology integration has been criticized for being a-theoretical and ad-

hoc, driven more by the affordances of the technology rather than the demands of pedagogy

and subject matter. One approach that attempts to address this concern is a framework aimed

at describing the nature of teacher knowledge for successful technology integration. The

Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge or TPCK framework has recently received

some positive attention.

The International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) has established standards for

students , teachers , and administrators about the use of technology in K-12 classrooms. This

professional organization is a leader in helping teachers become more effective users of

technology in their teaching. ISTE espouses the following principal: The effective use of

technology can help change the current educational paradigm in the following ways:
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OLD PARADIGM NEW PARADIGM

Teacher-centered instruction Student-centered learning

Single sense stimulation Multi-sensory stimulation

Single path progression Multi-path progression

Single media Multimedia

Isolated work Collaborative work

Information delivery Information exchange

Passive, receptive learning Active, inquiry-based learning

Factual, knowledge-based Critical thinking, informed decision making

Reactive response Proactive, planned

Isolated, artificial context Authentic, real-world context

[Table 1]

1. Constructivism in Technology Integration

Constructivism, is a crucial component of Technology Integration. It is a learning theory that

describes the process of students constructing their own knowledge through collaboration and

inquiry based learning. Students learn more deeply and retain information longer when they

have a say in what and how they will learn. Technology Integration is more than just putting

computers in classrooms. It is imperative that teachers and administrators be trained to make

good use of the computers and other equipment and software. Also, teachers must not be

afraid to learn along with their students. Many teachers use a constructivist approach in their

classrooms assuming one or more of the following roles: facilitator, collaborator, curriculum

developer, team member, community builder, educational leader, or information producer.

Cognitive Flexibility, a theory that has its roots in Constructivism, presents a non-linear

approach to learning. Through the use of hyperlinking, wikis, and blogs, to name a few new

technologies, multiple learning syles are being addressed in ways that were not possible a few

years ago.

2. A clicker

A clicker is any device that makes a clicking sound, usually when deliberately activated by its

user. They usually consist of a piece of thin metal held in a casing so that the metal is slightly
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torqued; depressing one end of the metal causes it to pop out of alignment and releasing it

causes it to pop back into alignment, each time making a sharp click.

With some clickers, the user depresses the metal directly with thumb or finger; with others, a

button extends above the surface of the casing so that depressing the button makes the metal

click.

is any device that makes a clicking sound, usually when deliberately activated by its user.

They usually consist of a piece of thin metal held in a casing so that the metal is slightly

torqued; depressing one end of the metal causes it to pop out of alignment and releasing it

causes it to pop back into alignment, each time making a sharp click.

With some clickers, the user depresses the metal directly with thumb or finger; with others, a

button extends above the surface of the casing so that depressing the button makes the metal

click.

3. Computer literacy

Computer literacy is the knowledge and ability to use computers and technology efficiently.

Computer literacy can also refer to the comfort level someone has with using computer

programs and other applications that are associated with computers. Another valuable

component of computer literacy is knowing how computers work and operate. As of 2005,

having basic computer skills is a significant asset in the developed countries.

The precise definition of "computer literacy" can vary from group to group. Generally,

literate (in the realm of books) connotes one who can read any arbitrary book in their native

language[s], looking up new words as they are exposed to them. Likewise, an experienced

computer professional may consider the ability to self-teach (i.e. to learn arbitrary new

programs or tasks as they are encountered) to be central to computer literacy. In common

discourse, however, "computer literate" often connotes little more than the ability to use

several very specific applications (usually Microsoft Word, Microsoft Internet Explorer, and

Microsoft Outlook) for certain very well-defined simple tasks, largely by rote. (This is

analogous to a child claiming that they "can read" because they have rote-memorized several

small children's books. Real problems can arise when such a "computer literate" person
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encounters a new program for the first time, and large degrees of "hand-holding" will likely

be required.) Being "literate" and "functional" are generally taken to mean the same thing.

4. Digital camera

A digital camera (or digicam for short) is a camera that takes video or still photographs, or

both, digitally by recording images via an electronic image sensor.

Front and back of a Canon PowerShot A95.

Many compact digital still cameras can record sound and moving video as well as still

photographs. In the Western market, digital cameras outsell their 35 mm film counterparts.

Digital cameras can do things film cameras cannot: displaying images on a screen

immediately after they are recorded, storing thousands of images on a single small memory

device, recording video with sound, and deleting images to free storage space.

Digital cameras are incorporated into many devices ranging from PDAs and mobile phones

(called camera phones) to vehicles. The Hubble Space Telescope and other astronomical

devices are essentially specialised digital cameras.

5. Compact digital cameras

Compact cameras are designed to be small and portable; the smallest are described as

subcompacts or "ultra-compacts". Compact cameras are usually designed to be easy to use,

sacrificing advanced features and picture quality for compactness and simplicity; images can

usually only be stored using lossy compression (JPEG). Most have a built-in flash usually of

low power, sufficient for nearby subjects. Live preview is almost always used to frame the

photo. They may have limited motion picture capability. Compacts often have macro

capability, but if they have zoom capability the range is usually less than for bridge and

DSLR cameras. They have a greater depth of field, allowing objects within a large range of

distances from the camera to be in sharp focus. They are particularly suitable for casual and

"snapshot" use. These cameras are a good use for family get-togethers, such as picnics.
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6. Mobile Device

A mobile device (also known as cellphone device, handheld device, handheld computer,

"Palmtop" or simply handheld) is a pocket-sized computing device, typically having a display

screen with touch input or a miniature keyboard. In the case of the personal digital assistant

(PDA) the input and output are combined into a touch-screen interface. Smartphones and

PDAs are popular amongst those who require the assistance and convenience of a

conventional computer, in environments where carrying one would not be practical.

Enterprise digital assistants can further extend the available functionality for the business user

by offering integrated data capture devices like Bar Code, RFID and Smart Card readers.

7. Liquid crystal display

A liquid crystal display (LCD) is an electronically-modulated optical device shaped into a

thin, flat panel made up of any number of color or monochrome pixels filled with liquid

crystals and arrayed in front of a light source (backlight) or reflector. It is often utilized in

battery-powered electronic devices because it uses very small amounts of electric power. A

comprehensive classification of the various types and electro-optical modes of LCDs is

provided in the article LCD classification.

8. Generation Y

Generation Y is a cohort which consists of those people born after the Generation X cohort.

Its name is controversial and is synonymous with several alternative names including The

Net Generation, Millennials, Echo Boomers, and iGeneration. Generation Y consists

primarily of the offspring of the Generation Jones and Baby Boomers cohorts.

As a generation is defined not by formal process but rather by demographers, the media,

popular culture, market researchers and members of the generation itself, there is no precise

consensus as to which birth years constitute any generation. Although different groups and

individuals consider different ranges of years as constituting Generation Y, those ranges of
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years are almost always within the outer bounds of 1976 as the earliest possible year and

2001 as the latest. The ongoing debate is in part due to the lack of a marquee event(s), like

the boom in births after the end of World War II for the "Baby Boomer" generation.

Topic : Growing As A Teacher

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will be able to:

 Understand Action research

 Understand Overview

 Understand Peer Mentoring

 Understand Peer Mentoring in education

 Understand Self-evaluation maintenance

 Understand Social structure

 Understand Professional development

Definition/Overview:

This topic presents general guidelines for inservice training and selfimprovement. The

authors recommend that teachers combine theory, research, and educational concepts with

their unique personalities, teaching styles, and instructional contexts to meet the needs of

students. They focus on how teachers can improve their teaching by capitalizing upon (1)

feedback from administrators, colleagues, and students; (2) self-evaluation strategies; and (3)

various staff development opportunities. Good and Brophy assert that most teachers welcome

opportunities to evaluate and improve their teaching if acceptable and useful methods are

available. Research and new trends supporting the improvement of classroom teaching are

reviewed.
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Teaching may be carried out informally, within the family or the wider community. Formal

teaching may be carried out by paid professionals. Such professionals enjoy a status in some

societies on a par with physicians, lawyers, engineers, and accountants (Chartered or CPA).

A teacher's professional duties may extend beyond formal teaching. Outside of the classroom

teachers may accompany students on field trips, supervise study halls, help with the

organization of school functions, and serve as supervisors for extracurricular activities. In

some education systems, teachers may have responsibility for student discipline.

Around the world teachers are often required to obtain specialized education and professional

licensure. The teaching profession is regarded for having a body of specialised professional

knowledge, codes of ethics and internal monitoring.

There are a variety of bodies designed to instill, preserve and update the knowledge and

professional standing of teachers. Around the world many governments operate teacher's

colleges, which are generally established to serve and protect the public interest through

certifying, governing and enforcing the standards of practice for the teaching profession.

The functions of the teacher's colleges may include setting out clear standards of practice,

providing for the ongoing education of teachers, investigating complaints involving members,

conducting hearings into allegations of professional misconduct and taking appropriate

disciplinary action and accrediting teacher education programs. In many situations teachers in

publicly funded schools must be members in good standing with the college, and private

schools may also require their teachers to be college members. In other areas these roles may

belong to the State Board of Education, the Superintendent of Public Instruction, the State

Education Agency or other governmental bodies. In still other areas Teaching Unions may be

responsible for some or all of these duties.

Key Points:

1. Action research

Action research is a reflective process of progressive problem solving led by individuals

working with others in teams or as part of a "community of practice" to improve the way they

address issues and solve problems. Action research can also be undertaken by larger

organizations or institutions, assisted or guided by professional researchers, with the aim of
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improving their strategies, practices, and knowledge of the environments within which they

practice.

Kurt Lewin, then a professor at MIT, first coined the term action research in about 1944, and

it appears in his 1946 paper Action Research and Minority Problems. In that paper, he

described action research as a comparative research on the conditions and effects of various

forms of social action and research leading to social action that uses a spiral of steps, each of

which is composed of a circle of planning, action, and fact-finding about the result of the

action.

2. Overview

Action research is an interactive inquiry process that balances problem solving actions

implemented in a collaborative context with data-driven collaborative analysis or research to

understand underlying causes enabling future predictions about personal and organizational

change. After six decades of action research development, many methodologies have evolved

that adjust the balance to focus more on the actions taken or more on the research that results

from the reflective understanding of the actions. This tension exists between

 those that are more driven by the researchers agenda to those more driven by participants;

 those that are motivated primarily by instrumental goal attainment to those motivated

primarily by the aim of personal, organizational, or societal transformation; and

 1st-, to 2nd-, to 3rd-person research (i.e. my research on my own action, aimed primarily at

personal change; our research on our group (family/team), aimed primarily at improving the

group; and scholarly research aimed primarily at theoretical generalization and/or large scale

change).

Action research challenges traditional social science, by moving beyond reflective knowledge

created by outside experts sampling variables to an active moment-to-moment theorizing,

data collecting, and inquiring occurring in the midst of emergent structure. Knowledge is

always gained through action and for action. From this starting point, to question the validity

of social knowledge is to question, not how to develop a reflective science about action, but

how to develop genuinely well-informed actionhow to conduct an action science.
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3. Peer Mentoring

Peer Mentoring is a form of mentoring that takes place in learning environments such as

schools, usually between an older more experienced student and a new student(s). Peer

Mentors should not be confused with prefects. Peer mentoring is a good way of practicing

social skills for the mentor and help on adapting and settling in for the mentoree. Most peer

mentors are picked for their sensibility, confidence, social skills and reliability.

Peer mentors appear mainly in secondary schools where students moving up from

Junior/Primary schools may need assistance in settling in at the whole new schedule and

lifestyle of secondary school life.

Peer mentors benefit from, usually, excellent recommendations from the school they

mentored in and it aids admission into university.

The amount of time that peer mentors and mentorees meet varies according to the particular

mentoring program. Some pairs may make contact once a month, while others may meet 3-4

times per month or more. It is usually advised that mentors and mentorees meet more often in

the beginning of the relationship, in order to establish a good foundation. Mentors and

mentorees may maintain contact through email, telephone or in person meetings. Peer

mentoring organizations may also set up social events for those participating in the program.

These events provide good opportunities for increased social interaction between mentors and

mentorees.

The compatibility of mentor and mentoree is a factor that should be taken into consideration

when choosing pairs. Mentors and mentorees may benefit from having similar backgrounds,

interests and life experiences.

The objectives of a peer mentoring program should be well defined and measurable. The

effectiveness of the program should be monitored to ensure that the objectives are being met.

One way to monitor the effectiveness of a program is to administer evaluations to the mentors

and mentorees.

4. Peer Mentoring in education

Peer mentoring in education occurs at the grade school level, the undergraduate level, and the

graduate school level. The goals of the program may vary according to the level, the

educational institution or the discipline.

Peer mentors in secondary schools aid in the transition of younger students from primary

school to secondary school. They may assist mentorees with their school work and study

skills, peer pressure (such as pressure to use drugs or have sex), issues with attendance and
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behavior, and typical family problems. Peer mentors for youth may simply be a person for the

younger child to spend time with. Mentoring programs for youth can be especially useful for

students who are suffering from a lack of social support, and may be susceptible to

delinquency.

Peer mentors for undergraduates may assist newly admitted students with time management,

study skills, organizational skills, curriculum planning, administrative issues, test preparation,

term paper preparation, goal setting, and grade monitoring. Additionally, such mentors may

provide other forms of social support for the student, such as friendship, networking, and

aiding the student's adjustment to college life.

A peer mentor at the graduate school level may assist new students in selecting an advisor,

negotiating the advisor/advisee relationship, preparation for major examinations, publishing

articles, the job search, and adjusting to the rigors of graduate school life.

5. Self-evaluation maintenance

Self-evaluation maintenance theory refers to discrepancies between two people in a

relationship. Two people in a relationship each aim to keep themselves feeling good

psychologically, when they are being compared to the other person .

Self-evaluation is defined as the way a person views him/herself. It is the continuous process

of determining personal growth and progress, which can be raised or lowered by the behavior

of a close other (a person that is psychologically close). People are more threatened by

friends than strangers.

6. Social structure

Social structure is a term frequently used in sociology and social theory yet rarely defined or

clearly conceptualised. In a general sense, the term can refer to:

 entities or groups in definite relation to each other,

 relatively enduring patterns of behaviour and relationship within a society, or

 social institutions and norms becoming embedded into social systems in such a way that they

shape the behavior of actors within those social systems.
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The notion of social structure as relationships between different entities or groups or as

enduring and relatively stable patterns of relationship emphasises the idea that society is

grouped into structurally related groups or sets of roles, with different functions, meanings or

purposes. One example of social structure is the idea of "social stratification", which refers to

the idea that society is separated into different strata, according to social distinctions such as a

race, class, disability and gender. Social treatment of persons within various social structures

can be understood as related to their.

The notion of structure as embedded institutions or norms that shape the actions of social

agents is important, as structural determination may occur as the actions of people and

organisations are guided partially by the underlying structures in the social system. This

approach has been important in the academic literature with the rise of various forms of

structuralism, and is important in the contemporary organizational context as organisation

structure may determine an organisation's flexibility, capacity to change and many other

factors, and is therefore an important issue to management.

Social structure may be seen to underly important social systems including the economic

system, legal system, political system, cultural system, and others. Family, religion, law,

economy and class are all social structures. The social system is the parent system of those

various systems that are embedded in the social system.

7. Professional development

Professional development refers to skills and knowledge attained for both personal

development and career advancement. Professional development encompasses all types of

facilitated learning opportunities, ranging from college degrees to formal coursework,

conferences and informal learning opportunities situated in practice. It has been described as

intensive and collaborative, ideally incorporating an evaluative stage There are a variety of

approaches to professional development, including consultation, coaching, communities of

practice, lesson study, mentoring, reflective supervision and technical assistance.
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